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Department of Earth and Planetary Sciences
Self-Study 2013
0. CRITERION 0: INTRODUCTORY SECTION AND BACKGROUND INFORMATION
0A: ABSTRACT
The Department of Earth and Planetary Sciences (EPS) at UNM offers the B.S., B.A.,
M.S., and Ph.D. degrees. At the undergraduate level, the Department has three different degree
tracks, B.S. and B.A. degrees in EPS and a relatively new B.S. degree in Environmental Sciences
(ENVS). The B.S. in ENVS degree program was established in 2002 with no additional
University resources (i.e., no new hires or additional teaching assistant lines). Since 2003, EPS
has graduated 229 Bachelor’s degrees (combined), and has graduated 133 M.S. & Ph.D.
students. The Department has seen a 44 percent increase in the number of majors and a 125
percent increase in degrees awarded in the ten years from AY 2002 through AY 2011. In terms
of diversity for STEM programs, EPS has ~50% women across all degrees, and heavy
participation from Hispanic and Native American populations in the ENVS program that reflects
the future face of U.S. populations. Enrollment data are provided in detail in Appendix 1. The
Department reached a maximum number of faculty in 2009 but has since experienced significant
faculty losses due to retirements and resignations reaching a low in 2011. Following two faculty
hires in the last two years, we have 19 TT faculty members (2 assistant, 2 associate and fifteen
full professors including one Regents professor) and 2 lecturers. As with many Departments, in
reality the number of faculty devoted exclusively to duties in the Department is significantly
lower. Four faculty members have administrative appointments either inside or outside the
Department and have reduced FTE commitments within the Department. In addition, the
Department’s personnel includes four Senior Research Professors; three Research Professors;
periodically, a Caswell Silver Research Professor (an endowed chair); numerous Ph.D. – level
Research Scientists (called Senior Research Associates within the Department). Brief faculty
biographical sketches are provided in Appendix 2. Technical lab support staff provides excellent
support for our analytical labs and our clerical support staff assist the faculty, technical staff and
students in all aspects of our mission. During the past academic year, 25 Doctoral, 26 Master’s,
and 94 undergraduate students pursued degrees within the EPS Department and most have gone
on to the next level of geoscience/workforce pursuits. We have managed to successfully meet
our teaching commitments over the last four years of decreasing support and have
simultaneously maintained the quality of our programs. Over the past several years, a number of
faculty members have been recognized for their excellence in teaching and research. The
Department has a strong tradition of graduate student mentorship and individualized training,
resulting in a noteworthy track record of success in graduate student extra-mural research
funding and Ph.D. placements at research universities and high quality colleges. The Department
maintains a broad spectrum of world-class analytical facilities which support the research
activities of undergraduate and graduate students, staff and faculty within the Department of
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Earth and Planetary Sciences, the UNM campus, private industry and Sandia and Los Alamos
National Laboratories.
Our strategic vision involves having the Department of Earth and Planetary Sciences at
the center of one of the strongest interdisciplinary programs at UNM and nationally. We seek
UNM upper administration collaboration to develop a plan to best harness the strengths of
diverse units towards a common goal. Our goal is to develop one of the highest ranked Earth,
Planetary, and Environmental programs in the U.S. that builds on existing UNM strengths. Like
UNM in general, EPS is “the face of the future” of the geosciences in the U.S. Both our EPS and
ENVS degrees attract Hispanic and Native American students, and our Departmental support and
pyramid mentoring style promotes their success and placement into the workforce or graduate
school. Our graduate programs already successfully mentor a large number of women and
minority groups in STEM, and we plan to substantially increase our impact in training of a
diverse scientifically trained workforce. In these many respects, improved support of EPS would
constitute a productive initiative that UNM can embark upon for New Mexico.
0B: HISTORY OF THE DEPARTMENT
The Department of Earth and Planetary Sciences is among the oldest departments on the
UNM campus. The Department was established after the foundation of UNM, when Dr. C. L
Herrick arrived to assume the position of second president of UNM and its first professor of
geology. During its 115 year history the Department has grown to include 19 faculty members, a
significant number of research scientists, more than 125 undergraduate, masters and doctoral
students, and numerous staff members. This growth mirrors the growth of the University from a
small, mainly college preparatory school of fewer than 100 students to the large, multifaceted
institution it is today. The Department graduated its first undergraduate student in 1901, but the
early years of the development of the Department were slow and hampered by a variety of
problems including the departure of key faculty and complete loss of the building that housed the
Geology Department due to a fire in 1910. During this time the UNM faculty grew
slowly; in 1925, for example, there were only a total of 29 faculty at UNM, and Geology,
Biology, Mathematics and Physics were all Departments with just one faculty member each.
During the early years of the Department, up until the late 1930s, the Department graduated a
small number of students (~42) with B.S. and B.A. degrees. An important turning point came in
1928 with the appointment of a second faculty member, Dr. Stuart A. Northrop as acting and
then permanent Department chair. Under Dr. Northrop’s leadership, a master’s degree program
in geology was established with the first student graduating in 1930. During the 1930s, the
Department saw a progressive increase in its graduating students (undergraduate and graduate)
that faltered during the Second World War due to the overall decrease in student enrollment at
UNM. The major period of growth in the undergraduate program in Geology commenced after
the Second World War when the strategic significance of natural resources became an imperative
for the nation. This post-war surge in interest in geology catalyzed efforts by the Department to
make three major areas of growth important priorities for the University: the construction of a
building to house the Geology Department; the addition of new faculty; and the establishment of
a doctoral program. During this period, the development of this unit as an important science
department on the UNM campus can be attributed to the significant efforts of Dr. Northrop and
Dr. Vincent Kelley, a graduate of Caltech who was hired 1938. From the mid1940s through to
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the 1960s, these two individuals had an immense impact on the successful growth and evolution
of the Department, laying the foundations of the modern Department that exists today.
The new Geology building, Northrop Hall, was completed in June 1953, but the addition
of new faculty was a slower process. An American Geological Institute study in 1956 ranked
UNM 18th out of 189 schools in number of geology bachelors’ degrees granted, and 23rd of 72
in masters’ degrees that year, but only 64th out of 204 in number of geology faculty, which by
that time had expanded to five full time faculty members. No new faculty members were added
until 1957, when Dr. Wolfgang Elston joined the faculty from Columbia University. The
following year, the Department’s Ph.D. program was established with the first students entering
the program in Fall 1958.
Scholarly activity of the faculty in the Department increased significantly during the
1940s and 1950s. Nevertheless, through the 1950s the Department of Geology functioned as a
relatively small, regionally oriented Department with a strong commitment to teaching. Its
research was largely field-based and dealt with local problems. Support for research from
external sources was limited to a few small contracts that did not exceed $10,000
during any year, lagging significantly behind other UNM departments such as Anthropology,
Chemistry, Mathematics, Physics, and Psychology whose external funding levels each exceeded
$100,000 per year before the end of the decade. The Department lacked any kind of expensive
analytical infrastructure that was becoming essential to many key areas of research in the
geosciences.
The end of the 1950s and early 1960s brought additional challenge. Undergraduate
enrollments declined as a decade of hiring by the oil industry faltered, largely due to the
increased availability of cheap foreign oil imports. In 1960, 30 bachelors’ degrees were awarded,
but only 12, 10, and 8 degrees were awarded the following three years. The number of bachelors’
degrees awarded during a single year would never again approach the 1960 total. This period
marked a significant transition of the Department’s mission from one that was focused primarily
on undergraduate education to an era where Department’s graduate programs became
increasingly prominent. This change has shaped the mission of the Department to the present
day.
The Geology Department experienced major changes and expanded considerably during
the 1960s, and by 1971 nearly all of the major elements that characterize the present Department
were in place. Seven new faculty positions were added during this period, doubling the
Department’s size and vastly increasing its diversity and research potential. The Institute of
Meteoritics (IOM) that was formerly part of the Department of Physics and Astronomy became
attached to the Geology Department in 1967 and began an unprecedented expansion into the
study of extraterrestrial materials. This effort was led by Dr. Klaus Keil who was appointed
Director of the IOM in 1968 and was driven by the return of lunar samples by the NASA Apollo
missions. An initiative to develop a materials analysis center in the Department was proposed by
Vincent Kelley in 1967 and set in motion major efforts to establish a series of analytical
laboratories that would house expensive analytical instrumentation. This vision established a
fundamental and key aspect of the Department that successive faculty have continued to build on
the present day, starting off with the acquisition of an electron microprobe in 1968. These efforts
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coincided with an acceleration in the support of scientific research at universities by federal
agencies.
In the late 1990s, in response to the changing interests of students entering geosciences
program towards more environmentally-oriented curricula, the Department made the decision to
introduce a B.S. in Environmental Sciences. This program was approved by UNM in 2000 and
the first students graduated in 2003. The introduction of this program has brought challenges to
the Department because it was introduced with no extra resources, using existing faculty and
teaching assistants to teach the additional classes. The program has been successful, attracting a
significant number of students (especially minority students) and increasing the number of
students that have graduated from the Department over the last 10 years by 80%.
The late 1990s to mid 2000s represented a period of considerable stability in the
Department with steady but consistent growth in its faculty, in part due to transfers of faculty
members from other departments, reaching a peak of 23 tenure track faculty and 3 lecturers
(including the Natural Sciences Program) in 2009, the highest number in its history. During this
period the Department was also extremely successful at further enhancing its analytical
infrastructure, adding several new pieces of sophisticated analytical equipment to our
Department laboratories. These developments, along with a very research active faculty
increased the Department’s research funding and research productivity, as well as increasing the
Department’s central role in the University’s educational and research mission. Through to 2008,
the Department experienced considerable progress in increasing the quality of its teaching,
research and infrastructure. However, since 2008, the Department has faced some significant
challenges, including cuts in the Departmental budget as a result of a reduction in state funding
caused by the downturn of the economy, a less than harmonious departmental environment, and
the retirement or resignations of several faculty. These factors, coinciding with a major increase
in enrollment at UNM and salary freezes for faculty and staff for a period of four years have
affected departmental morale significantly. All these factors have contributed to a difficult period
for the Department where maintaining our teaching commitments and standards became
increasingly difficult. The major efforts of the chair over the past three years has been devoted to
stabilizing departmental conditions (budget and staffing) and improving morale and collegiality.
Despite these challenges, the Department today is recognized as one of the top geoscience
programs among our 22 peer institutions, and the graduate program is ranked the highest of any
science or engineering program at UNM (only Nuclear Engineering is technically ranked higher,
but of many fewer programs nationally).
0C: ORGANIZATION AND GOVERNANCE
The Department of Earth and Planetary Science has a democratic style of governance that
attempts to involve all faculty in key decision making processes. There is a Department chair
who appoints an Associate Chair to assist with the management of the Department and assumes
responsibility when the chair is absent from the Department for any extended period of time. The
chair appoints either one or two associate chairs as per their preference. In the past, the
Department consistently had two Associate Chairs but the last chair, Professor Adrian Brearley,
departed from this tradition and had only one associate chair. The Department chair has typically
been appointed for a four-year term by the Dean on the basis of a majority vote of Department
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tenure-track faculty. However, the previous two chairs have served shorter terms (John
Geissman, 3.5 years, Adrian Brearley – 3 years (one as interim). The current chair, Professor
Laura Crossey, has been appointed (at her request) for a term of 3 years rather than 4. EPS
policies are provided in Appendix 3.
The critical functions of the Department are overseen by standing committees who act in
an advisory capacity to the chair. Recommendations from these committees on Department
policies are brought by the chair to the full faculty for consideration and discussion, in some
cases ultimately leading to a full faculty vote. Selection of members of these committees has
traditionally been the sole responsibility of the chair. In the past two years, at the request of the
faculty, the chair now makes assignments based preferences provided by individual faculty
members. The final selection of the chair and members of the committees is made by the chair,
based on a fair work load policy. Chairs of individual committees typical serve for two years. A
full listing of departmental standing committees and their current membership is provided in
Appendix 4. The most active and time-intensive departmental committees with significant
workloads are the Undergraduate and Graduate Committees, the Graduate Admissions
Committee and the Strategic Planning Committee. Additional committees which play an
important, but less active role for specific issues are the Faculty Productivity Assessment
Committee, Facilities Committee and the Computer Committee.
The Department currently has three undergraduate advisors: Professor Maya Elrick,
Associate Professor Joe Galewsky and Professor Gary Weissmann. They provide advisement to
potential, incoming, and current undergraduate majors, in close coordination with the A&S
undergraduate advisor (Brian Vineyard) who also works with the departments of Math &
Statistics and Physics & Astonomy. Professor Laura Crossey has been our longstanding and
senior undergraduate advisor (for the past decade until this year) for our EPS and ENVS degree
programs and has supervised our Honors program. Professor Crossey still serves as
Departmental Honors Advisor.
Professor Rhian Jones chairs our undergraduate committee consisting of 6 members, who
are typically selected because of their prominent role as instructor in our undergraduate core
classes. This committee is responsible for undergraduate curricula and scholarships and
fellowships. Professor Peter Fawcett is the Graduate Advisor and Chair of the 6 member
Graduate Committee. Their responsibility is for the progress of graduate students through our
M.S. and Ph.D. programs, including handling petitions, approval of Ph.D. abstracts, graduate
scholarships and graduate curriculum issues. Professor Lou Scuderi chairs the Graduate
Admissions committee which consists of seven members that review all applications to our
graduate program and provide a ranked consensus listing of applicants for review by the faculty
and the selection of applicants for admission.
Annual performance evaluations for faculty are undertaken by the Department
Productivity Assessment Committee, consisting of the department chair, associate chair and
three faculty members representing, as far as possible, members of each of the tenure track ranks.
The Department has an established productivity policy (Appendix 3) that is used to allocate
salary increases in years when monies are available. This policy is linked to our post tenure
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review policy (also in Appendix 3). On all matters of policy, as well as hiring, we act as a
committee of the whole.
The Department has used several strategies for long-term planning/strategic planning
over the past decade. The Long-term Planning Committee was superceded by a weekend,
facilitated faculty retreat under the leadership of former Chair Adrian Brearley, where several
shared goals were identified. In Fall 2013, a Strategic Planning Committee has been organized
by Chair Laura Crossey to formulate long term strategies that can be brought to the Department,
vetted and implemented.
Matters of key departmental concern, including faculty hiring, are considered by the
faculty as a whole in faculty meetings. Recommendations brought by committee chairs to the
chair are presented to the faculty in these meetings for discussion and, as required for a vote.
Departmental policies are established by majority vote and may be subject to periodic revision as
necessary. Traditionally, the Department had a one hour faculty meeting every Wednesday at
noon. The past chair, Adrian Brearley broke from this tradition and called faculty meetings as
needed and more into line with the frequency of faculty meetings held by other departments.
This process has continued under Chair Laura Crossey, with the intervening weeks utilized for
scheduled committee work.
For faculty hiring, as required by UNM HR policies, faculty search committees make
recommendations to the whole faculty, but then the tenure track faculty as a whole determines
whom to invite for an interview and whom to hire. While the UNM Faculty Handbook allows
emeritus faculty and lecturers to vote on hiring issues, our department practice has been that only
tenure track faculty vote. For mid-probationary reviews, as well as tenure decisions, only tenured
faculty participate and make recommendations to the chair. Lecturers, but not emeritus faculty,
are allowed to vote on other issues except those involving hiring of tenure track faculty and
tenure and promotion.
The Department employs four administrative staff members and typically one or two work study
students. Staff duties and assignments are described elsewhere in this report. Due to rescissions,
we no longer have a dedicated building manager. The Department has several other technical
staff members who have responsibilities relating to managing and supporting the extensive
laboratory facilities that the Department maintains. These individuals are supported by a variety
of funding sources, including I&G funding from the College of Arts and Sciences, departmental
F&A funds, revenues generated from operation of the laboratories as well as grants and
contracts.
0D: SPECIAL ACCREDITATION REVIEWS
There is no accrediting body for Earth and Planetary Sciences. The Department
undergoes review as part of the general UNM Academic Program Review process, which in turn
informs the accreditation of UNM as a whole by the Higher Learning Commission of the North
Central Association of Colleges and Schools.
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0E: SUMMARY OF THE LAST APR
The last departmental APR in 2003 was as carried out by a review committee consisting
of Professor Vic Baker, University of Arizona, Professor Randy Keller, University of Texas at El
Paso, Professor Hap McSween, University of Tennessee and Professor Ann Ramenofsky,
University of New Mexico. The APR report noted that EPS ‘hosts a very strong and effective
graduate program’ and the committee was ‘especially impressed by the enthusiasm and high
energy of the Department’s faculty’. The committee also noted that a major strength of the
Department was its facilities and stated that ‘Its enviable laboratories, analytical
instrumentation, and technical support rival those of the very best geoscience programs in the
country’. The committee also recognized that the laboratories provide critical support for the
entire research enterprise of UNM and the broader community. The committee noted that the
extent and impact of these facilities on the University’s research programs is not fully recognized
or appreciated at higher administrative levels and perhaps by some other units of the University.
The committee found that the quality of teaching in EPS was excellent and encouraged
the continued emphasis on teaching within the natural laboratory afforded by New Mexico’s
varied and well- exposed geology. Specifically they noted that summer field courses are an
essential part of any geosciences curriculum and recommended that ‘The University must be
sensitive to the requirement that undergraduate and some graduate students must have this
summer field experience. Flexibility must be allowed in organizing and funding this program’.
The committee also noted that the EPS had provided a home for programs that are needed
for the health of the broader University, such as Geographic Information Systems (GIS), the
Environmental Science undergraduate degree, and the Natural Science Program for education
majors. The committee report stated that ‘Several of these programs especially serve minority
students (an important UNM goal). In these efforts, EPS receives little direct benefit, but its
successful adoption of these programs demonstrates that the unit is an exceptional campus
citizen’.
The committee report stated that the research activities carried out in EPS by faculty,
research staff and students ‘is serious scientific scholarship that has a significant impact on the
discipline’ and drew special attention to the Department’s contributions in geochemistry,
mineralogy, metamorphism, geodynamics, tectonics, surface processes, and environmental and
climate studies. The committee also described the quality of the graduate students in EPS in
highly favorable terms noting that ‘The committee was very impressed by the high quality of
graduate students in EPS. The students we met are bright, articulate, and highly motivated’.
EPS is clearly a highly selective program that attracts excellent graduate students. The
students’ fairly high rates of publication and presentation at professional meetings, as
documented in the Self Study, provide clear evidence of the quality of their research. In terms of
stature, the committee concluded that the Department is among the country’s top 50 geoscience
programs in research universities, but is not in the top 10 programs. However, the report
considered that the Department was poised to make a significant jump in its ranking, relative to
other geoscience programs.
In matters relating to faculty salaries, the committee noted ‘Faculty salary compression is
as severe at UNM as at any institution we have seen. Although the committee can offer no
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substantive solution, the administration must understand how this affects morale’. If the
Department increases its research visibility, some highly successful faculty undoubtedly will be
raided, and salary issues will be exacerbated.
The major recommendations of the APR in 2003 were as follows:
Recommendation 1: EPS should expand its research funding base by developing large
cooperative projects supported by DOE and other agencies and organizations (e.g., nearby
national laboratories).
Recommendation 2: The University must assign primary responsibility for campus GIS/Remote
Sensing, and ensure that course offerings and facilities are co-located with the appropriate
faculty expertise. EPS is a logical home for this activity.
Recommendation 3: Analytical instrumentation, laboratory facilities, and technical support
should be used to position EPS centrally within any emerging campus focus area in materials
science. This should be relatively easy, but the Department may have to be proactive in forging
new contacts with other units. The University should not unnecessarily duplicate facilities
already in operation in EPS.
Recommendation 4: Additional faculty expertise in geophysics is needed; the geophysics
program at UNM should complement, rather than duplicate, those of nearby universities in the
state and region.
Recommendation 5: EPS should go forward with its plans for a graduate degree offering in
Environmental Science.
Recommendation 6: The University should provide adequate support for the expansion of the
Natural Sciences program.
Recommendation 7: The University must acknowledge that the Field School is an integral part
of the EPS graduate and undergraduate curricula, and the annual justification and enrollment
limits should not be required of the courses in this subject area.
Recommendation 8: EPS should place a high priority on the acquisition of an additional
computer laboratory and a system administrator.
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I. CRITERION 1: PROGRAM GOALS
1A: PROVIDE A BRIEF OVERVIEW OF THE VISION AND MISSION OF THE UNIT AND HOW EACH
PROGRAM FITS INTO THE VISION AND MISSION OF THE UNIT

As part of the flagship research university in the state of New Mexico, the main missions
of the Department of Earth and Planetary Sciences are to conduct research and other scholarly
activities contributing to human knowledge and awareness of the natural environment, and to
provide a high quality learning environment for students at the undergraduate, Master’s and
Doctoral levels in the Earth and Planetary Sciences and Environmental Sciences. Research and
teaching are regarded as being of equal importance; indeed, each complements and enhances the
other.
Each faculty member is expected to establish and maintain an active and high quality
research program with national and international visibility that involves undergraduate and
graduate students in their research activities. Also, faculty are expected to disseminate the
results of the research to the academic and professional earth, environmental, climatologic and
planetary sciences community through publications, presentations at professional meetings and
symposia, and to participate in other scholarly activities, such as service in professional
organizations and on state, national and international panels and committees. The research
activities of some faculty members involve extensive use of the numerous analytical facilities in
the Department. An important part of our research mission is to enhance the University’s
analytical laboratory infrastructure and to make departmental facilities available to researchers
and students across the campus, as well as national and international researchers and students as
part of a University-wide array of analytical laboratories, that serves as a focus for inter- and
multidisciplinary studies. To serve this goal, several faculty members in the Department direct
and manage significant multiuser analytical laboratories and oversee the development of these
facilities to serve the needs of the campus community.
In its educational programs, the faculty maintains a strong commitment to high-quality
teaching. A broad range of undergraduate geology and environmental science courses are
offered in order to prepare students for careers as professional earth and environmental scientists
for graduate school, or as earth science teachers in public schools; and to educate non-geology
majors in the basic principles and applications of the earth, planetary and environmental
sciences. A major responsibility of the faculty is to mentor and train graduate students at the
Master’s and Ph.D. levels in advanced topics covered in course work and in the process and
practice of carrying out independent research for careers in industry, government, and academia.
Although the primary concerns of the Department’s graduate students is research, nearly all
graduate students are engaged in teaching at some period during their time at UNM, as well be
described in more detail in subsequent sections. Graduate students are also engaged in certain
areas of public service, as exemplified by their participation in Departmental Museum tours,
volunteer teaching at local public schools, and other engagements with K-12 teaching endeavors
as well as outreach with public lands.
The Department and University are situated in a region of diverse, well-exposed
geological features that range in age from Archean to late Holocene. New Mexico hosts
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sedimentary rocks of nearly all ages and types, geologic structures of diverse origin, hundreds of
volcanoes and calderas with associated igneous rocks, and varied Precambrian lithologies. The
state is rich in geological resources, ranking among the nation’s leaders in the production of oil,
gas, coal, uranium, copper, molybdenum, CO2, potash, pumice and perlite. Some New Mexico
geological features are unique or among the best examples of their kind in the world-- the great
Permian reef system, Carlsbad and Lechuguilla caves, White Sands, the dozens of large midTertiary calderas and Pleistocene Valles caldera, the classic transgressive-regressive Cretaceous
facies and early Tertiary vertebrate fossil record in the San Juan Basin, to mention a few. The
UNM campus itself is located in the state-spanning Rio Grande rift, an outstanding example of
ongoing extensional tectonism. The climate in New Mexico ranges from the arid, hot climates of
the Chihuahuan desert to the much more humid, cooler climate of alpine areas in the state’s
rugged, lofty mountains. We depend for our water supply on a great basinal aquifer system, as
well as the surface waters associated with the Rio Grande. Thus, within such a remarkable
natural geological and geographical setting, one aspect of the Department’s mission is to utilize
this setting as a source of research problems for faculty and graduate students, as a natural
laboratory for training students, and as the means to increase the understanding of the public of
their natural surroundings.
The Department feels a special responsibility to the larger world outside of the
University. The Earth and Planetary Sciences play a central role in New Mexico, because a
substantial fraction of the state’s yearly revenue is derived from taxes on the extraction of its
geological resources, and a large part of its limited supply of water comes from a combination of
subsurface aquifers and runoff from our montane watersheds- all areas of study by our faculty
and students. Earth and Planetary Sciences faculty regularly serve on advisory panels or as
consultants to numerous city, state, federal and private agencies involved in such subjects as
radioactive waste disposal, land use and environmental impacts, water supply and
climate/weather in New Mexico. The Department’s two museums educate thousands of
members of the public annually, including many school classes. Also, the Department helps to
support other organizations in the College of Arts and Sciences (The Center for the Southwest
and the Institute for Medieval Studies, IMS) whose activities clearly support the general goals of
the Department, enhancing the scientific education of the University community as well as the
rest of the public, albeit in ways that differ substantially than those used by the Department. The
IMS, for example, sponsors symposia that address the evolution of scientific thought and the
roots of scientific disciplines during the Middle Ages. The UNM Museum Studies programs
provides an undergraduate certificate and aspires to offer a graduate degree in Museum Studies
(currently it serves as a graduate minor). EPS museums and faculty play a role in these programs.
EPS faculty, staff and facilities contribute strongly to UNM Engineering programs in the
Materials Science area. EPS faculty also play a strong role in UNM’s Master of Water Resources
program (in interdisciplinary program housed in University College) through teaching and
mentoring MWR students, offering courses relevant to the program, and playing leadership roles
on the Advisory Board. In these and many other ways, the faculty and research staff of the
Department of Earth and Planetary Sciences provides the people of New Mexico with a pool of
professional expertise that serves in the development of the state’s resources, preservation and
wise use of its environment, and a better awareness of the world they live in.
1B: DESCRIBE THE RELATIONSHIP OF THE UNIT'S VISION AND MISSION TO UNM'S VISION AND
MISSION
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The most recent University vision and mission statement is provided in the UNM
“Strategic Framework for 2008 and Beyond”. This document states that “(T)he mission of the
University of New Mexico is to serve as New Mexico’s flagship institution of higher learning
through demonstrated and growing excellence in teaching, research, patient care, and community
service.” There are multiple elements to the University’s stated vision that the Department of
Earth and Planetary Sciences engages in and promotes as part of its essential functions. These
include: student success through collaboration; strength through diversity; vital academic
climate; excellence through relevance; research for a better world; health and wellness;
leadership; and international engagement.
The Department of Earth and Planetary Sciences actively promotes all applicable
elements of the mission and vision statements. The high research productivity of the faculty
(discussed under Criterion 5) is appropriate to a flagship university, as are our nationally
competitive doctoral and masters programs. We provide high-quality instruction, upholding high
standards for student achievement. We have one of the most ethnically and gender diverse
faculties in the discipline, and our graduate student body is also highly diverse. In the National
Research Council 2011 report, the Department ranked highly for its support for diversity as well
as for student support and success (see details under Criterion 8). Both our undergraduate and
graduate programs offer opportunities for student collaboration in research, as well as
involvement in public service through internship programs. Faculty frequently co-author peerreviewed articles with graduate students. The Department maintains a vital academic climate
through a politically and ideologically open climate in classrooms, through organized group
discussions of works in progress and other opportunities for faculty and students to present their
research, and through a minimally hierarchical organizational culture in which graduate students
are treated as colleagues and are free to challenge faculty members’ ideas.
Faculty of the Department of Earth and Planetary Sciences carry out research in multiple
areas of the geosciences of critical importance to society – for instance global climate change
and its effects on hydrology and vegetation, water quality and distribution in the southwest -as
well as in areas that are of significant interest to the general public and aiding general public
understanding of science– such as, evolution and origin of the Grand Canyon, and documenting
current and past climate change in the southwest. Many department faculty are involved in
international scholarly collaborations, conduct research abroad, and maintain strong connections
to international scholarly initiatives.
1C: LIST THE OVERALL LEARNING GOALS FOR EACH UNDERGRADUATE AND/OR GRADUATE
PROGRAM WITHIN THE UNIT

For our each of our programs, we have defined several broad learning goals.
Graduate Program:
Upon graduating (M.S. or Ph.D) from the graduate program in Earth and Planetary Sciences,
students will be able to:
A. Broadly understand and explain the significance of major research questions in one or
more areas of earth and planetary sciences.
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B. Formulate testable scientific hypotheses.
C. Carry out independent research in one or more subfields of earth and planetary sciences,
using appropriate field, experimental, analytical, and/or computational methods.
D. Describe, synthesize, and interpret the results of a scientific investigation orally and in
writing.
Undergraduate Programs
This degree is the foundational degree preparing students to advance to a graduate degree in
Geoscience disciplines.
All Earth and Planetary Science Bachelor of Science Majors shall:
A. Develop an understanding of interconnected Earth systems, with special emphasis on the
physical and chemical processes that result from plate tectonics.
B. Develop an understanding of Earth materials as recorders of geological processes.
C. Develop an understanding of geologic time and Earth history.
D. Be able to acquire geologic data in the laboratory and the field, analyze these data, and
interpret their meaning through application of the scientific method.
E. Be able to read geological literature, and be able to clearly and concisely present (both in
oral and written form) geological information.
F. Understand applications of geologic sciences to natural resource development and natural
hazard assessment and mitigation.
G. Understand the principles of ethics in the conduct and application of science within the
academic and professional arenas.
H. Develop proficiency in quantitative problem solving, applying first principles from
supporting sciences.
All Earth and Planetary Science Bachelor of Arts Majors shall:
A. Develop an understanding of interconnected Earth systems, with special emphasis on the
physical and chemical processes that result from plate tectonics.
B. Develop an understanding of Earth materials as recorders of geological processes.
C. Develop an understanding of geologic time and Earth history.
D. Be able to acquire geologic data in the laboratory and the field, analyze these data, and
interpret their meaning through application of the scientific method.
E. Be able to read geological literature, and be able to clearly and concisely present (both in
oral and written form) geological information.
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F. Understand applications of geologic sciences to natural resource development and natural
hazard assessment and mitigation.
G. Understand the principles of ethics in the conduct and application of science within the
academic and professional arenas.
All Environmental Science Bachelor of Science Majors shall:
A. Develop an understanding of Earth systems, emphasizing the physical and chemical
processes linking these components.
B. Develop proficiency in supporting sciences, quantitative problem solving and the
scientific method.
C. Have a broad but solid grounding in general measurement and analysis tools needed for
process-based assessment of Earth systems.
D. Develop more specialized and advanced expertise in several subfields of Environmental
Science.
E. Undertake at least one major project that applies the scientific method to the environment
by a team of collaborating peers.
F. Understand the principles of ethics in the conduct and application of science within the
academic and professional arenas.
All EPS Honors Students shall:
A. Develop a set of skills related to methods of research in the Geosciences/Environmental
Sciences.
B. Develop a set of skills related to data analysis of research in the Geosciences/
Environmental Sciences.
C. Develop a set of skills related to written and oral presentation of research in the
Geosciences/ Environmental Sciences.
1E: DESCRIBE THE UNIT'S PRIMARY CONSTITUENTS AND STAKEHOLDERS
The primary constituents that the Department of Earth and Planetary Sciences serves are
its undergraduate students who major in Earth and Planetary Sciences and Environmental
Sciences and our M.S. and Ph.D. students. Specific enrollment data pertaining to EPS programs
are in Appendix 1. Based on the numbers of graduating students over the past 10 years, our
undergraduate program is approximately twice the size of our graduate program. In the previous
10 years, the two programs were about the same size. All of our degrees are inclusive (~50%)
women. The introduction of the Environmental Sciences degree program in 2002 has contributed
significantly to increasing the number of graduating majors from the Department. A more
detailed analysis of these data is presented below, but the demographics of the Environmental
Science degree are strikingly higher in minority participation (both Hispanics and American
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Indians). Important stakeholders are the future employers of our undergraduate and graduate
students. Unfortunately, the Department does not have sufficient resources to follow the
employment placement of graduates from our B.S. and B.A. programs and so our data in these
areas are incomplete and are generally gained from personal communication. Our tracking of
placement of students is shown (by degree) in Appendix 5. In contrast, we have much more
complete data on the career paths followed by our M.S. and Ph.D. graduates. Our data show that
B.S. and B.A. graduates follow a variety of different career paths. Many graduates find
employment that makes direct use of the skills that they have acquired during their degree
programs and include education, local government and state agencies, national agencies (e.g.,
USGS) and national laboratories, as well as in the private sector in environmental consulting
companies and the exploration/extraction industries. A number of students enter employment in
a variety of other sectors including management and retail businesses, journalism, non-profit
advocacy organizations and, in some cases, establish their own businesses. A significant number
of undergraduate students move on to graduate school. A detailed discussion of the placement of
our M.S. and Ph.D. graduates is presented later, but includes positions in academia (postdoctoral
and faculty position), oil, gas and mineral exploration and extraction, research and technical
positions in national laboratories; local, state and national government agencies; private
consulting companies and in the case of M.S. students, matriculation to Ph.D. programs.
An additional important group of constituents for the Department are undergraduate
students who use the department’s 100 level lecture, on-line and laboratory classes to fulfill
UNM general education requirements. With the introduction of our second set of 100 level
lecture and laboratory classes (The Blue Planet and associated laboratory) in 2002, related to the
establishment of our environmental sciences degree program, we have seen major growth in the
number of non-majors taking our classes. Three of our faculty routinely offer an introductory
core science course though UNM’s Freshman Learning Communities.
A third major group of constituents include students taking the Natural Science
Curriculum. These students are pre-service teachers taking general education courses prior to
entry in the College of Education. Housed/administered by Earth & Planetary Sciences, the
faculty consist of 1 director (currently vacant), a lecturer and several PTIs. The courses are a
sequence of three, 4-hour courses (Physical Science, Life Science and Environmental Science).
Our research activities serve a significant number of important constituents both on the
UNM campus and externally. They play a central role in the research mission of the University
and also contribute to economic development. Specifically, the department’s numerous analytical
laboratories provide major resources facilitating research for undergraduate and graduate
students, research staff and faculty across the UNM campus including researchers from the
College of Arts and Sciences, the School of Engineering and the UNM Health Sciences Center.
In addition, our laboratories are utilized by researchers from other academic institutions both in
and out of state, Sandia and Los Alamos National Laboratories, and numerous other private
businesses ranging from small local startup companies to much larger national and, in some
cases, multinational corporations. In the latter case, our analytical facilities support high level
economic development in the state by providing expertise and facilities in state-of-the-art
analytical techniques important to high tech companies. In this regard, the local business
community also represents an important constituent of the Department.
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Other constituencies include the research community and policy makers who
make use of the department’s research. For example, Professor David Gutzler’s research on the
effect of global climate change on future water resources in New Mexico has informed policy
making at the state level and his presentations to state panels provide essential scientific
expertise in this longstanding debate. In addition, local, national and international news media
draw extensively on the expertise of faculty and research staff in the Department for comment
and analysis on scientific topics that are of interest to the general public.
The public is also an important constituent of the Department and is served in a variety of
ways by the activities of the Department. Two museums located on the first floor of Northrop
Hall are significant attractions for the general public, and notably for K-12 students. The
Geology Museum, overseen by the Department, and the Meteorite Museum managed by the
Institute of Meteoritics, are both major campus attractions that draw many thousands of visitors
each year. The faculty and staff of the Department and the IOM assist members of the public
with the identification of fossil, rock, mineral and suspect meteorite samples on a regular basis
and hence provide an important public face for the University in the local community.
1F: PROVIDE EXAMPLES OF HOW SATISFACTION OF THE PROGRAM GOALS SERVES
CONSTITUENTS

One of the most gratifying aspects of working in the Department is seeing the personal
development that takes place in students as they build their knowledge base, sharpen their
analytical skills, and learn to apply those skills for the improvement of New Mexico and the
Nation. We see our number of undergraduate majors growing and the students are moving into
entry-level positions within New Mexico and beyond as well as entering graduate programs. Our
graduate students also graduate and move into professional positions in the discipline and are
regularly employed in New Mexico with a substantial number outside the state as well.
1G: PROVIDE EXAMPLES OF OUTREACH OR COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES (LOCAL, REGIONAL,
NATIONAL, AND/OR INTERNATIONAL) OFFERED BY THE UNIT. THESE COULD INCLUDE
ACTIVITIES SUCH AS COLLOQUIA, CONFERENCES, SPEAKER SERIES, PERFORMANCES,
COMMUNITY SERVICE PROJECTS, ETC. PROVIDE AN ASSESSMENT OF THESE ACTIVITIES IN
RELATION TO THE UNIT'S EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES.
EPS hosts a weekly departmental seminar which endeavors to bring to the UNM campus
a speaker of interest and stature. The speaker typically is from another university or government
agency and interacts with the faculty and students during the visit. The seminar topics are widely
distributed both within UNM and to interested entities in the greater Albuquerque area.
Additionally the list is emailed to a broad constituency.
The Department also hosts a speaker of international stature through the Caswell Silver
Distinguished Lecturer series each year. This talk is widely advertised to the campus and broader
community, and generally held in the evening to allow wider participation.
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In recent years we have hosted a series of alumni and industry representatives to meet
and discuss career opportunities with our student populations.
The research and outreach work of faculty has a direct impact on public interest,
particularly the outreach to the public on the importance and relevance of geologic and
environmental sciences on society and management of key resources such as water, minerals, oil
and gas. Members of our faculty have recently served on the New Mexico Academy of Sciences
Board (including, recently, president). Our faculty also play a major role in the New Mexico
Geological Socety: serving on the Executive Council and Foundation Board; organizing and
leading annual field trips; and editing and contributing to annual Guidebooks of the Society.
Promoting science to future generations is accomplished through service activities to local, state
and regional science fairs in both mentoring junior competitors as well as judging science fairs.
Faculty and graduate students routinely guide visitor (especially K-12 school groups) in visits to
the Northrop Hall museums. Faculty also provide lectures periodically to the Museum of Natural
History and Science in Albuquerque, as well as local business groups and clubs.
A listing of recent other outreach activities of note include and additional examples may be
found in the brief faculty biographies in Appendix 2:












Karlstrom and Crossey – design and building of the Trail of Time at Grand Canyon
National Park; a major geoscience outdoor exhibit at a park with visitation of over 5
million per year. The exhibit was funded by NSF and opened in 2010. In 2011 it was
awarded the best wayside exhibit in the nation by the National Association of
Interpreters.
Gutzler – climate change- member of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC) as well as on numerous committees examining regional climate change impacts.
Scuderi (CREATE) – NASA and NSF funded studies of recent climate/vegetation change
Fischer – volcanic hazards – emission of volcanic gases – carbon reservoirs
Institute of Meteoritics (IOM) work on meteorites – hazards
Meyer- work on fire recurrence in Yellowstone National Park and the Valles Caldera
National Preserve.
Newsom (IOM) – Mars science missions –
Crossey and Karlstrom: - USFS contract to inventory springs and assess sustainability of
water resources in Cibola National Forest.
Weissmann and Scuderi- Industry funded research on sedimentary basins and oil and gas
reservoirs
Several faculty have been featured on science programs including interviews and
segments of NOVA, Discovery, History Channel, and PBS/KNME specials including
“Valles Caldera: The Science” which was just nominated for an Emmy in 2013.
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CRITERION 2: TEACHING AND LEARNING: CURRICULUM
2A: PROVIDE A DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE CURRICULA FOR EACH PROGRAM WITHIN THE
UNIT, INCLUDE A DESCRIPTION OF THE GENERAL EDUCATION COMPONENT REQUIRED AND
PROGRAM -SPECIFIC COMPONENTS FOR BOTH THE UNDERGRADUATE AND GRADUATE
PROGRAMS, PROVIDE A BRIEF JUSTIFICATION FOR ANY PROGRAMS WITHIN THE UNIT THAT
REQUIRE OVER 120 CREDIT HOURS FOR COMPLETION
Degree Requirements:
2A.1 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE FOR E&PS (see Appendix 6)
E&PS CORE (Cr)
101 (3), 105L (1)
201L(4)
301 (3), 302L (2)
303L (4)
304L (4)

Course Title
How the Earth Works:
An Introduction to
Geology
Earth History
Mineralogy/Earth &
Planetary Materials &
Lab
Igneous & Metamorphic
Petrology
Sedimentology and
Stratigraphy

307L (4)

Structural Geology

319L (4)
401 (1)
490 (1)

Field Geology
Seminar
Geologic Presentation

Prerequisites

Time Offered

none

Fall, Spring & Smr

101/105 (or Env Sc 101)

Fall and Spring

Chem 121 (pre- or co-) or
Fall only
POI
E&PS 301/302L, and
Physics 160
E&PS 301/302L and 303L
or POI
E&PS 301/302L, 303L
and 304L
E&PS 307L
concurrent 490 enroll.
Senior Standing

Spring only
Fall only
Spring only
Summer only
Fall and Spring
Fall & Spring

Core Credits=31
and 12 additional credits from E&PS courses above 300 [excluding 491-92, 493, and 495].
Total E&PS Credits=43
Supporting Sciences (Credits)
Chem 121/123L* (4); General
Chemistry I
Chem 122/124L* (4); General
Chemistry II
Math 162 (4); Calculus I

Prerequisites
Math 121 or 150, or placement score indicating readiness for
Math 162
Chem 121L
Math 123 or 150, or placement score
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Math 163 (4); Calculus II
Phys 160 (3); General Physics
Phys 161 (3); General Physics
E&PS 433 (3) or Stat 345 (3);
Statistics and Data Analysis in
Earth Science or Elements of
Mathematical Statistics and
Probability Theory

Math 162
Math 162 (pre-or-co)
Physics 160 and Math 163 (pre-or co)

Math 163, knowledge of a computing language suggested

and an additional 7 credits in supporting science from the following: Chemistry, Physics, or
Math above the levels required above; or Biology 121 or above, or Astronomy 270 or above, or
(with permission of Undergraduate Committee) selected Engineering, Anthropology, or
Geography courses.
Total Supporting Science Credits=32
Students completing the B.S. program fulfill requirements for a distributed minor.
Students wishing to concentrate in Geoscience fields such as Environmental Hydrology,
Mineralogy/ Materials, Climatology and Surface Processes, Sedimentology/Paleontology,
Structure/Tectonics/Geophysics or Geochemistry should consult recommended "track"
sequences provided.
The Basic Core Curriculum as required by EPS and Env Sc is approximately 27 credit hours of
courses in seven areas of study.
Writing and Speaking (9 credit hours): English 101 and 102 plus an additional course chosen
from English 219, 220; 290. Note: English 219, 220, or 290 is required (fulfills A&S Group
Requirement) for the EPS B.S. major.
Social and Behavioral Sciences (minimum 6 credit hours): Two courses chosen from American
Studies 182, 185; Anthropology 101, 130; Community and Regional Planning 181; Economics
105, 106; Engineering-F 200; Geography 102; Linguistics 101 (AOA Anthropology 110);
Political Science 110, 200, 220, 240; Psychology 105; Sociology 101; University Honors 204.
Humanities (6 credit hours): Two courses chosen from American Studies 186; Chicana and
Chicano Studies 201; Classics 107, 204, 205; Comparative Literature and Cultural Studies 222,
224; English 150, 292, 293; Foreign Languages (MLNG) 101; Geography 140; History 101, 102,
161, 162, 181, 182; Honors Legacy Seminars at the 100- and 200-level; Philosophy 101, 201,
202; Religious Studies 107, 263, 264; University Honors 205.
Foreign Language (non-English language; minimum 3 credit hours): One course chosen from
any of the lower-division non-English language offerings of the Departments of Linguistics
(including Sign Language), Spanish and Portuguese, Foreign Languages and Literatures, and
foreign languages in other departments and programs.
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Fine Arts (minimum of 3 credit hours): One course chosen from Architecture 121; Art History
101, 201, 202; Dance 105; Fine Arts 284; Media Arts 210; Music 139, 142; Theatre 122;
University Honors 207. Students may elect to take one 3 credit hour studio course offered by the
Departments of Art and Art History, Music, Theatre and Dance, and Media Arts to fulfill this
requirement.
Total Basic Core Curriculum Credits=27
2A.2 BACHELOR OF ARTS FOR E&PS (see Appendix 6)
E&PS Courses (Cr)
101, 105L (4)

Course Title
How the Earth Works

201L (4)

Earth History

310L (4) or 319L (4)
301 (3), 302L (2)
303L (4)
304L (4)
307L (4)
490 (1)
401 (1)

NM Field Geology or Field
Geology
Mineralogy/E&PS Materials &
Lab
Igneous & Metamorphic
Petrology
Sedimentology and
Stratigraphy
Structural Geology
Geologic Presentation
Seminar

Prerequisites
None
EPS 101/105L or Env Sc
101/102L
E&PS 101 and 105 (and E&PS
307L for Field Geology)
Chem 121 (121 (pre-or co-) or POI
E&PS 301/302L, and Physics 151
or 160
E&PS 301/302L and 303L, or POI
E&PS 301/302L, 303L, and 304L
Corequisite EPS 401
Junior or Senior Standing

and 2 additional E&PS courses from above 299-level, one of which is above 399-level
[excluding 401 & 490].
Total E&PS Credits=37
Supporting Sciences (Credits)
Supporting Sciences (Credits)
Chem 121/122L* (4); General
Chemistry I
Physics 160 (3) or 151 (3)

Prerequisites
Math 121 or 150, or placement score indicating readiness for
Math 162
Pre- or corequisite: MATH 162 or for Physics 151 (MATH
123 or Compass Trig Test=>60) and (MATH 150 or MATH
162 or MATH 180 or ACT>27 or SAT>630).

and 9 additional hours from Chemistry or Physics above the levels required above; or from Math
162 or above, Biology 121 or above, or Astronomy 271, or (with permission of Undergraduate
Committee) from selected Engineering, Anthropology, or Geography courses.
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Total Supporting Sciences Credits = 16
Calculation of Total Credit Hours toward E&PS degree:

E&PS
Supporting Sciences
UNM Core
Minor
TOTAL

B.S Degree
43 credits
32 credits
27 credits
Distributed minor included
102 credit hours

B.A. Degree
37 credits
16 credits
27 credits
Additional 20 credits
100 credit hours

2A.2.5 EARTH & PLANETARY SCIENCES HONORS PROGRAM (see Appendix 6)
As part of a diversified, rigorous and thorough program of undergraduate study in the
geosciences or environmental sciences at UNM, the Department of Earth & Planetary Sciences
offers a Departmental Honors option. The program is available to both E&PS (B.S. & B.A.
tracks) and Env Sc majors, and requires independent research in collaboration with a faculty
member. The option is available to students who have maintained a GPA averaging 3.0 in
lower-division geology courses, as well as the required lower-division courses in mathematics,
chemistry, and physics. See the Departmental Honors Advisor regarding your eligibility. This
option is strongly recommended for students who intend to pursue graduate studies. The purpose
of this program is to introduce undergraduates to independent research; its methods, data analysis
and written preparation. Students are encouraged to meet a standard of excellence that can lead
to the publication or formal scientific presentation of their results.
The guidelines and requirements for graduation with Honors in Earth & Planetary Sciences are:
1. Students should enter the program as early as possible in their undergraduate program, no
later than the end of their junior year. The student is encouraged to contact the Honors
Advisor if the student requires advice on the selection of a research topic or a research
advisor. Other faculty and the Departmental Undergraduate Advisors may also be consulted.
2. The student should contact a potential research advisor who is an expert in the field of the
proposed research project and design a realistic, meritorious research program. The Research
Advisor will play a strong role in developing the student's academic plan of study (E&PS as
well as supporting science electives). The student must also contact the Honors Advisor to
formally enter the program (see downloadable Honors Application Form).
3. A short (one or two-page) research proposal (including project goals, methods to be used,
and a timetable) should be submitted to the Research Advisor and the Honors Advisor for
their approval. The Department can provide limited funds to support the research program. A
budget should be attached to the proposal.
4. During the course of study, the student should enroll in EPS 493 (Independent Study) and
495 (Senior Thesis) with the Research Advisor for a total of 6 credit hours. These hours do
not count toward E&PS electives required for the major(s), but are in addition to ALL other
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degree requirements. They do count toward the total 128 hours required for graduation, and
the upper division hours requirement.
5. On completion of the research program, the student will submit a completed thesis to the
Research Advisor for approval, and a copy to the Honors Advisor. The thesis must be orally
defended during a formal presentation, of approximately 20 minutes in length, to
undergraduate colleagues, graduate students, research staff and faculty of the Department of
Earth & Planetary Sciences. Copies of the thesis (paper and an electronic version) should be
left on file in the Department office and with the Research Advisor.
6. Upon successful completion of the requirements (which will be assessed by the Honors
Advisor), the Honors degrees will be awarded on the basis of GPA in the E&PS courses and
associated supporting sciences: 3.2-3.6 Honors (cum laude); 3.6-3.9 High Honors (magma
cum laude): 3.9 and above Highest Honors (summa cum laude).
A listing of Honors degree recipients from 2003-2013 is provided in Appendix 7.
2A.3 EARTH & PLANETARY SCIENCES MINOR (see Appendix 6)
Requirements: 20 credits required, at least 12 from upper division (above 299 level) courses.
No more than 3 credit hours of problems may be applied.

Minor in Earth & Planetary Sciences (Distributed Minor)
20 CREDITS REQUIRED
AT LEAST 12 FROM UPPER DIVISION COURSES
The majority of courses listed below require only EPS 101 or ENV SC 101; some require other
non-EPS courses or instructor permission. Most minors take EPS 101, 201L, and 105L in
preparation for taking the upper-division classes.
LOWER DIVISION
101 Introduction to Geology (3) (every semester)
105L Physical Geology Lab (1) (every semester)
201L Earth History (4) (every semester)
115 Geologic Disasters (3)
203 Earth Resources and Man (3)
210 Life in the Universe (3)
211 Dinosaurs & their World (3)
225 Oceanography (3) (spring)
250 Geology of New Mexico (3)
251 Meteorology (3)

UPPER DIVISION
(at least 12 credits required)
Geochemistry/Mineralogy
301 Mineralogy/Earth Materials (3) (fall)
333 Environmental Geology (3) (spring)
415 Geochemistry of Natural Waters (3)

Field Geology & Ancient Life
310 Field Geology of New Mexico (4)
411L Invertebrate Paleontology (4)
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Hydrology
462 Hydrogeology (3)
476 Physical Hydrology (3)

Climate & Global Change
436 Climate Dynamics (3)
439 Paleoclimatology (3) (spring)
454 Global Climate Change (3)

Modeling & Data Analysis
433 Statistics & Data Analysis in Earth Science (3)
458 Modeling Techniques in Earth Sciences (3)

Other Worlds
365 Exploring the Solar System (3)
465 Mars Evolution (3)

Quaternary Geology & Landscape Evolution
481L Geomorphology & Surficial Geology (4) (fall)
482L Geoarcheology (3)
485L Soil Stratigraphy & Morphology

2A.4 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE FOR ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE (see Appendix 6)
Our Environmental Sciences (EnvSci) major is deliberately designed to be sufficiently flexible to
allow students, with close guidance from a faculty advisor, to design a major program
emphasizing a variety of specific approaches to studying Earth's environment, based on a firm
foundation of supporting sciences and ending with a project-oriented capstone course.
Env Sc CORE (Cr)
Course Title
Env Sc101 (3), and
102L (1) or
Blue Planet or
EPS 101 (3) and 105L How the Earth Works
(1)

Env Sc 330 (3)

Env Sc 430 (4)

E&PS 433 (3)
or

Prerequisites

Time Offered

none

Fall, Spring & Smr

(101 or EPS 101) and
CHEM 121 and CHEM
Environmental Systems 123L and (MATH 162 or Fall
PHYC 160) or (BIOL 123
or BIOL 201)
330 and MATH 163 and
Advanced
PHYC 160 and CHEM
Spring
Environmental Science 121 and 123L and (BIOL
123 or 201)
Statistics and Data
MATH 162
Spring
Analysis in Earth
Science

STAT 345 (3)

Elements of
Mathematical Statistics

EPS 490 (1)

Geologic Presentation

MATH 163
301 or ENVS 330

Fall, Spring & Smr
Fall, Spring
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Core Credits=15
And 30 credits, of which at least 26 credits must be above 299, are to be selected from the
following 7 groups including at least 6 credits each from 4 of the groups:
a) Spatial Analysis:
Introduction to Maps and Geospatial Information (Geog 281)
Introduction to Geographic Information Systems (Geog 381L)
Intermediate Geographic Information Systems (Geog 487L)
Special Topics in Geology, GIS (E&PS 300 GIS topics only)
Computational and GIS Applications in Geomorphology (EPS 455L)
b) Geochemistry:
Energy and the Environment (EPS203)
Fundamentals of Geochemistry (EPS 410)
Geochemistry of Natural Waters (EPS 415)

c) Geoscience:
Earth History (EPS 201L)
Mineralogy (EPS 301, EPS 302L)
New Mexico Field Geology (EPS 310L)
Environmental Geology (EPS 333)

d) Earth Surface Processes:
Sedimentology and Stratigraphy (EPS 304L)
Geomorphology and Surficial Geology (EPS 481L)
Soil Stratigraphy and Morphology (EPS 485L)
e) Hydroscience:
Hydrogeology (EPS 462 or CE 441)
Physical Hydrology (EPS 476)
Aquifers and Reservoirs (EPS 443)
f) Climate:
Meteorology (EPS 251)
Global Climate Change (EPS 352)
Climate Dynamics (EPS 436)
Paleoclimatology (EPS 439)
g) Ecology:
Ecology and Evolution (BIOL 203L)
Principles of Ecology (BIOL 310L)
Microbial Ecology (BIOL 451)
Flora of New Mexico (BIOL 463L)
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Plant Community Ecology (BIOL 475)
Limnology (BIOL 495, 496L)
* no more than 4 hours total from below 300-level may count toward the tracks.
Total Env Sc Credits=45
Required supporting courses/prerequisites:
Supporting Sciences (Credits)
Chem 121/122L* (4); General
Chemistry I

Prerequisites
Math 121 or 150, or placement score indicating readiness for
Math 162
Pre- or corequisite: MATH 162 or for Physics 151 (MATH
Physics 160 (3): General Physics
123 or Compass Trig Test=>60) and (MATH 150 or MATH
I
162 or MATH 180 or ACT>27 or SAT>630).
Math 162 (4); Calculus I
Math 123 or 150, or placement score
Math 163 (4); Calculus II
Math 162
Biol 123 (3) and 124L (1)
Biology for Health Related Sciences and Non-Majors;
biology for Health-Related
Biology for Health Related Sciences and Non-Majors
Sciences and Non-Majors
Laboratory
Students can satisfy the requirements for a distributed minor by completing the set of "non-EPS
Required Courses" associated with the Earth & Planetary Sciences B.S. degree program, or may
choose to complete a Minor in another department. Six credits from courses in group (g), all of
which require additional Biology courses as prerequisites, will satisfy the requirements for a
Minor in Biology.
Total Supporting Sciences Credits = 16
Distributed Minor or Alternative Minor
Students can satisfy the requirements for a distributed minor completing CHEM 122 and 124L
(General Chemistry II), PHYC 161 (General Physics II),, and 7 additional hours from Chemistry
(above 122 and 124L), MATH (above 163), Physics (above 161), Biology above 124L (not
including courses counted in the Ecology subdisciplinary group) or Astronomy 270 or above or,
with permission, from selected Anthropology, Engineering or Geography courses.
A student may also choose to complete a minor outside of the EPS Department. Six credits from
courses in subdisciplinary group (g), all of which require additional Biology courses as
prerequisites, will satisfy the requirements for a Minor in Biology (if taken separately from
requirements for the B.S. in Environmental Science).
Total Credits toward minor – Distributed (14 credit hours) or Alternative (~20 credit hours)
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Calculation of Total Credit Hours toward Env Sc degree:

Env Sc
Supporting Sciences
UNM Core
Minor
TOTAL

B.S Degree
45 credits
16 credits
27 credits
Distributed minor (14 credits) or Alternative minor (~20 credits)
102 - 108 credit hours

Environmental Science minor
A total of at least 20 hours distributed as follows:
1. Env Sc 101 and 102L (or E&PS 101 and 105L), and Env Sc 330.
2. Plus at least 13 additional hours selected from Env Sc 430, E&PS 433 (or Stat 345 or higher)
or courses from at least two of the Environmental Science disciplinary groups. Only one course
numbered 299 or below may count toward this requirement.
2A.5 NATURAL SCIENCES PROGRAM
The Natural Science program is a subunit of Earth and Planetary Sciences. We offer three
general science classes aimed at undergraduates who are planning on a career in K-8 education.
Our students are primarily elementary education majors but we also have a fair number of
special education, early childhood/multicultural education, art education, and family studies
majors. The main objective of these classes is to offer content among the physical, life, and
Earth/environmental sciences in a way that is relevant to pre-service teachers.
NTSC 261: Physical sciences – basic physics of motion, Newton’s laws, gravity, light, and
sound. Topics in geology and astronomy. Engineering challenges.
NTSC 262: Life Science – Basics of natural selection, diversity, cell biology, photosynthesis,
respiration, human anatomy, ecology.
NTSC 263: Environmental Science – Weather and climate, electricity and magnetism,
renewable energy, Earth resources, engineering challenges.
2A.6 MASTERS OF SCIENCE IN EARTH & PLANETARY SCIENCES
The Department offers an M.S. program in Earth & Planetary Sciences, and we have only a
thesis option for this degree. We maintain a strong research emphasis. Below we list the degree
requirements, and the timetable of the degree.
REQUIREMENTS AND PROCEDURES FOR THE M.S. DEGREE IN EARTH AND
PLANETARY SCIENCES
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A. Each student, upon arriving at UNM, will participate in an advisement interview during the week prior
to the beginning of classes. This meeting must involve the student and his/her likely advisor, and may
include additional faculty members deemed appropriate at this stage. The purpose of the interview is to:
1. Assess gaps in the student's undergraduate training, via the Advisement Form and student
transcripts. Note that courses taken to make up deficiencies in math, chemistry, or physics must
be taken for a letter grade and cannot count toward required hours for the degree.
2. Recommend a general plan of course work.
3. Recommend the scheduling of course work, including first-semester courses, and discuss the
required Program of Study form.
4. Discuss procedures related to the M.S. examination.
5. Answer any questions the student might have concerning the M.S. program at UNM, and
registration procedures.
B. As part of the advisement process, each new student will be informed of the Department's general
expectations for satisfactory progress towards the M.S. degree, which include:
1. Two semesters of full-time course work (12 hours per semester), followed by a third semester of
additional course work, if needed;
2. Enrollment in EPS 501 for at least one semester.
3. Establishment of a thesis committee and a mandatory meeting with this committee prior to the
end of the first semester in residence. The EPS Program of Study form is to be filled out and
signed at this meeting, and delivered to the Departmental Graduate Advisor.
4. The M.S. oral exam must take place in the SECOND SEMESTER of residency - see detailed
information below;
5. Intensive research in the second year, and beyond, if necessary; and
6. (Recommended) completion of the M.S. within 2 to 2½ years of residency.
C. Other important issues will also be communicated to the student:
1. Financial support, of any combination of TA and/or RA position, is generally limited to four (4)
semesters of full-time support. No guaranteed TA support can be “banked” to use beyond the 4th
semester.
2. Each student should attend the first meeting of Earth and Planetary Sciences 501 (see schedule
of classes for date, time and room number) for an introduction to the Department.
3. Other activities the student should be aware of (e.g., meeting to assign teaching/grading
positions, if the student is a teaching assistant).
4. The current advisor need not be the permanent advisor, if the student desires a change.
D.

The Advisement Form must be filled out, signed, and turned in to the Graduate Advisor (chair of
the Departmental Graduate Committee) no later than Friday of the first week of classes. This form
summarize relevant coursework completed prior to entering UNM and will identify in writing any
deficiencies that must be made up at UNM. This form will serve as an early indication that each
student has met with his/her advisor and discussed past and future coursework

E.

Prior to the end of the first semester of residency, each M.S. student selects a thesis committee.
The thesis committee consists of at least three members, two of whom must be full-time, tenuretrack, E&PS faculty. M.S. students must establish and meet with the committee to define the
general nature of the thesis research project before or within the last four weeks of the first semester
in residence. Students must notify the Main Office Personnel of their choices before the end of the
first semester.
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F.

During the last four weeks of the first semester of residency, the student shall complete the
Departmental Program of Study Form (Appendix III) which lists the complete academic course
schedule proposed to satisfy graduation requirements. The Program of Study Form is to be signed
by the three M.S. thesis committee members and the student, and then submitted to the Graduate
Committee for approval.

G.

Course Work and Thesis Credits: The student must complete a minimum of 24 hours of
coursework at the 400- or 500-level in Earth and Planetary Sciences, with an average grade of 3.0 or
above (B average) PLUS a minimum of 6 hours of EPS 599 (M.S. Thesis) for a total of 30 credit
hours . Note that it is a Department of Earth and Planetary Sciences policy that 300-level E&PS
courses do not carry graduate credit. The following course distribution is required:
A. A minimum of 6 hours of 500-level courses,
B. A maximum of 3 hours of Problems courses can be taken for credit, although students may
enroll for more hours.
C. Not more than half the minimum course hours may be taken with any one professor.

M.S. EXAMINATION
The examination emphasizes evaluation of an M.S. student's understanding of the chosen thesis topic
and broad knowledge of subject areas pertinent to the thesis project. The Examination must be
taken during the second semester in residence, and may not be scheduled during the last three
weeks before final exams, or during final exam week.
Before the Examination
1. Following identification of the thesis committee and the thesis project, the student must
write a memo to the Department Chair, requesting assignment of a fourth, ‘outside’ member
of the M.S. exam committee. The Department Chair's selection of the fourth faculty
examiner will represent a specialty interest different from that of the other examiners.
2. Each student prepares a thesis proposal as the written component of the M.S. examination.
The proposal should clearly indicate the nature of the project and its significance, the
methods that will be used, and potential outcomes of the work. The proposal is limited to 15
pages of text, 11 point font double spaced, excluding references, tables, and figures. These
latter materials can extend the length of the proposal beyond 15 pages. The proposal should
be written such that a less specialized geoscientist (i.e., the fourth examiner) will be able to
evaluate the proposed research
3. The student must arrange a date for the oral exam that is mutually agreeable to all
concerned. The date, time (2-hour time block), and room for the M.S. Examination should
be arranged several weeks in advance of the exam – all students are encouraged to get their
exam dates on the calendar as soon as possible to avoid last-minute scheduling problems.
The examination must be taken during the second semester in residence, prior to the last
four weeks of semester. Petitions to delay the exam are discouraged, but if necessary must
be submitted no later than the 4th week of the second semester.
4. The student will deliver copies of the Thesis Proposal to each member of the thesis
committee, plus one copy to the main office (publicly available for reading in the main
office), no later than TWO weeks prior to the examination. All copies will include, on
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the front cover, the date, time, and place of the examination, as well as the names of the
committee members.
5. The student will turn in one copy of the M.S. Proposal Cover Sheet (see Appendix or EPS
Intranet) to the front office at the time of submission of the proposal.
6. At least ONE week prior to the examination, each member of the exam committee
must answer the specific questions on the M.S. Proposal Cover Sheet, to assure that each
member of the committee agrees that the exam may take place as scheduled. See general
information on comprehensive examinations.
During the Examination

1. The student orally presents a concise, well-prepared summary of the proposed thesis
research including, but not limited to, the rationale for conducting the research, plans for
conducting the research, fundamentals of the methods used to carry out the research,
background on previous, related work, and potential implications of the proposed research.
This presentation will not exceed 30 minutes in duration and will not be interrupted by
questions from the examining committee.

2. The faculty examination committee will question the student, for a period generally not
exceeding 90 minutes, on the thesis-proposal presentation, subject material broadly related to the
field(s) of the thesis research, and assessment of the student's basic geologic background to
undertake the proposed research. This exam is open to the entire faculty, but not to other
students.

3. Immediately following the oral exam, the committee will meet to discuss the outcome of the oral
portion of the exam. A grade of "Pass", “Conditional Pass”, or "Fail" will be assigned based
upon a vote of the four members of the examination committee. See overview section on the
Comprehensive Examination for an explanation of these outcomes.
I

Program of Studies for the Master’s Degree: After successful completion of the M.S. Examination,
M.S. students must submit the University’s Office of Graduate Studies "Program of Studies"
form for the Master's Degree. This form is located on the web at:
http://grad.unm.edu/resources/gs-forms/index.html
This form is to be completed and submitted by the end of the second semester. When you have
obtained all signatures bring the candidacy form to the Department front office. We will make a
copy for your file and the original will be walked over to the Office of Graduate Studies for
approval of the Dean.

II

Thesis Progress: Each student is encouraged to meet with his or her thesis committee (as a
group) each semester following successful completion of the M.S. exam. The student shall write
a short progress report in the Graduate Student Progress and Advisory Form (Appendix II) each
year. The student's advisor must approve the Progress and Advisory Form, which provides a
record of the student's continued progress.

III

Thesis Defense: The thesis research is to be presented before an open meeting of the
Department of Earth and Planetary Sciences and other interested individuals. This presentation
will not exceed 40 minutes in duration. The student is to notify the Main Office Personnel, three
weeks in advance of the defense, of the date and time, committee, and title in order to schedule a
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room and receive appropriate Office of Graduate Studies approval forms. A copy of the thesis
must be placed in the main office two weeks prior to the defense date. Questions pertaining to
the thesis and supporting material may be asked by any members in attendance. Immediately
following the presentation and open question period, a closed session will be conducted by the
thesis committee. Any questions pertaining to the thesis and supporting material may be asked
at this time. Defenses are usually scheduled during the academic year, excluding final exam
weeks, but, depending on circumstances and the concurrence of the committee, defenses may
take place during examination weeks as well as during winter or summer breaks.
IV

Thesis: The student must submit copies of the final accepted thesis to the Graduate School
within ninety (90) days of his/her final examination for the thesis. If the thesis is not submitted
within that time, the student must schedule and complete a second final examination for the
thesis. In all cases the results of the thesis defense must be submitted to OGS no later than two
weeks after the announced date of the thesis defense. See the OGS website for up-to-date
requirements for thesis submission (electronic vs. paper). One (1) BOUND hard copy and one
electronic copy of the thesis must be turned in to the Department of Earth and Planetary
Sciences. All copying and binding charges are at the student's expense.
The thesis may either be written as a conventional thesis or as one or more coauthored
manuscripts for publication in a peer-reviewed journals or similar publications. In the latter case,
students and their committees should adhere to the following rules:
A. Regardless of the number of authors, the student must have done the bulk (i.e. "51 percent or
more") of the research and preparation for publication.
B. The student must be the first author on the publication.
C. The thesis must include a preface or introductory chapter that briefly explains the role of
each of the authors in any multi-authored section or chapter of the thesis.
D. Any manuscript submitted for outside publication should also be distributed to all members
of the committee.

V

All departmental charges, keys, reading room materials, etc. must be settled or returned before
the thesis is approved. A carefully selected and properly curated thesis collection (if applicable)
must be left in the Department (see p. 28). See the Main Office Personnel for the Departmental
Checklist. Students must complete this Checklist; otherwise the degree will not be awarded.

VI

Time Limit: All work offered towards the Master's degree must be accomplished within a sevenyear period.

VII

Please refer to the UNM Catalog for additional information concerning the requirements for the
Master's degree http://catalog.unm.edu/catalogs/2013-2014/.

M.S. Degree Timetable- Abbreviated.
YEAR 1:
SEMESTER I:
1.

End of first week - turn in Advisement Form and any petitions to Graduate Committee Chair.

2.

Select three thesis committee members and notify front office personnel. Write an email memo
indicating these choices to the Department Chairperson and request assignment of additional
appointment of external examination member.
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3.

Mandatory: convene a full thesis committee meeting prior to finals week to discuss courses that
will apply towards M.S. requirements, thesis topic, and preparation for the M.S. exam.

4.

Prior to finals week: complete the Departmental Program of Study Form, (appendices III)
which must be signed by all three thesis committee members, and submit to chair of the E&PS
Graduate Committee for approval.

SEMESTER II:
1.

Schedule M.S. oral examination.

2.

Submit M.S. Proposal and Proposal Cover Sheet at least two weeks prior to oral exam.
Remind committee members to answer questions on Cover Sheet within one week.

3.

Complete M.S. examination prior to last four weeks of the semester (last 3 weeks of classes).

YEAR 2:
SEMESTER I:
1.

By end of second week - complete University’s Office of Graduate Studies “Program of Studies for the
Master’s Degree” form and submit through your advisor to the Graduate Committee Chairperson.
(website http://www.unm.edu/~grad/forms/forms.html)

SEMESTER II:
1.

In order to complete and defend thesis this semester a. Comply with Master’s Thesis/Graduation Checklist
b. By August 1, for Fall, December 1, for Spring, or May 1, for Summer, the student must
inform Department in writing of intention to complete all degree requirements during that
semester
c. At least three weeks before intended thesis defense date: - arrange time and place of
defense with E&PS Office and Office of Graduate Studies, and confirm arrangements with
all members of thesis committee.
d. Two weeks before defense date:
examination.

Provide copy of thesis in main office for faculty

The thesis must be submitted for approval by Dean of Graduate Studies by November 15, April 15, or July
15 for graduation during respective term.

2A.7 DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN EARTH & PLANETARY SCIENCES
We offer a Ph.D. in Earth and Planetary Sciences, with several emphasis areas. The
requirements for the degree and a timetable for the degree are presented below.
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REQUIREMENTS AND PROCEDURES FOR A PH.D. IN EARTH AND PLANETARY
SCIENCES
The deadlines described here are intended to ensure rapid progress toward defining a dissertation topic,
completing candidacy requirements, and successfully completing the Ph.D. Examination. In
circumstances where it is deemed inappropriate for a student to maintain this schedule, a petition should
be submitted to the Graduate Committee to establish specific deadlines that are consistent with the
individual student's situation.
Advisement:
I.

Students will participate in a formal advisement interview prior to the end of the first week of
classes. The purpose of this interview is to:
a. Assess gaps in the student's prior training, via the Advisement Form and student transcripts.
Note that courses taken to make up deficiencies in math, chemistry, or physics must be taken
for a letter grade and cannot count toward required hours for the degree.
b. Recommend a general plan of course work and discuss the required Program of Study
form.
c. Students are required to enroll in EPS 501 (Colloquium) for at least one semester, and are
encouraged to enroll every semester.
d. Identify potential members of the Dissertation Committee.
e. Discuss the timing and format of the Ph.D. examination, and the expected accomplishments
leading up to this exam.
f. Answer any questions the student might have concerning the Ph.D. program at UNM, and
registration procedures.

II.

As part of the advisement process, each new student will be informed of the Department's general
expectations for satisfactory progress towards the Ph.D. degree, which include:
a. Completion of necessary coursework - see requirements below;
b. Establishment of a dissertation committee and a mandatory meeting with this committee
prior to the end of the first semester in residence. The EPS Program of Study form is to be
filled out and signed at this meeting, and delivered to the Departmental Graduate Advisor.
c. The Ph.D. oral exam must take place in the THIRD SEMESTER of residency - see
detailed information below.;
d. (Recommended) completion of the Ph.D. within 4 years of residency.

III.

Other important issues will also be communicated to the student:
a. Financial support, in any combination of TA, RA, or fellowship, is generally limited to eight
(8) semesters of full-time support.
b. Any student admitted with guaranteed TA support for a specified number of semesters (e.g.,
6 semesters) may use that support any time during the first 8 semesters in residence.
However, no TA commitment can be “banked” to use beyond the 8-semester limit.
c. Each student should attend the first meeting of Earth and Planetary Sciences 401/501 (see
schedule of classes for date, time and room number) for an introduction to the Department.
d. Other activities the student should be aware of (e.g., mandatory meeting to assign
teaching/grading positions, if the student is a teaching assistant).
e. The current advisor need not be the permanent advisor, if the student desires a change.

IV.

The Advisement Form must be filled out, signed, and turned in to the Graduate Advisor (chair of
the Departmental Graduate Committee) no later than Friday of the first week of classes. This form
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will list all relevant coursework completed prior to entering UNM and will identify in writing any
deficiencies that must be made up at UNM. This form will serve as an early indication that each
student has met with his/her advisor and discussed past and future coursework.
V.

Prior to the end of the first semester of residency, each student will select a preliminary four-member
Dissertation Committee to serve as examiners in the Ph.D. exam (see below), in areas of special
interest to the student. A MANDATORY Dissertation Committee meeting will take place during
the last four weeks of the first semester in residence. This meeting will take place among the
student and all members of the Dissertation Committee. Topics to be covered at the meeting include
but are not limited to:
a. A potential dissertation topic and the specific topics for the two abstracts and proposals (see
details below) required for the comprehensive examination.
b. Formal course of study planned in sufficient detail to complete the required EPS Program of
Study Form and to allow the student to prepare the form for candidacy to the Office of
Graduate Studies. This is a plan of course work for the remainder of the student's tenure at
UNM, including final clarification of and action on any deficiencies. The plan of course
work will be included in the student's file and deviations from this course plan will require
dissertation committee approval.
c. Consideration of any potential difficulties with the student's progress that necessitate
submission of a petition to the Graduate Committee to delay completion of the Ph.D.
Examination beyond the third semester.
d. Completion of the Departmental Program of Study Form (Appendix) which lists the
complete academic course schedule proposed to satisfy graduation requirements. The
Program of Study Form is to be signed by the four Ph.D. thesis committee members and the
student, and then submitted to the Graduate Committee for approval.

Dissertation Committee
I.

Tentative Dissertation Committee: During the FIRST semester of residency, the student is
expected to select a permanent dissertation advisor, and three additional Committee members.
II.

III.

Permanent Dissertation Committee: During the THIRD semester of residency, the student
is expected to finalize their dissertation committee (committee on studies). The OGS
“Appointment of Dissertation Committee” form. (http://grad.unm.edu/resources/gsforms/index.html ) must be signed by the candidate, the dissertation director, and the EPS
chairperson or graduate advisor.
Composition of the Dissertation Committee:
The committee will consist of at least four members approved for graduate instruction at UNM
and with established competence in the field of the dissertation or some aspect of it.
a. The director of the dissertation must be a regular UNM faculty member approved by the
student's graduate unit; he or she must have demonstrated research or professional
competence in the general area of the dissertation and in the methodology applied.
Individuals whose primary employer is UNM and who hold the titles of research professor,
research associate professor, research assistant professor, may only chair committees if
within the student’s major.
b. Two members must hold regular, full-time faculty appointments at UNM. One committee
member must be a UNM faculty member from within the student's graduate unit.
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c. A third member must hold regular, full-time appointment in a graduate unit at UNM other
than that of the student, or at another accredited institution.
d. The Dean of Graduate Studies must approve all committee members who are not regular
UNM faculty for graduate instruction, specifically for the student's graduate unit.
e. Graduate students may supplement the minimum committee membership described above.
All supplemental appointments must be identified on the "Appointment of Dissertation
Committee" form, and must be approved by the Dean of Graduate Studies.
f.

Graduate units may supplement the minimum committee membership of four with qualified
members from outside the University. The Office of Graduate Studies will facilitate such
efforts whenever possible. These supplemental appointments must be requested at the time
of the formation of the dissertation committee, identified on the Appointment of Dissertation
Committee form, and approved by the Dean of Graduate Studies.

Ph.D. Examination
The Ph.D. examination consists of two written parts followed by an oral exam. Extended abstracts for two
research projects must be submitted to the faculty for approval during the SECOND SEMESTER in
residence. The research topics proposed in the abstracts should be sufficiently different in scope as to
warrant interaction with two different principal advisors with different research interests. One of
the abstracts normally focuses on the student’s proposed dissertation topic. During the THIRD
SEMESTER in residence, a Ph.D. student must submit and orally defend two research proposals
developed from his or her abstracts.
[A Ph.D. student who lacks an M.S. degree and whose abstracts are not formally approved in the second
semester will automatically be transferred to the M.S. program and will need to complete the M.S. exam.
The total funding commitment in such cases will be reduced to two years.]
I.

Ph. D. Examination - Submission and approval of extended abstracts.
a.

In the second semester, the student must prepare two extended abstracts for the proposals
that will represent the written component of the Ph.D. examination. The extended abstracts
should consist of no more than three, double-spaced pages of text, including any tables and
figures. As a general guideline, each abstract should consist of the following:
i. The name of the main advisor for the abstract followed by the names of all committee
members.
ii. An “executive summary”, no more than a few lines in length, clearly outlining the
significance of the proposed research, in terms that are understandable to nonspecialists
(e.g. the full graduate committee).
iii. A short introduction to the problem (1-2 paragraphs).
iv. A summary of how the proposed research will contribute to solving the problem (2-3
paragraphs).
v. A brief description of the methodology (1-2 paragraphs)
vi. A final paragraph summarizing the expected outcome of the research.

b.

One paper copy of the abstracts must be submitted to the Department office prior to the last
six weeks of the second semester of residence (on or before April 1 or on or before
November 1). An electronic copy of the abstracts should be submitted to the Chair of the
EPS Graduate Committee by the same date. NOTE THAT ALL MEMBERS OF THE Ph.D.
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COMMITTEE MUST HAVE READ THE ABSTRACTS PRIOR TO FORMAL
SUBMISSION.
c.

The “Ph.D. Abstract Checklist” must accompany submission of the abstracts to the
departmental office. All members of the Ph.D. committee MUST sign off on this form
within one week after abstract submission.

d.

The abstracts will be circulated among the members of the Departmental Graduate
Committee and then presented by the Committee to the entire faculty for approval.
Following discussion by the faculty, the student will be notified whether the abstracts have
been accepted, or whether modification is required. If modifications are necessary, a
deadline will be set for submitting the revised abstract(s).
Once the abstracts have been approved, the student should inform the Department
Chairperson of the four members of the Dissertation Committee, and request assignment of a
fifth ("generalist") member of the exam committee. The identity of this examiner will be
made known to the student.

e.

II.

Ph. D. Examination - Submission and approval of research proposals.
a. In the third semester, the student must prepare two written research proposals that are based
on the previously approved abstracts. The proposals must be prepared in consultation with
members of the student’s Dissertation Committee, and the Committee should review at least
one draft of each proposal prior to submission to assure that the proposals are appropriately
organized and that any weaknesses have been addressed.
b. Each student should communicate with all members of his/her exam committee as early in
the semester as possible to schedule a date and time for the oral examination. As soon as
the committee agrees on the timing, the student should work with the front office to schedule
a room and to ensure that all necessary OGS paperwork is prepared prior to the exam.
c. Dissertation Proposals must be submitted to and approved by the Dissertation Committee
prior to taking the oral component of the Ph.D. Examination. The proposals must be
submitted to the Dissertation Committee prior to the last six weeks of the THIRD
SEMESTER in residence (on or before November 1 or on or before April 1). An additional
copy of each proposal is placed in the main office at this time for inspection by other
interested faculty. Comments by any non-committee faculty member should be directed to
the student's major advisor.
d. The student will turn in one copy of the Ph.D. Proposal Cover Sheet (see Appendix or EPS
Intranet) to the front office at the time of submission of the proposals. At least ONE week
prior to the examination, each member of the exam committee must answer the
specific questions on the Ph.D. Proposal Cover Sheet, to assure that each member of the
committee agrees that the exam may take place as scheduled. See general information on
comprehensive examinations regarding possible outcomes at this stage.
e. Once both proposals are accepted by the committee, the written component of the
examination is considered to have been passed.

III.

Ph.D. Examination - Oral Examination
a.

The oral component of the examination must be completed before the last four weeks of the
third semester in residence. The Examination Committee consists of the four members of
the Dissertation Committee (as defined by the Graduate Catalog and not exceeding one
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Senior Research Associate or Adjunct Faculty Member) and the additional examiner
assigned by the Department Chair (see above). If there are more than four members of the
Dissertation Committee, then the four voting members (as per criteria noted above) must be
designated (all members of the committee, if greater than four, may participate in the
examination, as well as any other interested faculty members). The role of the additional
examiner is to assure that the student's work is communicable to generalists in the
geosciences and to help assure that questions cover a reasonable range of fields.

IV.

b.

The student will separately present both proposals in talks not to exceed 20 minutes each.
The talks should be comprehensible to a non-specialist (e.g., the outside examiner), and
should include clear statements regarding the nature and significance of the project, the
approach the student will take in addressing the scientific problem(s), and potential
outcomes of the research.

c.

The student has the option to request the order of the presentations and questioning periods.

d.

Questions by the examination committee generally originate out of the science discussed in
the two proposals and presentations, but may include other topics deemed relevant by the
exam committee.

e.

After completion of the questioning, the student is asked to leave the room and the
committee discusses the student's performance on the oral examination. A grade of "Pass",
“Conditional Pass”, or "Fail" will be assigned based upon a vote of the members of the
examination committee. See overview section on the Comprehensive Examination for an
explanation of these outcomes.

f.

A student who feels that the examination was not administered fairly or who believes that
circumstances exist for reconsidering a negative decision or administering a second
examination should meet with the Department Chairperson within one week of the
examination to discuss consideration of an appeal of the Examination Committee's decision.

Procedures for students wishing to enter the Ph.D. Program immediately following their M.S.
exam.
A student who enters UNM in the M.S. program but who subsequently wishes to convert the
M.S. project into a Ph.D. dissertation must inform his or her committee of this desire prior to
taking the M.S. exam in the second semester. The committee will then use the oral examination
as a tool to probe the student’s readiness to advance directly into the Ph.D. program, and will
make an appropriate recommendation to the full faculty. If the faculty endorses the
recommendation, the student will then prepare a second proposal and defend it in the third
semester in residence. This second oral examination must occur prior to the last 4 weeks of the
3rd semester.
Students who successfully transition from the M.S. to the Ph.D. program via the above procedure
will receive a maximum departmental commitment of 4 years of funding: 1 year while M.S.
candidate, and 3 additional years as Ph.D. candidate.
If student fails the Ph.D. exam, he/she may revert back to the M.S. program.

Course Work
A Ph.D. student must complete a minimum of 48 hours of coursework beyond the Bachelor's degree that
carry graduate credit in geology and other subjects relevant to his or her specialty. A maximum of 30
hours of coursework completed for the Master's degree, including 6 hours of thesis credit, may be applied
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toward the 48-hour requirement. A minimum GPA of 3.0 (B average) must be maintained. The
following requirements hold:
a.

At least 18 hours of 500-courses,

b.

At least one semester of enrollment in EPS 501 (colloquium),

c.

No more than half the total graduate course hours counted toward the required
total may be taken with any one professor,

d.

A maximum of 3 hours of problems courses may be taken for credit,

e.

No more than six hours of C grades may be included in the degree program,

f.

At least 18 hours of dissertation.

See the current Graduate Catalog for other information on Ph.D. course requirements.
Advancement to Candidacy
After completion of at least 12 hours of course work beyond the M.S. and after the Ph.D. Qualifying
Examination, Ph.D. students must submit the "ADVANCEMENT TO CANDIDACY" form for the Doctoral
Degree. This form is located on the web at: http://grad.unm.edu/resources/gs-forms/index.html. This form
is to be completed and submitted through your advisor to the Graduate Committee Chairperson. When you
have obtained all signatures bring the candidacy form to the Department front office. We will make a copy
for your file and the original will be walked over to the Office of Graduate Studies for approval.
Dissertation
I.

At least 18 hours of Earth and Planetary Sciences 699 (Dissertation) must be taken.

II.

Recognizing the fact that part or all of a dissertation will be published as a multi-authored
contribution, the Department has established general guidelines to which students and their
committees should adhere:

III.

Regardless of the number of authors, the student must have done the bulk (i.e. "51 percent or
more") of the research and preparation for publication.

IV.

The student has to be the first author on each publication submitted as part of a dissertation.

V.

The dissertation must include a preface in which the student briefly explains the role of each of
the authors in any multi-authored section or chapter of the dissertation.

VI.

Any manuscript submitted for outside publication should be distributed to all members of the
committee.

VII.

A copy of the dissertation must be in the hands of all members of the committee, and placed
on file in the EPS main office, at least two weeks prior to the scheduled defense.

VIII.

Oral Defense of Dissertation: An oral presentation dealing with the dissertation will be given
by the student; this is open to the public. The Committee on Studies will then have a closed
period for questioning the candidate. Dissertation defenses are typically scheduled during the
academic year, excluding finals week. Again, notify the Main Office Personnel three weeks in
advance of the date, time, committee and title to gain a room and appropriate approval forms.
In all cases the results of the dissertation defense must be submitted to OGS no later than two
weeks after the announced date of the dissertation defense.
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IX.

X.

XI.

The final signed dissertation must be submitted to the Office of Graduate Studies, within
ninety (90) days following the oral defense. If the manuscript is not submitted within that time,
the student must schedule and complete a second final examination for the dissertation See
OGS website for current guidelines regarding electronic vs. paper submission of the
dissertation. See OGS website for current guidelines regarding electronic vs. paper submission
of the dissertation. See OGS website for current guidelines regarding electronic vs. paper
submission of the dissertation. One BOUND paper copy and one electronic copy of the
dissertation must be delivered to the Department of Earth and Planetary (all copies and
binding charges are the student's expense). Each committee member should also be provided
with a copy of the final dissertation (electronic or paper).
All departmental charges, keys, reading room materials and so forth must be settled or
returned before the dissertation will be approved. A carefully selected and properly curated
collection (if applicable) must be left in the Department (see p. 28). See the Main Office
Personnel for the Departmental Checklist. Students must complete this Checklist; otherwise
the degree will not be awarded.
Five-year time limit: The doctoral dissertation must be completed within five years following
formal advancement to candidacy (i.e. comprehensive exam requirements).
Please refer to the Office of Graduate Studies (http://www.unm.edu/grad/) for additional
information concerning the requirements for the Ph.D.

ABBREVIATED SCHEDULE FOR PH.D. PROGRAM STUDENTS
YEAR 1:
SEMESTER I:
1. Meet with advisor during 1st week of first semester to complete Advisement Form and
identify any deficiencies. Turn in form to EPS Graduate Advisor by Friday of the 1st week.
2. Identify membership of a tentative Dissertation Committee.
3. Formulate possible dissertation topics in preparation for MANDATORY Dissertation
Committee meeting before the last four weeks of the first semester.
4. Submit completed Program of Study Form prior to finals week of the first semester in
residence.
SEMESTER II:
1. Submit extended abstracts of two dissertation proposals (and checklist) to the Graduate
Committee, prior to the last six weeks of second semester (April 1 or November 1).
2. Email Department Chair to request selection of an external examiner.
SEMESTER III:
1. Set date for Oral Component of Ph.D. Examination.
2. Submit Dissertation Proposals prior to last six weeks of third semester (usually November
1). Place copies of each proposal in Main Office at this time, accompanied by Proposal
Cover Sheet. Remind committee members to answer questions on cover sheet within 1
week of submission.
3. Complete Oral Component of Ph.D. Examination prior to last four weeks of third semester.
4. Submit “Application for Doctoral Candidacy” form.
5. Submit “Appointment of Dissertation Committee” form
PH.D. STUDENTS INITIALLY STARTING AS M.S. STUDENTS:
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1. Complete M.S. exam with entire committee recommending expansion of M.S. project into
Ph.D. project.
2. Petition Graduate Committee to advance to Ph.D. program; petition includes letters of
support from each M.S. committee member.
3. Submit second Ph.D. abstract to Ph.D. Committee and Graduate Committee by first week of
the third semester.
4. Once second abstract is approved by Ph.D. Committee and Graduate Committee, follow
guidelines for traditional Ph.D. students starting with third semester.
UPON COMPLETION OF DISSERTATION:
1. Comply with Doctoral Graduation/Dissertation Checklist.
2. By September 22, February 16, or June 15, respectively - student must inform the
Department in writing of intention to complete all degree requirements for graduation.
3. Two weeks before dissertation defense date - arrange with Department scheduling of the
exam and place complete final copy of dissertation in main office for faculty review.
4. Final dissertation must be submitted for approval of the Dean of Graduate Studies by
November 15, April 15, or July 15, respectively, for Fall, Spring, or Summer completion.

2B: DESCRIBE THE CONTRIBUTIONS OF THE UNIT TO OTHER INTERNAL UNITS WITHIN UNM,
SUCH AS OFFER GENERAL EDUCATION CORE COURSES FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS,
COMMON COURSES FOR SELECTED GRADUATE PROGRAMS, THAT FULFILL PREREQUISITES OF
OTHER PROGRAMS, CROSS-LISTED COURSES
2B.1 EPS/ENVS courses that serve other programs
General Education Core curriculum
EPS 101 (3 credits); How the Earth Works
EPS 105L (1 credit); Physical Geology Laboratory
EnvSci 101 (3 credits); The Blue Planet
EnvSci 102L (1 credit); The Blue Planet Laboratory
EPS 201L (3 credits); Earth History
NTSC 261L (only for pre-service K-8 teachers); (4 credits); Physical Science
NTSC 262L (only for pre-service K-8 teachers); (4 credits); Life Science
NTSC 263L (only for pre-service K-8 teachers); (4 credits); Environmental Science
Cross-listed courses in other departments:
EPS course
EPS 251 - Meteorology
EPS 352 - Global Climate Change
EPS 427 - Geophysics
EPS 462/562 - Hydrogeology
EPS 482L/582L - Geoarchaeology
EPS 535 - Freshwater Ecosystems
EPS 558 - Geomicrobiology

Cross-listed as:
Geography 251
Geography 352
Physics 327
Civil Engineering 441/541
Anthropology 482L/582L
Biology 535
Biology 558
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Courses specifically required or fulfilling requirements in other degree programs:
EPS Course

Specific Requirement

EPS 101 - How Earth Works

Environment Planning and
Design
Secondary Education ( all
science programs)

Fulfills requirement; students
have a choice

Civil Engineering
Computer Science
Sustainability Studies
EPS 105L - Physical Geology
Laboratory

Environment Planning and
Design
Secondary Education ( all
science programs)

EPS 201L - Earth History

Secondary Education ( all
science programs)

Computer Science

EPS 301/302L - Mineralogy
EPS 303L - Igneous and
Metamorphic Petrology
EPS 307L - Structural Geology
EPS 310L - New Mexico Field
Geology

EPS 333 - Environmental
Geology
EPS 352 - Global Climate
Change
EPS 365 - Exploring the Solar
System
EPS 472- Physical Hydrology
EPS 481L - Geomorphology
and Surficial Geology

Computer Science
Secondary Education (Earth
Science)
Secondary Education (Earth
Science)
Secondary Education (Earth
Science)
Community and Regional
Planning
Environment Planning and
Design
Secondary Education (Earth
Science)
Secondary Education (Earth
Science)
Sustainability Studies
Secondary Education (Earth
Science)
Sustainability Studies
Community and Regional
Planning
Environment Planning and
Design
Secondary Education (Earth
Science)
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EPS Course
EPS 485L - Soil Stratigraphy
and Morphology
EPS 515 - Geochemistry of
Natural Waters
EPS 536 - Climate Dynamics

Specific Requirement

Fulfills requirement; students
have a choice
Sustainability Studies
Water Resources (Masters)

Water Resources (Masters;
Hydroscience track)

EPS 558 - Geomicrobiology
EPS 562 - Hydrogeology
EPS 572 - Physical Hydrology
EPS 580 - Advanced
Hydrogeology
EPS 581L - Geomorphology
and Surficial Geology

Water Resources (Masters)
Water Resources (Masters)
Water Resources (Masters)
Water Resources (Masters)

ENVS 101 - The Blue Planet

Computer Science
Sustainability Studies
Computer Science

ENVS 102L - The Blue Planet
Laboratory
ENVS 330 - Environmental
Systems

Water Resources (Masters)

Sustainability Studies

The Natural Science program provides education majors with general science content
classes before they are admitted to the college of education (NATSC 261, 262 and 263). The
courses are capped at 32. At four hours each, they provide a fully integrated studio learning
environment on the topics of Physical Science, Life Science and Environmental Science. These
students then transfer into the college of education, where this background knowledge is applied
in their classes on science teaching methods. Our classes are also available to other non-science
majors to fulfill their general science + laboratory undergraduate requirements.
2C: DESCRIBE THE MODES OF DELIVERY USED FOR TEACHING COURSES
Courses in the Department of Earth and Planetary Sciences are taught using lecture,
experiential learning in laboratories, and high-impact field experiences. We also offer one fully
online course (EPS 101). Most of our courses at all levels use a web-enhanced design that
include UNM’s LEARN (formerly WebCT). A number of faculty are using social media and
classroom technologies such as clickers to promote learning. Three of our faculty routinely offer
an introductory core science class in the Freshman Learning Communities program. The faculty
teach with varying degrees of active learning including two faculty members who teach in
Learning Studios.
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Learning studios are
designed to enhance and enable
collaborative learning that is
student-centered rather than
instructor-centered. This is
obvious the moment that you walk
into a learning studio as there is
no “front” of the room. The room
is filled with 9-seat, circular tables
with 3 laptops on each table. Our
faculty work from the middle of
the room, lecturing sparingly, and
with easy access to all students to
increase engagement. Provided
computers enable students to
Introductory students in one of the new studio classrooms take
access online resources, use
advantage of the ‘built’ pedagogy allowed with new classroom
simulations and animations, and
technologies.
for paperless team-generated
assignments to be completed and
submitted for instructor assessment using UNM’s Learn platform. Students can work in teams to
address questions using whiteboards that surround the learning studio (see photo below). While
some of these functions can be accomplished to varying extents in traditionally furnished
classrooms, research at other universities demonstrates much better collaboration and learning
that are facilitated by the circular tables and provided technologies. Because learning studios are
such an effective way of engaging our students, the E&PS Department has remodeled a
combined classroom/laboratory space to contain many of the features of a learning studio
(Northrop 116; to a lesser extent Northrop 105).
Although the focus of the Natural Science Program is on providing content to future K-12
teachers, we do so by modeling successful teaching strategies that we hope our students will
emulate when they become teachers. The NATSC classes are taught through a variety of active
learning techniques including lecture tutorials, inquiry-based activities, group discussion, thinkpair-share, panel discussions, concept mapping, visual lists, active review, and cooperative
learning groups. Some of the NATSC classes have additional online content.
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III. CRITERION 3: TEACHING AND LEARNING: CONTINUOUS
IMPROVEMENT
The broad learning goals for each program were described previously (Section I). The
Department of Earth and Planetary Sciences conducts assessment of three degree program levels,
as per University requirements. We assess outcomes for two general education courses, for
undergraduate degree programs (e.g., the B.S./B.A. in Earth and Planetary Sciences and a B.S. in
Environmental Sciences), and our M.S. and Ph.D. graduate programs.
3A.1 UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAMS
In addition to the standard UNM evaluation process (IDEA forms; feedback given by
students upon completion of the course), some professors generate in-house evaluation forms to
gather more meaningful information from the students during the semester. We also use
standards-based grading as a method of assessing if our students are meeting the objectives of
each class.
The Department offers two major general education courses – EPS 101 ‘How the Earth
Works’ and ENVS 101 ‘The Blue Planet.” Both classes are included as part of the UNM
undergraduate Core Curriculum. Lecturer Dr. Aurora Pun, our EPS 105L Physical Geology
laboratory coordinator, has overseen collection of assessment data for some sections of EPS 101.
We have not been systematically collecting assessment data for the ENVS 101 classes.
For the B.A./B.S. programs, the Department has developed a set of outcomes that we
expect students to accomplish. Assessments of these outcomes takes place using standards-based
grading in each class. More synoptic assessment of the extent to which our students are meeting
the objectives of the overall curriculum take place in discussions of the undergraduate
committee, the awards committee, and the full faculty each spring as we allocate alumni
scholarship funds and honors to students.
Assessment takes place at several junctions during an undergraduate degree program.
For majors in all our degree programs, a student’s skills in writing at the Junior level is evaluated
in EPS 304 (Introduction to Sedimentology and Stratigraphy) and EPS 310 (New Mexico Field
Geology) for EPS majors, and in ENVS 330 (Environmental Systems) and EPS 310 for
Environmental Science majors. In ENVS 330 and EPS 310, writing is evaluated at several
junctures. First, an abstract is written (and for 330, peer review of writing is conducted).
Students are able to revise their writing prior to the final product. Homework assignments are
assessed for writing, and students are evaluated on improvement of writing during the course of
these homework assignments. In 310L, students are required to incorporate instructor
corrections to first drafts in their final projects: final reports are submitted by the students and
evaluated for improved writing (as compared with earlier writing samples). To date, these
writing outcomes are not formally assessed beyond the individual instructors for programmatic
evaluation.
Graduating seniors are evaluated on competency for specific skills using direct measures
related to these specific skills. Assessment is obtained and demonstrated in capstone courses: the
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required EPS 319L (Introductory Field Geology) and, for those who elect it, EPS 420L
(Advanced Field Geology) for Earth and Planetary Science majors and ENVS 430 (Advanced
Environmental Science) for Environmental Science majors, as well as through indirect measures
in the form of students’ self-reporting on how much progress they felt they made on SLOs
(specific learning objectives) in 300-400 level elective courses to date using the IDEA course
evaluations system.
Specific skills objectives that are evaluated for Earth and Planetary Science B.A. and B.S. majors
include:


Students can identify and classify Earth materials (e.g., rocks and minerals)



Understand the evolution of Earth in terms of changes in life forms and physical
processes through geologic time; and



Obtain, interpret and communicate (orally and written) geologic data from field
measurements and samples of Earth materials.

Specific skills objectives that are evaluated for Earth and Planetary Science B.A. majors include
the first two bullet points for the B.S. students, but also includes:


Visualize and interpret Earth structures in three dimensions using modern mapping tools

Specific skills objectives that are evaluated for the Environmental Science majors include:


Describe the general characteristics of each of the principal components of the Earth
System (geosphere, hydrosphere, atmosphere, and biosphere).



Measure, interpret and communicate (orally and written) meaningful environmental
parameters using modern equipment and technique



Complete and present (orally and written) a field-based environmental project with scope
large enough to require collaboration with peers

Additional work is underway to improve assessment procedures and increase the skills
assessed for our undergraduate programs. We are building a matrix of specific learning
objectives for core courses in each degree program, focusing first on revisions to the
Environmental Science B.S. degree plan.
3A.2 ASSESSMENT IN NATURAL SCIENCES PROGRAM
For the past several years classes in the Natural Science Program have been aligned with
the 2003 NM State Science Standards for grades K-8. We use these standards as both guides to
our content as well as evaluating our students’ progress. For the most part we use standardsbased grading as a method of assessing if our students are meeting the objectives of each unit.
This year the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS) were drafted and have already been
adopted by selected states. Although they are not yet adopted by the state of New Mexico, we
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are now in the process of aligning our classes to this new set of standards in anticipation that they
will roll out in the next few years.
In addition to the standard UNM evaluation process (IDEA forms) we generate in-house
evaluation forms to gather more meaningful information from the students regarding our
performance. More informally, we often hear back from our students years later when they
begin student teaching or after they have landed their first teaching job. From their new
perspective as a teacher, they indicate that our classes did help them prepare for teaching science
at their grade level.
3A.3 ASSESSMENT OF GRADUATE PROGRAMS
For the graduate program, assessment is handled through assessment of the skills of M.S.
and Ph.D. students at two points during their progress to degree (the comprehensive exam and
the thesis/dissertation defense). Approximately once per year the Department reviews the
progress of both undergraduate and graduate students in the course of a department-wide
scholarship evaluation process.
The outcomes assessment policy used by the Department was established in 1997 and
sets out clearly defined goals and methods of assessing them. The department outcomes
assessment program sets four principle goals for the education of its graduate students and was
developed in consultation with Professor Diane Marshall (Biology), the former director of the
UNM Students Outcomes Assessment program. Whether these goals have been obtained for
individual students is evaluated at various points throughout the student’s academic career. The
four goals are as follows:
1) Students will be able to apply the scientific method to problem-solving. This goal requires
the developed of a number of skills, including critical evaluation of competing
hypotheses and developing appropriate methodologies for testing these hypotheses. These
skills are developed in the class environment and all through the process of their M.S.
and Ph.D. theses, including formulating a research project, writing M.S. and Ph.D.
proposals, comprehensive and defense exams.
2) Students will be able to use field, analytical and computational methods to solve scientific
problems. This goal is attained through a combination of formal classes, hands on
experience in the field/lab etc., and, in particular, one-on-one instruction by the student’s
advisors/mentor, etc.
3) Students will have effective written and oral skills. This training is provided in a number
of ways by the Department, in which the students are given different environments in
which to improve and develop their writing and oral skills. Examples include 1) the
preparation of written papers as a component of the grade in many classes and their oral
presentation in class, 2) the discussion of scientific papers in seminar classes and oral
presentations in seminars, and 3) one-on-one practicing of oral presentations for
professional meetings with their advisor, etc.
4) Students will be successful at gaining professional employment or entering further degree
programs (M.S. students). Goals 1-3 are to provide appropriate fundamental skills for a
geoscientist that they may apply successfully in other fields within the geosciences. The
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ultimate assessment of whether these goals have been reached is provided by whether
these students successfully enter the work place and are successful in their careers.
In order to assess whether these goals are being reached for individual students, a
questionnaire was designed that ranks the proficiencies of the student in each of three areas on a
scale of 1 to 5 (5 = excellent) (Appendix 8). The form was designed to minimize paperwork, but
at the same time provide key information about the progress of the student. This questionnaire is
completed at two stages during each student’s program: first, immediately after their M.S. or
Ph.D. comprehensive exam and second, after their M.S. thesis or Ph.D. dissertation defense. The
form is completed by all members of the exam or dissertation committee, including the general
examiner for the comprehensive exam. This process provides the Department with a broad
overview of how student outcomes are achieved.
This information is subsequently compiled into a spreadsheet. On the basis of this
assessment, it appears that our students are consistently achieving high standards in all the three
areas with average ratings of ‘very good’ in most categories over the last three years for which
we have data. As far as goal four is concerned, we discuss our graduate employment record in
detail in section 4 (see also list in Appendix 5). In brief, the Department has an excellent record
of placing its graduate students into geosciences-related fields, with over 95% of our graduates
entering positions relating to their earth sciences training or moving on to graduate school. Many
of our Ph.D. graduates (and M.S. graduates who sought Ph.D.’s elsewhere) have obtained faculty
positions at other institutions such as the University of Texas at Austin, UNC Charlotte; Boise
State University, Northern Illinois University, Utah State University, Kansas State University,
University of Tennessee, Montana State, as well as others who have gone on to postdoctoral
fellowships at Yale and the University of Nebraska indicating that we are producing graduates
who are sought after in a highly competitive job market.
3B: DESCRIBE THE RELATIONSHIP OF THE UNIT'S VISION AND MISSION TO UNM'S VISION AND
MISSION

The figure above illustrates how different components of the Department form EPS as a
University entity. Within each component, the department’s vision and mission aligns with the
broad goals of the University of New Mexico. EPS is dedicated to educating STEM students, to
the discovery and dissemination of new knowledge, and to actively supporting social and
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economic development to enhance the quality of life for all New Mexicans. Our analytical
facilities are the best on campus and among the top of any Earth Science department in the U.S.
This enables us to participate in cutting-edge research in many areas of earth, environmental and
planetary sciences, provide a very advanced level of training for our STEM workforce and create
opportunities for collaborative research around the globe. One emerging area of growth in our
department is geophysics, as a result of two recent faculty hires. This will broaden our
involvement in the fields of energy exploration and geo-hazard mitigation, in addition to
fundamental scientific work in the solid earth. Our highly successful environmental science
program nicely complements our research and teaching efforts in earth and planetary science,
and attracts a large number of students that are being educated in a topic with high societal
relevance and growing employment opportunities. We are now in a position to further expand
the environmental science program and fully realize its potential for growth.
The University of New Mexico is on the trajectory to be recognized for the following
attributes and the activities within EPS contribute significantly to realizing these.
1. Strength through diversity
We are fortunate to be in a minority-majority state. We have achieved some success in
diversifying our undergraduate program; especially through the demographics of our
growing environmental science undergraduate degree. EPS has traditionally had a higherthan-average participation of women on the faculty, but more gains are possible. We have
been active in garnering funding support for minority participation in research activities
such as the NM Alliance for Minority Participation, a $3M NSF-funded program to the
state of NM housed at NMSU; the UNM component is directed out of EPS through the
UNM PI (an EPS faculty member) and another faculty member oversees SLOAN
Fellowships. Continued outreach is needed, including to UNM branch campuses, which
serve large numbers of students that are particularly under-represented in STEM fields.
We plan to continue our efforts in diversifying our graduate student body, our faculty and
staff. This is a worthy challenge and a strategic advantage for the Department and the
University.
2. Academic Leadership
The Earth and Planetary Science program is the best-rated science and engineering
program at the University of New Mexico. Another mark of leadership is that our faculty
and research staff represent the University at all major national and international earth
and planetary sciences scientific and funding initiatives and publish their work in leading
scientific journals. On campus, the EPS faculty have a long tradition of service on the
UNM Faculty Senate, Academic Freedom & Tenure, and others.
3. Student success through collaboration
Multi-PI grants enable students to work with researchers from other institutions and
publish their work with non-EPS scientists. This success results in numerous student
publications with co-authors from non-EPS disciplines (see below). Students are
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routinely advised by a committee made up a 4-5 faculty, fostering collaboration.
Students work together in our analytical facilities, on collections, and in the field.
Almost all our graduates advance into graduate programs or professional work, including
faculty and research positions. We, therefore, successfully train our students to work in
teams as well as be leaders in their fields.
4. Vital academic climate
EPS analytical facilities are the best on campus and among the best of any Earth Science
department in the nation. As a result we have researchers from all over the world visiting
our labs to perform critical analyses on earth and planetary materials, as well as to
conduct research in Remote Sensing and Image Processing at our CREATE facility. The
Institute of Meteoritics (IOM) is a vital research and teaching center (see detailed
description of IOM in section 7). IOM and EPS students share analytical facilities,
collaborate and are always co-advised by members of both IOM and EPS. A significant
number of Ph.D. students choose a planetary science topic as their secondary proposal
which enables them to broaden their expertise. Our academic climate is reflected in the
publication record of our faculty which, since 2003, have published an average of 15
peer-reviewed papers per year with their students and other UNM faculty. In the same
time frame faculty have published an average of 13 peer-reviewed papers with students
and collaborators from outside of UNM. Since 2003 our faculty have had an average of
eight grants per year that support students and are collaborative (i.e. multiple PIs).
Our meteorite collection is among the best in the world and fosters collaborations among
planetary scientists.
New Mexico is replete with outstanding field sites for earth and environmental studies.
This attracts researchers and educators from all over the world. Additionally, our faculty
has on-going funded research and teaching projects in many countries that allow students
to collaborate with the local scientists based in those countries.
5. Research for a better world
Research conducted by our faculty, research staff and students contributes to fundamental
knowledge in the Earth, environmental and planetary sciences, as well as many related fields.
In addition, EPS research has importance in a number of societally relevant areas, including:










Water resources,
Environmental change and associated problems and hazards,
Volcanic chemical and physical hazard mitigation
Conventional and alternative energy,
Climate change and its impact on society and ecosystems,
Material sciences, including characterization of new and novel materials
Application of isotope and trace elements in medicine
Understanding of fire-climate relations and post-fire erosion hazards and landscape
changes
Mineral and other commodity exploration and development
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Since 2003 our faculty have each published an average of 11 papers on topics that are
directly relevant to water resources, energy, the effects of wild fires, and climate change.
Several faculty also publish papers on topics that are directly relevant to engineering
applications. EPS faculty have participated on two NSF-funded EPSCoR state awards with a
specific focus on increasing the research infrastructure and STEM workforce in the State.
EPS faculty have led or collaborated on three training grant initiatives (an NSF Graduate K12 Fellowship program and two Alliance for Minority Participation Bridge to the Doctorate
cohorts: each bringing 10-12 Fellowships per year over 5 and 2 years, respectively).
6. International Engagement
EPS faculty students are deeply engaged in research that takes them to Central and South
America, Europe, Asia, Australia, Africa and Antarctica. Visitors from Asia and Europe
routinely visit our laboratories, facilities and field sites to perform research. Our faculty and
students are highly visible at international conferences and in the last three years alone
faculty presented their work on average at three conferences outside the U.S.. Since 2003
each faculty has had two funded projects on average that involved international field work
and undergraduate and graduate students are routinely participating. For example one recent
Ph.D student did funded dissertation field work in Nicaragua, Tanzania, and Ethiopia.
Others work in Uganda, Egypt or Mexico. During field work our faculty and students are
collaborating with the local scientists which culminates often in lab visits and always in joint
publications. Recent examples include: Lou Scuderi performed field work in Australia, India
and China; Sharp and Selverstone have worked extensively in the Alps; Brearly has taught
summer school workshops in Japan on two occasions (2007 and 2012); Asmerom has
worked extensively in East Africa and McFadden has worked in South Africa; Galewsky has
developed a new partnership between UNM and the billion-dollar Atacama Large Millimeter
Array (ALMA) observatory in Chile to conduct climate monitoring studies in the Chilean
Andes, the first such project to be hosted at the ALMA site; Fischer has had a continuous
research support for work in Central America over the past 13 years and since 2005 has lead
numerous field research expeditions to Ethiopia, Tanzania and Kenya. He also participated
in an expedition to Erebus Volcano, Antarctica, as part of an international team. Another
example of international engagement is one faculty’s (Fischer) involvement in international,
multi-disciplinary initiatives such as the Deep Carbon Observatory (DCO), a 10-year
program funded by the Carnegie Institution of Washington to better understand carbon in
deep earth. This faculty member, is part of an international steering committee for DCO and
is chairing a sub-initiative that has over 80 members from 16 different countries. Another
will assume a role on the Executive Board of the International Association of
Geomorphologists in 2014 and also has extensive research collaborations with the Chinese
Academy of Sciences and research institutions and laboratories in both China and India.
Other examples include recipient of Humboldt Fellowship (Sharp) to work in Germany, the
involvement in the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) (Gutzler), and
participation in an international review panel for Russian science infrastructure (Fawacett).
Our faculty routinely takes sabbatical leave at foreign institutions: China (Scuderi), France
(Sharp, Fischer), Japan (Fischer), Australia (Crossey and Karlstrom), U.K. (Brearley).
In addition, UNM offers a Summer School in Germany in which UNM faculty teach a course
to UNM students on a specific topic. The summer course is a total of four weeks long and
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taught in Germany with field trips to locations in Europe. In 2010 one EPS faculty member
participated in this program and co-taught a course with a law professor. In 2011, two EPS
faculty members involved four EPS graduate students on a three-week field excursion to
Egypt’s western desert , and another took two students on an equally interesting, multi-week
opportunity to conduct field work in China’s Inner Mongolia: affording them not only the
opportunity to participate in an extraordinary geologic experience, but a significant cultural
and political experience. This Egypt project was funded by NSF’s Office of International
Programs and highlights the ties of New Mexico to Egypt with regards to issues related to
sustainable water resource management. Formal consortia participation includes work for
the European Space Agency, and the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC).
Our students are sent to international conferences, field trips and workshops whenever
resources and opportunity permit. Often support comes from our extensive graduate and
undergraduate fellowships: for example our geochemistry contingent often attends the annual
international Goldschmidt Conferences recently held in Australia, Davos, Prague, Cologne,
Oxford, and Kyoto. Researchers participating in the NSF-margins program recently met in
Cost Rica; the Meteoritical Society has recently met in London, Nancy, and Zurich). Our
Planetary researchers involved in the Mars Science Laboratory project have attended team
meetings in Paris and EGU (Vienna) among others. We have a number of international
students and post-docs (Scotland, Germany, Canada, South Africa, China, South Korea,
France, Spain, Estonia, Romania, Japan, Mexico, Brazil, Netherlands, Russia, India, and
Eritrea) have earned degrees from our department and constributed extensively to our
research efforts.
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IV. CRITERION 4: STUDENTS (UNDERGRADUATE AND GRADUATE)
4A: PROVIDE INFORMATION REGARDING STUDENT RECRUITMENT AND ADMISSIONS
(INCLUDING TRANSFER ARTICULATION)
4A.1 UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAMS.
Faculty and graduate students from the Department make contact with high school
students when they act as judges at science fairs, and several evening recruitment programs for
NM high school students are held in the early spring. Students participating in UNM’s College
Enrichment Program (CEP; whose constituents are first-generation college students with a high
minority participation) tour the E&PS research laboratories and are presented with geoscience
opportunities. Information about EPS and EnvSci majors is presented at the annual UNM
“Choose a major” fair. Within the E&PS Department we hold a lunch meeting each semester for
undergraduates, at which we provide information about degree programs, honors, and research
opportunities. . We also actively recruit students from the introductory courses in EPS and
ENVS. Department efforts to recruit and support undergraduate students from under-represented
groups includes the Alliance for Minority Participation scholarship program (PI Crossey) which
not only distributes funding (see below) but also has regular meetings to recruit, discuss
progress, and develop skills such as writing a CV, and applying for jobs. UNM’s expanded
efforts at helping students transitioning from Central New Mexico community college (CNM) is
helping us identify students at the critical juncture of completing an Associate’s degree and
transitioning them into our STEM-intensive programs.
4A.2 GRADUATE PROGRAMS
We have robust graduate program that receives over 80 applications every year. Of these
we typically accept ~30 to 35% based on our Graduate Admissions Committee evaluation of
background skill level, preparation for graduate level work and standardized (GRE) and written
(letters of recommendation and self-descriptive essays). Of the accepted applicants ~40 to 50%
(10-18 students/year) accept our offer and matriculate to our program. As we do not accept
graduate students without financial support (TA, RA, GA) this limits the number of students
accepted into the program each year. Our primary means of graduate student recruitment is
through our collective professional activities (publishing, conference networking, personal
networks) and reputation within the field. Potential graduate students are often referred to our
program by colleagues at other institutions and we have also successfully recruited graduate
applicants at departmental sponsored alumni events at national meetings. We also selectively
advertise in professional publications (e.g. EOS, GSA Today). With our top applicants, we are
often competing with other top graduate programs and here, endowed fellowships within the
Department are a great advantage. For example, our current Kelley-Silver fellow, Scott Jasechko,
was also recruited strongly by UC Berkeley, MIT, and other top schools. The Black-EEE
fellowship has also helped to recruit top graduate students and we look forward to a third
endowed fellowship through the Gorham Family. The addition of health insurance to TA and
RA/Fellowship financial packages has turned out to be a strong recruiting tool, as many other
institutions do not yet offer health insurance.
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A graduate admissions committee (currently chaired by Professor Louis Scuderi)
evaluates and ranks each graduate application. A full faculty meeting is devoted to graduate
admissions where top applicants are considered for available fellowships and TAs. RAs are
offered by individual faculty and we regard a mix of TA and RA support as the best option for
graduate students.
4B: PROVIDE AN ANALYSIS OF ENROLLMENT TRENDS, PERSISTENCE AND GRADUATION TRENDS
4B.1 UNDERGRADUATE DEGREES
Enrollment and graduation data are shown in Appendix 1 and in Figures 4B.1.1.

Figure 4B.1.1. Undergraduate degree enrollment (top) and undergraduate
degrees awarded in EPS since 2003.

Enrollment in departmental
undergraduate degree
programs has tripled over
the last ten years. From
2002-2008 the total E&PS
student population was
around 70-80. Since 2008,
this total has risen steadily
and reached 125 in 2013.
For EnvSci, the total
students rose from an initial
39 in 2003 to 132 in 2009,
and has remained between
120-130 since 2009. These
data are shown in table
format in Appendix 1. When
examined by year (Fr, Soph,
Junior and Senior) the
number of students in each
year shows a steady
increase, indicating that
students persist in their
degree tracks and do not
drop out of the programs
(see Appendix 1 Table 1a
and 1b). The larger numbers
of students listed in Year 4
than in Year 3 are
attributable to the University
data system that includes
Year 5-6+ students in Year
4.
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Figure 4B.1.2. Undergraduate degree enrollment by gender (top) and Race/Ethnicity (bottom). EPS degree is
on left; EnvSc on right.

In 2012, the demographic distribution of undergraduates in E&PS was as follows: female
= 45% (42/94), Hispanic = 21% (20/94), Native American = 5% (5/94), Black or Afro-American
= 1% (1/94). For EnvSci, the distribution was: female = 46% (34/74), Hispanic = 32% (24/74),
Native American = 11% (8/74), Black or Afro-American = 3% (2/74). These are depicted by
degree in Figure 4B.1.2. These general patterns hold over the past decade; although absolute
increases are noted through our increasing ENVSC degree program. The participation by underrepresented groups (women, Hispanic and Native American students is a strong aspect of our
programs and are among the highest of any physical science at UNM.
Graduation rates are a cause for concern. As mentioned above, the number of students in
“year 4” increases due to the presence of year 5 and 6 students. Over the ten-year period 20032013, the average number of students graduating from both of the B.S. programs each year is
nine. This is considerably lower than the number of majors listed per year (around 20 for E&PS
and 25 for EnvSci, using Year 3 numbers). This reflects the fact that many of our majors take
more than 4 years to complete their degree. This often reflects additional courses needed for
those transferring into the program in their third or fourth years, and difficulties students have in
completing their supporting science and math classes, sometimes having to take physics or
calculus several times, for example. This is a major task of our assessment improvements and
academic support activities.
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4B.2 GRADUATE DEGREES
Enrollment and graduation data are shown in Appendix 1. Selected aspects are shown in Figure
4B.2.1. The number of graduate degrees awarded in total has held fairly steady at the respective

Figure 4B.2.1. Undergraduate degree enrollment (top) and undergraduate degrees awarded in EPS since 2003.

level (M.S. and Ph.D., respectively), with M.S. degrees consistently about double the Ph.D. As
described below, we only admit students that are supported in their graduate work; either by
teaching or research assistantships, or through employment in a relevant field. With additional
graduate assistantships, we could increase enrollments. We have sufficient applicants and
capacity for training and mentoring.
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We encourage M.S. students to complete their programs in 2 years, and we award 2-year
funding packages for M.S. students. Ph.D. students are awarded 4-5 year financial packages and
are encouraged to complete their degrees in 4-5 years, depending on whether they enter with or
without an M.S. degree.
4C: PROVIDE A DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAM ADVISEMENT FOR STUDENTS
4C.1 UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAMS
As indicated above, the Department offers three baccalaureate degrees (B.S. and B.A. in
Earth & Planetary Sciences, a B.S. in Environmental Science), as well as two Minors (one in
Earth & Planetary Sciences, one in Environmental Science). Additionally our program includes
a Distributed Minor in supporting science, technical writing and math as a composite of courses
from other units that provide preparation for a career in science. Specific course curricula, etc.
and additional information relevant to advisement/mentoring are included in the appendices (in
particular, Appendix 6). At UNM, freshman are admitted to an ‘intake unit’ (University
College) where they reside for approximately 2 semesters until meeting Arts & Sciences
admission requirements (26 hours, acceptable performance in freshman English, declaration of
major field of study). In 2012, an additional component of requirements for admission into an
actual major has been instituted. Students transfer from University College to EPS/Env Sc once
they have the required basic courses: Chem 121, Math 123, 150 (pre-calculus), or 162, and an
introductory EPS or EnviSci course and lab (101 and 105/102). The declaration of a major
includes a mandatory meeting with one of the designated departmental faculty advisors as well
as the designated A&S Advisor. Currently Professors Elrick, Galewsky and Weissmann are
designated as EPS faculty advisors, and Brian Vineyard is the A&S advisor. The initial
EPS/EnvSci advisement session includes outlining the sequence of EPS/Env Sc and supporting
science courses required for the B.A., B.S., or Env Sc degree (see Appendix 6). Students are
given a road map of classes, and the Distributed Minor is explained. Students are advised of
research opportunities, scholarship/funding opportunities, and Geology club activities. As a
declared EPS/Env Sc major or minor, students meet with an advisor 1-2 times/year for ongoing
advisement to select appropriate courses, confirm they are on track for timely graduation, discuss
undergraduate research opportunities, and obtain advice on graduate school, and job
opportunities.
UNM instituted an automated degree auditing system, LoboTRAX, which enables
students to continuously track their progress toward meeting graduation requirements. While
students are encouraged to consult with departmental advisors on a routine basis, only one
additional advisement meeting is mandated as the student nears completion of the degree (after
90 hrs) and a formal Application for Degree is filed with the College Advisement Center.
In addition to these activities, a departmental undergraduate advisor serves on the College
Undergraduate Committee, and all faculty members are encouraged to participate as available in
campus recruitment and freshman orientation programs throughout the year . Prospective
undergraduates (and parents) visiting the UNM campus at any time of year meet with faculty
departmental advisors on a one-on-one basis individually scheduled by Outreach Services.
Departmental advisors also approve transfer coursework in geoscience and environmental
science disciplinary areas for all UNM students.
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As part of a diversified, rigorous and thorough program of undergraduate study in the
geosciences at UNM, the Department of Earth & Planetary Sciences offers a Departmental
Honors option. This requires independent research in collaboration with a faculty member (any
faculty member may mentor an Honors thesis). The option is available to students who have
maintained a GPA averaging 3.0 in lower-division geology courses, as well as the required
lower-division courses in mathematics, chemistry, and physics. This option is strongly
recommended for students who intend to pursue graduate studies. Crossey serves as the
Departmental Honors Advisor. Both the research mentor and departmental Honors advisor
approve the final written thesis and attend the oral defense (which is public). A listing of recent
undergraduate theses is provided in Appendix 7.
4C.2: GRADUATE PROGRAMS
DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAM ADVISEMENT FOR STUDENTS

A complete description of all formal aspects graduate advisement in the Department is
included in the annually prepared Graduate Handbook (Appendix 12). Given the essential role
of the Graduate Program alluded to elsewhere in this report, graduate student advisement and
mentorship is taken very seriously. For example, the quality and effectiveness of faculty
members’ mentorship/effectiveness is addressed in detailed, formal Department policies and
plays a key role in annual productivity assessment, salary increase determinations and in tenure
and promotion. A few particularly key aspects of Graduate advisement include: (1) the initial
assignment of all incoming new graduate students to a temporary advisor. The selection of an
appropriate temporary advisor is typically based on sub-disciplinary interests. Often the
mentorship role has been undertaken well before a graduate student had arrived at UNM, as
exemplified by discussions between various faculty members and prospective graduates (or very
recently admitted graduate students) concerning possible research projects, courses and other
graduate activities; (2) Development of a research project (or projects, as in the case of graduate
students in the dissertation program), an examination committee and an appropriate group of
graduate courses; (3) Development and writing of formal research proposals, some of which are
submitted (after appropriate modification) to granting agencies such as NSF or to professional
organizations such as GSA); (4) Supervision, advisement and other relevant interactions in the
field or in the numerous analytical facilities in the Department; (5) Help in preparation and
presentation of oral and poster sessions in various professional meetings, symposia and
colloquia.
Playing an especially key role in almost all aspects of the Graduate Program is the
Graduate Committee, one of several important “standing committees” in the Department (see
sections 3 and 6, and Appendix 4). For example, all petitions from graduate students concerning
proposed changes and/or substitutions in basic course sequencing, etc., are addressed to the
graduate committee, following discussions involving the graduate advisor and graduate student’s
committee members. The Graduate Committee also plays the key role in initially addressing
other issues concerning assessment of graduate student progress and research proposal graduate
examinations. In all cases, Graduate Committee present the results of its deliberations and
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decisions concerning the aforementioned Graduate student and Graduate program issues to the
entire Faculty for discussion and debate.
Ultimately, the effectiveness of the faculty’s teaching and mentorship can be most
critically judged by the performance of its graduate students in various professional activities,
both during and following graduate school. On the basis of this type of arguably most objective
evaluation, the Department’s performance would seem to be quite successful, given, for
example, the relatively large number of our graduate students that have entered academia (see
section 6 below and Appendix 5), and who have had successful careers in this area. In recent
years, our graduate program has seen an impressive increase in the number and quality of student
first-authored papers in top-ranked journals. As much as anything else, this speaks to the quality
of our graduate students and of the mentorship received from our faculty and research staff. Input
from Department alums as well as their employers communicated to the Department from
various companies with whom many of our graduate students are employed is also quite
favorable. Finally, it should be noted that each year, the Department receives a very large
number of donations from both former graduate and undergraduate student, ranging from five
dollars to over a thousand dollars. These donations are made in the absence of any formal
“development” campaign targeting Departmental alumni. This pattern of alumni generosity is at
least one important reason the Department’s endowments constitute over one quarter of all
endowments in the College of Arts & Sciences. This is perhaps the most telling measure of the
quality and effectiveness of teaching and mentorship in the Department, that is, as expressed by
the appreciation of its alumni both verbally and financially.
4D: DESCRIBE ANY STUDENT SUPPORT SERVICES THAT ARE PROVIDED BY THE UNIT
4D.1 UNDERGRADUATE SUPPORT SERVICES
Undergraduate support services in E&PS include: A) formal support, B) informal
support, and C) monetary support. A) Formal support services include: 1) our advisement
structure consisting of three faculty advisors in EPS who work with College and University
advisement offices; these are detailed in section 4C above; 2) course progress feedback is now
provided online at 2 points in the semester- third week with attendance-tracking and midsemester with grade progress feedback: both through the LOBO ACHIEVE initiative; 3)
computer classroom capabilities are made available to undergraduates when classes are not using
those rooms, 4) The Departmental Honors Program provides motivation and recognition for
students with GPAs of 3.0 and above (see also section 4C); Honors Program students are also
involved in undergraduate research and take 6 credit hours of EPS 493 (Independent Study) and
495 (Senior Thesis) that count toward their Upper Division electives. 5) Department support for
undergraduate students from under-represented groups includes the Alliance for Minority
Participation scholarship program which not only distributes funding (see below) but also has
regular meeting to discuss progress and develop skills such as writing a CV, applying for job,
etc. 6) The geology club has a faculty mentor (presently Yemane Asmerom) and also work with
the Chair to help plan and promote geology-based activities among undergraduates (Earth Day,
Career booths, field trips, and other Earth science related and social events). The Geology Club
maintain a UNM Geology Club Facebook page as well.
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B) Informal support services include: 1) building the EPS community: our cohort
approach to core classes builds a sense of community among EPS students and we plan to
introduce this same approach for the ENVSC degree. 2) The Geology club also serves the
function of developing a support community for and among students. 3) The Don Power room is
a space used by undergraduates for studying, meeting, and socializing.
C) Monetary support: 1) Our EPS alumni funds provide financial support for
undergraduate students at the level of about $20,000 annually. The faculty distributes these funds
according to merit, seniority within the degree, and need; checks (mostly to the students as
scholarships) are distributed in the Fall as well as near the end of each academic year at the
Departmental Convocation ceremony. Several named awards are: Northrop Award for best
graduating EPS student, Anderson Award for best graduating ENVSC student, Pipkin Award for
top EPS senior, Fitzsimmons Award for best E&PS junior, and Kelley Award for best field
geologist. 2) The Caswell Silver Foundation provides research scholarships, each one up to $500,
to pay analytical costs for faculty supervised undergraduate research. 3) Each year the
Department awards Leonard scholarships to four students carrying out undergraduate research at
a level of $4,000 per student for the academic year. 4) The New Mexico Geological Society
provides several awards for our majors, including the $5000 Kotlowski award, the $3,000 Pipkin
Award, scholarships to attend the NMGS Fall field conferences, and book awards. 5) The
Alliance for Minority Progress (AMP) program in EPS (PI- Crossey) has been going for >10
years and provides several thousand dollar scholarships for about 3-4 EPS students per year over
the last few years.
4E: DESCRIBE ANY STUDENT SUCCESS AND RETENTION INITIATIVES IN WHICH THE UNIT
PARTICIPATES

4E.1 UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAMS
Success initiatives include the following: 1) Pizza lunch and Undergraduate Research
Meeting: each semester the Department hosts a pizza lunch in the Geology Museum where
undergraduates meet faculty and are made aware of research opportunities and funding sources.
2) Undergraduate Research Symposium: near the end of each Spring semester, we host a Friday,
2-5 PM, research symposium where students engaged in research present GSA-style 15 minute
talks, posters, class posters, or progress report talks, depending on their stage. 3) Student success
is recognized and celebrated each year through distribution of alumni and research funds (as
described above in section 4E).
Retention Initiatives include all of the Support and Success initiatives mentioned above.
In addition, the Department participates in retention efforts through the University’s STEM-UP
program and Gateway to Success; all of which place students in specific STEM units and
provide support in the form of tutoring and small seminars. We note that the field-based
experiential approach to teaching, and small class sizes, used in most of core courses, provides
an atmosphere of support and personal attention from faculty that promotes retention of
undergraduate students.
4E.2 GRADUATE PROGRAMS
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Scholarships are provided by alumni donations: every year we give out an average of $1,000 to
each student who applies. Travel funds and support to allow students to travel to national and
regional meetings (GSA, AGU, New Mexico Geological Society (NMGS)). Scholarships (UG
and Grad) are also given out each year from outside funding sources (NMGS, Albuquerque Gem
and Mineral Club Fellowship, etc.)
We nominate our graduate students for TA awards University wide, and each year the
Department selects a best TA and “rookie TA of the year” award.
Our selective admission policy (only admitting students which we can fully funded) of graduate
students goes a long way towards the ultimate success of the grad program – in terms of
lowering time to degree and improving completion percentages.
The Office of Graduate Studies (OGS) has begun several initiatives that provide excellent
support services and professional development opportunities for graduate students: including TA
workshops, proposal- and paper-writing ‘boot camps’, and research ethics training to name a
few.
Our graduate students are also very successful at obtaining external funding through small
student grant opportunities both within UNM, from professional societies and state
organizations, and from government funding agencies (NSF, NASA, etc).
4F: DESCRIBE WHERE GRADUATES OF EACH PROGRAM ARE TYPICALLY PLACED, DESCRIBE
EFFORTS TO MEASURE THE SUCCESS OF PROGRAM GRADUATES AND THE RESULT OF THOSE
MEASURES

4F.1 UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAMS
Tracking of undergraduates after they graduate and leave our program has occurred on an uneven
basis mainly in conjunction with alumni development activities. Appendix 5 shows what we
know at the present. We have a sense that our students typically go into graduate school in
Geosciences, go to work in the Geoscience-related field, or move to another job or academic
area.
We have new initiatives to do a better job of tracking our undergraduate students as this
information can become an important outcome assessment tool for evaluating the long term
success of our degree programs. Efforts include: 1) take better advantage of social media: begin a
Geology Club Facebook page, and 2) publish more regular alumni newsletters (the Fall 2013
Alumni Newsletter is attached in Appendix 13.
4F.2 GRADUATE PROGRAMS
We have more data available on the placement of our graduate students: specifics are shown in
Appendix 5.
Our graduate students play an important role in publishing high quality work in peer-reviewed
journals, both as first author and co-authors. Our students exhibit success in obtaining external
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grants to support their research, as well as achieve recognition for excellence in proposal-writing
and presentations as evidenced by awards from professional geoscience societies.
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V. CRITERION 5: FACULTY
5A: DESCRIBE THE COMPOSITION OF THE FACULTY AND THEIR CREDENTIALS, PROVIDE AN
OVERALL SUMMARY OF THE PERCENT OF TIME DEVOTED TO THE PROGRAM FOR EACH
FACULTY MEMBER AND ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES WITHIN EACH PROGRAM

5.A.1. E&PS Faculty, Terminal Degree, and Research Interests
Carl B. Agee, Professor and Director of Institute of Meteoritics, Ph.D., Columbia University,
1988.
Origin and evolution of planetary interiors. High-pressure multi-anvil techniques applied
to problems in experimental petrology. Magma physics with emphasis on mobility of
silicate and metallic liquids at high pressure. Experimental trace element partitioning
studies to elucidate the differentiation of the Earth, Moon, and Mars.
Yemane Asmerom, Professor, Ph.D., University of Arizona, 1988.
Geochemistry. Research interests in applications of radiogenic isotopes (U-Series, Nd-SrPb-Hf) for the study of the solid earth, oceans and climate through time. Our research
scope ranges from early evolution of the solar system to climate change on earth. A
number of research initiatives are now underway, including collaborative projects all over
the world. Project funding has been obtained from a number of programs at the National
Science Foundation, NASA and the Department of Energy.
Adrian J. Brearley, Professor, Ph.D., University of Manchester, Great Britain, 1984.
Petrology and Mineralogy. Research interests in petrology and mineralogy of meteorites,
cosmochemistry, mechanisms and kinetics of high pressure phase transformations,
experimental mineralogy, metamorphic petrology and electron microscopy.
Laura J. Crossey, Professor and Chair, Ph.D., University of Wyoming, 1985.
Aqueous and Sedimentary Geochemistry. Applications of low-temperature geochemistry
to problems in water quality, geothermal systems, sedimentary diagenesis, and
geomicrobiology. Research approach combines field examination of modern early
diagenetic environments (biogeochemistry of water and sediments) with laboratory
analysis as well as core and outcrop evaluations applied to evaluate paleohydrology and
reservoir/aquifer characteristics. Activities include geoscience outreach, K-12 outreach,
and science education research as well as programs to increase the participation of underrepresented groups in the science disciplines.
Maya Elrick, Professor, Ph.D., Virginia Tech., 1990.
Carbonate sedimentology-stratigraphy, paleoceanography, paleoclimatology. Research
focus using a range of stratigraphic (cyclostratigraphy, sequence stratigraphy) and
geochemical (stable and radiogenic isotopes) tools to evaluate paleoenvironmental
change in deep time (pre-Cenozoic) sedimentary systems.
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Peter J. Fawcett, Associate Professor, Ph.D., Pennsylvania State University, 1994.
Paleoclimatology and sedimentology with particular emphasis on (1) problems in the
long-term evolution of the climate system and how interactions between geochemical
cycles, plate tectonics, and atmospheric and oceanic dynamics affect patterns of past
global change (2) problems in Quaternary paleoclimatology, especially the origins of
large and rapid climate change events during glacial periods, and (3) climatic influences
on the development of ancient and recent sedimentary facies and depositional sequences.
Tobias P. Fischer, Professor, Ph.D., Arizona State University, 1999.
Volcanology with emphasis on active volcanism. Geochemistry of fluids discharging
from active volcanoes and hydrothermal systems. Flux of volatiles from magmas to the
atmosphere during magma ascent and eruption. Element cycling from the mantle and
crust to the atmosphere through volcanism. Effects of volcanic plumes on climate.
Volatile composition of melts and their influence on eruption style. Field remote sensing,
direct sampling and analyses of volcanic and hydrothermal fluids. Current research areas
are volcanoes in the Marianas, Japan, Central and South America, the West Indies, and
Indonesia.
Joseph Galewsky, Associate Professor, Ph.D. University of California Santa Cruz, 1996.
My research interests focus on the atmospheric branch of Earth's hydrologic cycle, its
role in global climate dynamics, and its impact on Earth's geological history.

David S. Gutzler, Professor, Ph.D., Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1986.
Climatology; Meteorology. Research interests include data analysis and modeling of
interactions between the atmosphere, ocean, and land surfaces; climatic variability of
Southwestern North America; predictability of climate on seasonal-to-interannual time
scales.
Rhian H. Jones, Associate Professor, Ph.D., University of Manchester, Great Britain, 1986.
My research focuses on understanding the origin of some of the first solid material in the
solar system, material that is found in meteorites known as chondrites. Studies of the
chemistry, mineralogy and isotopic compositions of various components of chondrites
help to shed light on the processes that formed them. Chondrites also retain a record of
geological processes that occurred on asteroids very early in the history of the solar
system, including aqueous alteration and thermal metamorphism.
Karl E. Karlstrom, Professor, Ph.D., Wyoming, 1981.
Structural Geology and Tectonics. Research interests in field-based studies of rock
deformation and lithospheric evolution: growth, assembly, and disassembly of
continental lithosphere, middle crustal processes, and neotectonics. Neotectonic studies
focus on the uplift and incision history of the Rocky Mountains, Grand Canyon, and
Colorado River system, as well as mantle-to-surface tectonic interconnections such as
mantle-driven surface deformation, upwelling of mantle-derived fluids along faults, and
their implications for understanding CO2 degassing and geothermal energy exploration.
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Grant A. Meyer Professor, Ph.D., University of New Mexico, 1993.
Geomorphology: My research broadly covers hillslopes, fluvial systems and the linkages
between them. I am also strongly interested in how climate influences geomorphic
processes over historic, Holocene, and Quaternary timescales, and interactions between
geomorphic and ecological systems. I also have interests in late Pleistocene mountain
glaciation and equilibrium line altitudes in New Mexico and the western U.S.A.
Leslie D. McFadden Professor, Ph.D., University of Arizona, 1982.
Quaternary Geology. Research interests include: studies of soil development in arid and
semiarid regions; applications of soil studies to geomorphology, paleoclimate,
environmental research, and geohazard evaluation. Current research also includes
biogeomorphic studies and evaluation of impacts of late Quaternary climatic changes on
landscapes of the southern Colorado Plateau.
Aurora Pun, Lecturer III, Ph.D., University of New Mexico, 1996.
Planetary and meteorite geochemistry, planetary igneous systems, and science education.
My research interests include meteorite geochemistry with an emphasis on planetary
igneous systems. This involves examining the interactions between major-, minor- and
trace-elements between mineral phases to elucidate the possible origins of these rocks.
My interests also covers terrestrial rocks, such as those of banded iron formation and
their possible link to large hematite deposits found on Mars. Another aspect of my
research involves science education, how students learn from their textbooks and how
students learn in their classroom environment.
Brandon Schmandt, Assistant Professor, Ph.D., University of Oregon, 2011.
Research Areas: Geophysics. Research interests are rooted in observational seismology,
with a primary focus on resolving Earth’s seismic properties to gain insight into the
evolving structure of tectonic plates and the convective processes that occur beneath the
plates.
Louis Anthony Scuderi, Professor, Ph.D., University of California, Los Angeles, 1984.
Palaeoclimatology, geomorphology, remote sensing and Geographic Information
Systems. My research focuses on understanding the climatic, geomorphic and biologic
factors that interact to produce alpine tree lines globally. Studies include analysis of
historical and paleoclimatic datasets and creation and analysis of global sedimentary
basin, global tree line and global desert and sand sea databases.
Zachary D. Sharp, Regents Professor, Ph.D., University of Michigan, 1987.
Geochemist. Stable isotope geochemistry, with application to paleoclimate
reconstruction, metamorphic & igneous petrology, atmospheric science and meteoritics.
Present work includes: chlorine isotope analyses of subduction-related materials, volcanic
gases, and Earth's early exosphere; tracing atmospheric water vapor using hydrogen
isotope ratios for climatic reconstruction; CO2 gases in soils and soil carbonates; in situ
laser analyses of meteorites (CAIs).
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Gary A. Smith, Professor, Ph.D., Oregon State University, 1986.
Sedimentology, physical volcanology, education. Cognition and affect in geoscience
learning. Cognitive, social, and organizational frameworks for teaching professional
development in higher education. Tectonic and sedimentary history of the northern Rio
Grande rift. Tectonics of the transition between Laramide compression and Neogene
extension in northern New Mexico. Also Director of the Office for Medical Educator
Development (School of Medicine).
Mel Strong, Lecturer , Ph.D., University of New Mexico, 2012.
Science education and communication. Overseeing the Natural Science program where
science topics are taught to K-8 education majors. Interested in improving the science
literacy and skills of elementary school teachers. Developing hands-on activities in earth
science, especially in the areas of meteorology and climate. Generating curriculum to
increase teachers’ graphing, number sense, and data literacy skills. Currently creating
basic online meteorology lecture series for iTunes/iUniversity.
Gary S. Weissmann, Associate Professor, Ph.D., University of California, Davis, 1999.
Hydrogeology, sedimentology, and basin analysis. Research focuses on a basin analysis
approach to characterizing and modeling groundwater flow and contaminant transport.
My research primarily focuses on two areas – (1) fluvial sedimentology and stratigraphy
in a sedimentary basin context and (2) the influence of aquifer heterogeneity on
groundwater flow and contaminant transport. My teaching focuses on student
participation in their learning, and my classrooms tend to be active. Classes include
hydrogeology, aquifer and petroleum reservoir characterization, environmental systems,
basin analysis, and (one of my favorites) the Blue Planet (a general course on
environmental earth science)!
Lindsay Lowe Worthington, Assistant Professor, Ph.D.. University of Texas at Austin, 2010.
Geophysics, active-source seismology, applications to structural geology and tectonics.
Research focuses on subsurface imaging of the Earth’s crust in order to understand
geologic processes such as mountain-building and feedback between surface processes
and tectonics. Current projects include imaging the Bighorn Mountains in Wyoming and
looking at the offshore record of glacial climate transitions in the Gulf of Alaska.
5.A.2. E&PS Faculty, Roles and Responsibilities
All of our tenure-track faculty participate in teaching, research and service. Average
lecture/classroom teaching loads are nominally 3 courses per year, including undergraduate and
graduate training courses, problems, seminars and topics also offered in response to student
enrollments. Some faculty teach core courses in the undergraduate majors on an annual basis,
and others contribute a greater proportion of their teaching effort to introductory and/or elective
courses. Appendix 9 lists specific courses offered by faculty annually for 2010, 2011 and 2012 as
a representative example. Standing committees for AY 2012-2013 and 2013-2014 are provided
in Appendix 4. Additional details as well as historical information on these topics are described
on individual faculty webpages (see http://epswww.unm.edu/faclist.htm). Several faculty
supervise and maintain laboratory facilities (detailed in Section 7) and supervise research staff.
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Lecturer Dr. Aurora Pun co-ordinates the EPS 105 laboratories and teaches multiple
sections of EPS 101, as well as our only on-line offering, also EPS 101. Lecturer Mel Strong
coordinates the natural Science curriculum offerings, and teaches multiple sections of NatSc 261
and 263.
5B: PROVIDE INFORMATION REGARDING PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES FOR
FACULTY WITHIN EACH UNIT

Most faculty use the opportunity of the University sabbatical leave policy to provide
professional growth and increased competence in a new or continuing area of significant
research, foster new collaborations and explore new areas, and to rejuvenate teaching
approaches. Only occasionally are two faculty members on sabbatical leave simultaneously;
generally only one is on leave in a given semester. Ongoing professional development
opportunities for new faculty have been expanded within UNM: through the College of Arts &
Sciences, orientation programs now provide information on teaching and grant opportunities, P/T
guidelines, and seed money. Occasionally the College has provided competitive options for a
‘Research Semester’ for Assistant Professors and our faculty has benefitted from these
opportunities. UNM’s Office for Support of Effective Teaching (OSET) provides ongoing
teaching and learning strategies for both new and experienced teachers, often utilizing peer
teaching instruction and workshops.
Mandatory institutional training has become more regularized, with the online
capabilities and requirements for ethics, harassment, and specific training for faculty with student
advisement responsibilities and grant management requirements.
Externally, many faculty take advantage of opportunities and workshops on best practices
and pedagogy through the professional societies such as the Geologic Society of America.
Websites and webinars have made such exchanges even more widespread and easily accessible.
5C, D: PROVIDE A SUMMARY AND EXAMPLES OF RESEARCH/CREATIVE WORK OF FACULTY
MEMBERS WITHIN THE UNIT; PROVIDE AN ABBREVIATED VITAE (2 PAGES OR LESS) OR
SUMMARY OF EXPERIENCE FOR EACH FACULTY MEMBER (IF A PROGRAM HAS THIS
INFORMATION POSTED ON-LINE, THEN PROVIDE LINKS TO THE INFORMATION
Our faculty, research staff and students are involved in externally-funded research and
creative work across the broad fields of earth, planetary and environmental sciences. The results
are published in leading journals of the fields and general journals, including high-visibility
outlets such as Nature, Science, and Proceedings of the National Academies (PNAS). In
addition, timely results are communicated at national and international conferences and
congresses. The short biographical sketches provided in Appendix 2 highlight key significant
works and recent publications by individual faculty: Appendix 11 highlights publications from
the last three years: for complete details please see individual web pages at
http://epswww.unm.edu/faclist.htm.
In order to provide an overview of the scholarship, student mentoring, and teaching
activity, a table of selected metrics is provided below. Rank and time since degree as well as year
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of appointment in EPS at UNM are provided. Because many faculty contribute field trip
guidebooks and proceedings, we here utilize the H-index provided by Google Scholar. H-index
is the largest number h such that h publications have at least h citations. Because this factor also
depends on time since Ph.D., we present H-index normalized to years since Ph.D. In order to
look at more recent activity, we also tabulate H-index since 2008. While it is inappropriate to
place undue emphasis on these metrics, it is useful in providing an overall sense of publication
activity, and the community response to the works. The Google Scholar metrics were captured in
an approximate three-week window in mid-September-October 2013. We encourage reviewers
to examine the highlights in the attached individual short biographical sketches, as well as
publications details in Appendix 11 to examine the overall high quality of EPS publications and
products. Below we also tabulate the students supervised by faculty since 2003 (the last APR),
including Ph.D., M.S. and undergraduate Senior Theses. It is important to note that not all
faculty have been at UNM since 2003. Faculty are active in seeking extramural research support:
these activities are reported for individual faculty in Appendix 10 for CY 2011-12 and 2012-13
for a recent snapshot. Summary information on the EPS contribution to the research enterprise
are in section 6. The Department has benefitted from NSF and NASA-funded Instrumentation &
Facilities awards as well as Major Research Infrastructure grants. Those awards, as well as
graduate training grants, do not provide significant F&A yet represent a major contribution to the
Department and University activities.
Table 5-1. Selected Faculty Metrics
Publications information

Name
Agee
Asmerom
Brearley
Crossey
Elrick
Fawcett
Fischer
Gutzler
Galewsky
Jones

Abbrev

Rank

CA

Full

YA

Full

AJB

Full

LJC

Full

ME

Full

PJF

Full

TF

Full

DG

Full

JG

Assoc

RJ

Assoc

Karlstrom
McFadden
Meyer

KEK

Full

LDM

Full

GM

Full

Schmandt

BS

Asst

Scuderi
Sharp
Smith

LS

Full

ZS

Full

GAS

Full

Weissmann

GW

Full

Worthington

LW

Asst

PhD year
1988
1988
1984
1985
1990
1994
1999
1986
1996
1986
1981
1982
1993
2011
1984
1987
1986
1999
2010

EPS fac
appt
2002
1994
1998
1986
1990
1997
2000
1995
2005
2004
1992
1980
2000
2012
2000
1998
1992
2005
2013

classes

BS theses

MS theses

Years GoogleS GoogleS
GoogleS
taught since 2003 since 2003
since PhD H-index H since 2008 H since PhDsince 2003 completed completed
25
25
17
1.00
2
0
3
25
27
20
1.08
23
0
3
29
33
20
1.14
30.5
1
5
28
27
19
0.96
37
15
9
23
17
13
0.74
29
5
3
19
19
13
1.00
37
0
2.5
14
27
1.93
31
1
4
27
27
18
1.00
23
1
0
17
18
15
1.06
30
4
1
27
22
17
0.81
19
5
3
32
37
23
1.16
43
6.5
10
31
35
21
1.13
24
2
2
20
20
16
1.00
41
1
6
2
8
8
4.00
1
0
0
29
13
10
0.45
22
0
4.5
26
37
29
1.42
39
2
4
27
25
15
0.93
35.5
3
2
14
12
10
0.86
23
4
5
3
5
5
1.67
0
0
0
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2
0
4
2
0
1
1
0.5
3
0
4
3
2.5
0
0
4.5
1.5
0
0

VI. CRITERION 6: RESOURCES AND PLANNING
6A: DESCRIBE HOW THE UNIT ENGAGES IN RESOURCE ALLOCATION AND PLANNING. IF THE
PROGRAM OR UNIT HAS AN ADVISORY BOARD, DESCRIBE THE MEMBERSHIP AND CHARGE AND
HOW THE BOARD'S RECOMMENDATIONS ARE INCORPORATED INTO DECISION MAKING
Resource allocation decisions are relying on committee discussions in facility committee,
the strategic planning committee, graduate committee, undergraduate committee, Caswell Silver
Board and are then discussed by the whole faculty in weekly faculty meetings. In these meetings
all matters are discussed and voted on.
6B: PROVIDE INFORMATION REGARDING THE UNIT'S BUDGET INCLUDING SUPPORT RECEIVED
FROM THE INSTITUTION AS WELL AS EXTERNAL FUNDING SOURCES

The institutional I&G budget is the main source of funding that supports the instructional
mission of the Department. Details of this source of funding since 2007 are reported in Table 6-1
and emphasize the budget challenges that the Department currently faces.
The Department’s salary budget increased during the first four years of this period,
principally because of faculty and staff salary increases resulting from mandated state employee
salary increases and from equity adjustments and/or retention offers. The effects of the loss of
several senior faculty from the Department are very apparent in the salary data for 2011.
Table 6-1. Department of Earth and Planetary Sciences I&G Budget 2007-2012
Year

Salary
Budget

Operating
Budget

Travel

Rescissions

Total

2007

$ 2,042,221

$161,006

$20,645

$2,223,872

2008

$2,307,718

$160,984

$16,660

$2,485,362

2009

$2,388,570

$152,386

$19,165

$2,560,121

2010

$2,431,506

$148,560

$11,610

$3,386

$2,588,290

2011

$2,163,102

$85,967

$1,000

$83,963

$2,166,106

2012

$2,105,200

$75,725

-

$2,180,925

2013

$2,266,940

$86,640

$1,500

$2,355,080
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However, the major issue of concern is apparent in the data for the departmental operating
budget, which demonstrate that the Department currently faces the worst budget challenges in its
history. From 2007 to 2010, there was a small, but progressive decrease in the departmental
operating budget, coupled with a trend of decreasing travel support for faculty. In academic year
2010-2011, when Adrian Brearley took over as interim chair, the total I&G state budget from the
College of Arts and Sciences to the Department was $2,588,290. Of this total budget $2,431,506
(94%) constituted faculty salaries, as well the salaries for administrative, clerical and related
staff. The remaining ~5% of the departmental budget, $148,560 was the operating budget for the
Department that included all expenses associated with the day to day functioning of the
Department. In Fall 2011, due to the significant impact of the global economic recession on the
budget of the state of New Mexico, a 3.25% rescission was imposed on all academic units at
UNM that was implemented 1 month into the new academic year. For the Department this
amounted to $84,356 budget cut, effective immediately with no opportunity for budget planning.
Several scenarios to accommodate the rescission were discussed by the faculty, but the
only viable option was to accommodate the rescission entirely within our departmental operating
budget, an effective reduction of 44%. To achieve the budget reduction, we eliminated all but
essential phone lines to the Department, reduced the departmental photocopiers from two to one,
cut our Department office supply budget, reduced computer infrastructure expenses including
upgrades, to just urgent items, eliminated faculty travel and a variety of other cost saving
measures. In addition, we were also forced to almost completely eliminate travel to bring in
outside speakers for our weekly EPS 401/501 departmental seminar series and moved to relying
almost entirely on local speakers from within New Mexico. Our field vehicle maintenance costs
are a major part of our departmental budget but maintaining our fleet of vehicles is essential to
our core research and teaching mission. In order to keep our field vehicles operational and wellmaintained, we increased the vehicle per mileage rate and added or increased course fees to all
classes that used departmental vehicles as a component of instruction. This approach shifted yet
more of the expenses of instruction onto students and, in our opinion should really be covered by
their tuition. Although some of our classes, particularly laboratory classes, already had minor
course fees to cover the costs of laboratory supplies, etc., our implementation of course fees was
rather ad hoc prior to these measures. In order to meet our departmental instructional budget
needs, we have been forced to introduce course fees in a much more comprehensive fashion than
we have done previously.
The combination of drastic budget cuts and introduction of course fees enabled us to stay
within our operating budget for FY 2010-2011, but was clearly not sustainable in the long term.
The long term impact of eliminating all budgetary items relating to computer upgrades and other
departmental equipment (A/V), furniture etc. will clearly have a serious impact on our ability to
teach and carry out research effectively as a department. In Spring 2011, we revisited the budget
situation and concluded that in the absence of any likelihood of the restoration of our budget to
pre AY10-11 levels, we needed to reallocate our departmental resources, to provide us with a
larger operating budget. The difficult decision was made by the faculty to accomplish this goal
by eliminating the Department 1.0 FTE Facilities Manager position and moving these salary
monies to the operating budget. This change was accomplished completely in Spring 2012. This
difficult decision has created other challenges for the Department, but was the most expedient at
the time to accommodate the budget rescission.
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As of AY 13-14, the I&G operating budget of the Department is 46% lower than in AY
07-08. Under these fiscal constraints, the Department currently provides no support from
institutional funds to support faculty travel. Instead, faculty travel is supported either by research
grants or limited funds from the Caswell Silver Foundation, see section 6C below.
One aspect of the EPS budget that often receives attention in comparison with other
departments in the College of Arts and Sciences is the significant fraction of the departments
I&G budget which goes towards staff salaries. In AY13-14 for example, these salaries constitute
22.42% of the department I&G budget, a total of $553,815. This large budget component
devoted to staff salaries has arisen because we have nine staff members (see section 6C),
partially to fully supported by state funds, who play key roles in the management and running of
our major analytical facilities, as well as a research engineer. Until recently we also had a
departmental network manager, but this position was recently reclaimed by the College of Arts
and Sciences in a budget saving initiative. These staff members play an absolutely critical role in
the instructional and research mission and goals of not only the Department, but also the College
of Arts and Sciences and University in general. The College and University has generously
acknowledged and recognized the important contribution of these individuals to the overall
success of the University by maintaining and in some cases increasing I&G funding of a larger
number of such Department personnel over the past thirty five years. Without these I&G
supported positions, it would be impossible to maintain the sophisticated multiuser analytical
laboratories that we have built up in the Department. These staff members not only play an
essential role in maintaining the expensive analytical instruments and in research, but also make
major and invaluable contributions to teaching and mentorship of both undergraduate and
graduate students who are engaged in research. In some cases, these individuals teach formal
courses in specific instrumental techniques (e.g. electron microscopy, X-ray diffraction), but
most importantly provide hands on instruction in the laboratories for a very large number of
undergraduate and graduate students, both from within Earth and Planetary Sciences, but also
from across the UNM campus. Many of our laboratories are multiuser facilities that serve the
UNM campus community and provide analytical capabilities to hundreds of users each year.
These users come from within the College of Arts and Sciences (Anthropology, Chemistry and
Chemical Biology, Biology, E&PS, Physics and Astronomy), the School of Engineering
(Chemical and Nuclear Engineering, Civil Engineering, Mechanical Engineering, Center for
High Technology Materials) and the Health Sciences Center (e.g. School of Pharmacy). Our
research staff provides essential training on the instruments for these users, assistance with data
acquisition and interpretation, as well as overseeing laboratory safety, quality control and
instrument maintenance and upgrades.
At the time of the last APR, the Department had no part or full-time Lecturers or
Instructors, with most of the departmental instruction being carried out by tenure track faculty.
At that time, the department did receive funding to support a number of Part-Time Instructors
(PTI) each year. This funding allowed us to bring in experts in, for example, dinosaur
paleontology, environmental science or science education to teach primarily undergraduate
courses. Unlike many other departments on the UNM campus, however, our reliance on PTIs to
teach undergraduate classes, particularly introductory geology and environmental sciences
classes has been minimal. Over the past 10 years, between 85 and 95% of EPS 101 and ENVS
101 have been taught by tenure-track faculty and we have used PTIs only when absolutely
necessary for these classes. However, over the past 10 years, there have been two separate
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efforts to move towards introducing Lecturers as important members of the faculty at UNM in
part to reduce the College of Arts and Sciences increasing reliance on PTIs. The first of these
initiatives was started in 2004 by then Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences Reed
Dasenbrock and was continued by Dean Mark Peceny in 2012. The Department has benefited
from this initiative by adding several lecturer lines between 2004 and 2008. We have had
between 2 and 3.5 lecturers as faculty members in the Department since 2003, with a maximum
of two in the Natural Sciences program and 1.5 on the EPS faculty. We have had significant
turnover in these positions, however, and at present, currently only have 2 full time lecturers, Dr.
Mel Strong for the Natural Sciences program and Dr. Aurora Pun in EPS who contribute
significantly to our teaching mission. As a result of adding lecturer positions to replace PTIs and
the budget rescission in AY10-11, our PTI budget is now only a very minor part of the
departmental budget, with just two PTIs teaching 1 section each, per semester, amounting to
around 0.5% of the total annual departmental budget. We do also get PTI support from the UNM
Evening and Weekend Degree Program to offer EPS 101 and ENVS 101 and associated labs in
the evening, but this is from a different distinct University budget line that is outside the College
of Arts and Sciences.
C. Non-State Funding
The faculty and research staff in EPS consistently submit research proposals and
contracts to a wide range of different external funding agencies to generate funds to support the
Department’s research activities and analytical facilities. This funding is also the major source of
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Figure 6.C.1 EPS F&A generation 2007-2012.
revenue to support graduate students through Research Assistantships and is also a significant
component of the salaries of many of the Research Scientists associated with these analytical
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facilities. These funds augment the Department’s state-supported budget in many ways. For
example, the Department receives back 15 % of the overhead (OH) generated by faculty and
research staff each year. Individual investigators receive 5 % of the OH they acquire as P.I.s on
research grants. The Office of the Vice President for Research and the College of Arts and
Sciences keep the remainder of the generated F&A funds. Figure 6.C.1 shows the department’s
record for total F&A generation over the past five years and F&A return to the Department over
the same period. The Department saw a significant increase in F&A generation from AY08 to
AY 11, but appears to have returned to AY 10 levels. Nevertheless, EPS is consistently the third
highest generator of F&A funds in the College of Arts and Sciences, after the Departments of
Biology and Physics and Astronomy. Per capita, E&PS and the IOM combine to constitute the
top F&A generator within A&S. Further given the significant loss of research active faculty that
the Department has experienced over the last three to four years, the Department has maintained
a reasonable level of F&A generation, certainly in part due to an increase in research funding as
a result of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act. The F&A return to the Department of
between $80 and $100K a year over the past 5 years is a critical component of the Department’s
budget, particularly so since the 3.25% rescission. The salaries of the department network
administrator, departmental accountant and research engineer were partially covered by F&A
return to the Department, and these funds are also used for the departmental cost match
component of equipment proposal as well as startup funds for new faculty. These significant
commitments had contributed to the Department’s F&A account being in deficit at the end of the
fiscal year prior to AY09-10. An increase in F&A generation, as well the complete lack of
faculty hiring since 2006, have allowed the Department to return this account of a healthy
positive balance by AY11-12. This recovery from deficit spending in this account has allowed
the Department to meet the startup commitments for the hire of our two new assistant professors
in geophysics, Dr. Brandon Schmandt and Dr. Lindsay Worthington, of ~$46,000 per year over
three years. These commitments have put a considerable strain on our F&A budget which will be
further strained when we hire a new assistant professor in geobiology to start next academic year
(AY13-14). The F&A funds also contribute in a minor way to the maintenance/upkeep,
equipment replacement and other expenses of analytical laboratories not accommodated in the
state budget. However, most of our analytical facilities are essentially self-supporting and
operate as approved service centers which meet the fiscal requirements of the University. These
facilities annually develop user rates which are strictly regulated according to accounting policies
established by UNM and require approval each year by the University Accounting office. The
revenue generated by users of these facilities is used to cover the cost of operating the
laboratories (e.g. service contracts, consumables, laboratory staff salaries).
The other main sources of non-state funding are those associated with various
endowments established over the past few decades and funds made available to the Department
by the Caswell Silver Foundation. With respect to the former, as noted previously, the
Departments endowed funds account for over a quarter of the total endowments available in the
College. Annually, these funds amount to about $40,000 to $ 50,000, used primarily to support
scholarships, stipends and fellowships for graduate and undergraduate students. The Department
has more than a dozen endowments held and managed by the University of New Mexico
Foundation that provide very important additional resources to support our undergraduate and
graduate students.
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The Caswell Silver Foundation (CSF) is the largest single source of departmental funds
generated by endowments. Established as a non-profit foundation by alumnus Caswell Silver in
1980, the sole purpose of the CSF is to support the academic mission of the Department in ways
that would not otherwise be possible given the normal levels of state support. The CSF funds
provided annually to the Department that have contributed in very significant ways to enabling
EPS to achieve its current stature. However, as with many other endowments, the funds
generated by the endowment were diminished significantly as a result of the global economic
financial crisis of 2008. Prior to 2001, the CSF Foundation had been contributing on average
around $100,000 per year to the Department to support several different activities. (1) Periodic
funding of the salary and expenses of a Caswell Silver Research Professor. This endowed chair is
filled for two years by an outstanding young Earth Scientist (generally no more than a few years
past the Ph.D.) who is selected on the basis of a national search. (2) Annual support for one to
two large fellowships, called the Kelley-Silver Fellowship. Carrying a large stipend and
associated with additional support for travel and research, the availability of this fellowship has
enabled the Department to compete for (and ultimately attract) top graduate student applicants
each year. (3) Support for the majority of faculty member travel to professional meetings and
conferences. (4) Support for the Caswell Silver Distinguished Lecturer series, which each year
typically enables us to bring nationally known scientists to campus (discussed in a previous
section). (5) Support for undergraduate research and the annual Caswell Silver Research
Symposium (discussed in a previous section). (6) Additional support to augment the rather
uncompetitive UNM TA salaries. Recently, as a result of the global recession, the CSF
Foundation has had to reduce its contributions to the Department to the point where we have not
been able to support a Caswell Silver Research Professor since 2006 and we have had to reduce
the number of Kelley-Silver Fellowships from 2 to 1 since 2008. Nevertheless, despite this
reduction in funding, the financial contributions to the Department from the CSF have become
even more important in sustaining the Department through very challenging economic time. The
Foundation Board has expressed concerns that the endowment is expected to cover basic
operating costs: contributing to needed infrastructure, and for example, in the absence of any
faculty travel funds from the University, the CSF has become the Department’s sole source of
travel funds for faculty outside of grant-generated funds from individual faculty.
6C: DESCRIBE THE COMPOSITION OF THE STAFF ASSIGNED TO THE UNIT (INCLUDING TITLES
AND FTE AND THEIR RESPONSIBILITIES).
ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF
Paula Pascetti - Department Administrator (DA). Reports directly to the Department chair.
Ms. Pascetti manages the Department office, including supervising Cindy Jaramillo, Mabel
Chavez and departmental work studies who are working in the Department office. She is
responsible for multiple aspects of the administration of the Department. Her duties include: all
hiring activities for student employees, postdoctoral fellows, staff, part time instructors, faculty
search coordination, management of mid-probationary reviews, as well as tenure and promotion
reviews, class scheduling, departmental inventory, purchasing of major items (computers, major
equipment, vehicles, etc.), handling of departmental scholarships, coordination of departmental
field camps, coordination of major departmental events (convocation, special seminars). The DA
Works closely with the departmental account and the Department chair to make budgetary
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decisions for the Department. In the absence of a Department Facilities Manager our DA has
taken on significant responsibilities for oversight of the Department infrastructure.
Cindy Jaramillo: Administrative Assistant. Serves as the Department graduate program
coordinator; manages the graduate program admissions process; keeps student records; provides
advisement on Office of Graduate Studies requirements, record keeping, and reporting; provides
clerical support to the entire Department faculty; and provides front office / reception for the
Department, as required. Provides additional support for annual inventory and departmental
events (commencement, special receptions, seminars, graduate orientation workshops). Ms.
Jaramillo reports to Paula Pascetti. Reports building infrastructure problems to Physical Plant.
Mabel Chavez: Technical Assistant. Provides clerical support to the chair as needed (i.e.
compiles data for departmental annual report) – alumni records. Oversees departmental field
vehicles, including routine maintenance, repairs, insurance, etc. Organizes and handles
reimbursement and ordering supplies as needed for student, faculty and staff teaching and
research activities.
Faith Mutchnik: Accountant II Ms. Mutchnik reports directly to the Department chair. Her
responsibilities include the following activities: Monitoring the business activities of the
Department through the maintenance and control of financial records including restricted and
unrestricted accounts, as well as endowments. Performing advanced accounting functions in the
management of the Department fiscal activities; prepares integrated financial and statistical
reports, statements, projections, and recommendations that may have long-term impact on
funding for the organization. Ms. Mutchnik supervises the activities of staff, as appropriate to the
position. Included in the responsibilities is the processing of a high volume of purchasing and
reimbursement documents, journal entries, reconcilliations, payroll, reports, and special
projects.In addition, the Department has several other technical staff members who have
responsibilities relating to managing and supporting the extensive laboratory facilities that the
Department maintains. These individuals are supported by a variety of funding sources,
including I&G funding from the College of Arts and Sciences, departmental F&A funds,
revenues generated from operation of the laboratories as well as grants and contracts.
RESEARCH AND TECHNICAL STAFF
Dr. Abdulmehdi Ali – Senior Research Scientist I Dr. Ali holds a 0.8 FTE position as
manager and supervisor of the Analytical Geochemistry Laboratory in the Department. The
position is funded by I&G funds (0.67 FTE) and by revenues generated by the laboratory (0.13
FTE). Dr Ali reports directly to the chair of the Department. The laboratory is a multiuser facility
that provides analytical chemistry services to the Department of Earth and Planetary Sciences
and many other departments on campus from the College of Arts and Sciences, School of
Engineering and the UNM Health Sciences Center. Dr. Ali is responsible for all aspects of the
operation of the laboratory including the operation, maintenance, repair and troubleshooting of
laboratory instruments, development of analytical procedures, training of users of the laboratory
in analytical techniques and chemical safety, quality control of analytical data. He is also
responsible for the long term strategic development of the facility in consultation with faculty to
meet future analytical needs of the Department. Although the Department has no formal
expectation of teaching from Dr. Ali, he contributes in significant ways to both formal and
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informal instruction. He team teaches a Spring class (CE 437/537), Aqueous Equilibrium,
Chemistry, and Analysis, and summer Water Resources Program class (WR 573). He also
contributes significant time and energy to assisting students carrying out laboratory tasks in
classes taught by other faculty such as the field-based class Advanced Environmental Sciences
taught by Professor Laura Crossey and the Instrumental Techniques in Geochemistry class taught
by Associate Professor Rhian Jones. He also serves as a member on M.S. and Ph.D. student
thesis committees as requested. Dr. Ali is also the Department’s safety office and serves on the
University Chemical Safety Committee, which provides high level oversight and advice to the
Provost and Vice President for Research on chemical safety at UNM. Dr. Ali has served as Co-I
on several grant proposals providing extramurally-funded instrumentation housed in the
Analytical Laboratory.
Dr. Viorel Atudorei – Research Scientist III Dr. Atudorei holds a 1.0 FTE position in the
Department as manager of the Stable Isotope Laboratory. Dr. Atudorei reports directly to the
director of the facility, Regents Professor Zachary Sharp. Dr. Atudorei is funded at a 0.92 FTE
by I&G funds and 0.08 FTE by revenues generated by the laboratory. The laboratory is a
multiuser facility that provides stable isotope analytical capabilities to the Department of Earth
and Planetary Sciences and many other departments on. Dr. Atudorei is responsible for all
aspects of the management of the laboratory including the operation, maintenance, repair and
troubleshooting of laboratory instruments, development of analytical procedures, training of
users of the laboratory in stable isotope techniques, laboratory chemical safety and quality
control of analytical data. Dr. Atudorei also collaborates on research projects with members of
the Department faculty as requested.
Laura Clor - Research Scientist III Ms. Clor manages the volcanic gas analysis facility and
reports to Professor Tobias Fischer. She is responsible for the operation, maintenance, repair and
troubleshooting of laboratory instruments, development of analytical procedures, laboratory
chemical safety, analysis of samples and quality control of analytical data. Her position is a 1.0
FTE position that is entirely funded by soft money and has included a mixture of F&A funds
from the College of Arts and Sciences and the Department and revenues generated by
performing analytical work for external contracts.
Dr. Elena Dobriča - Research Scientist I. Dr. Dobriča holds a 1.0 FTE position (0.5 FTE from
I&G funds and 0.5 from lab revenues) as assistant manager of the Transmission Electron
Microscopy and Focused Ion Beam/Field Emission Gun SEM laboratories. She supports the
manager of the laboratory, Dr. Ying-Bing Jiang and reports through Dr. Jiang to the Director of
the laboratories, Professor Adrian Brearley. She is responsible for the day to day operation of the
laboratory, duties that include training new users on the instruments, assisting users with the
operation of the instruments, ordering supplies for the laboratory, trouble-shooting technical
problems with the instrumentation, maintaining laboratory computers (upgrades, backing up
data, etc.) and laboratory cleanliness. She also carries out analytical work for researchers on the
instruments as requested, prepares samples and works on research projects with other faculty
members are requested.
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Jedediah Frechette - Research Scientist 1. Mr. Frechette manages the UNM Lidar Lab to
facilitate access to the facility equipment for student and research users. He works with students
on spatial registration and analysis of geospatial data derived from the ground-based lidar
instrument and digital photography, and has developed standardized workflow products for
lidar/photograph data acquisition. Jed is responsible for overseeing ground-based lidar
acquisition and surveying of lidar acquisition locations. Mr. Frechette develops software for
lidar lab analyses, evaluates off-the-shelf software for geospatial applications, and develops
workflow products for data analysis. He has worked with colleagues across the country to share
procedures developed at the UNM Lidar Lab, and maintains a Lidar Lab website for sharing
open source code developed at the UNM Lidar Lab. Finally, Mr. Frechette works with Gary
Weissmann, director of the UNM Lidar Lab, to develop new projects and proposal ideas.
Gilbert Griego – Harding Mine caretaker. Mr. Griego is the longstanding caretaker of the
Harding Pegmatite Mine in Dixon, New Mexico. He holds a 1.0 FTE I&G funded position. His
duties include oversight of all aspects of the mine, particularly safety, necessary maintenance of
facilities, leading University and school parties on tours of the mine, handling paperwork
(liability forms, etc.) associated with all visitors (individuals and groups). Mr. Griego has also
overseen significant renovations to the mine as part of the New Mexico Bureau of Mines efforts
to improve the safety of old mine workings in New Mexico and provided much needed advice
and recommendations to the engineers in charge of the project.
Robert Macy – Research Engineer II. Mr. Macy has a 1.0 FTE position in the Department
funded by I&G funds (0.88 FTE) and a combination of F&A and support from various analytical
laboratories (0.12 FTE). Mr. Macy provides electronic, electrical and high vacuum technical
expertise to troubleshoot and repair the wide range of sophisticated analytical instrumentation in
the Department. He support instrumentation in the following laboratories Radiogenic Isotope
Laboratory, Stable Isotope Laboratory, Ion Microprobe Laboratory, SEM and Electron
Microprobe Laboratories, Analytical Chemistry Laboratory, Diagenesis Laboratory, Professor
Tobias Volcanic Gas Analysis Laboratory, X-ray Diffraction Laboratory and Transmission
Electron Microscope and FIB/SEM laboratories. Mr. Macy also provides expertise in the
Department for the infrastructure that supports the laboratories, particular the electrical supply
capacity for the building and the distribution systems that are in place. Due to the cuts that had to
be made as a result of the 3.24% rescission, we no longer have a building supervisor in the
Department. Mr. Macy has stepped in as needed to provide advice to the Department regarding
upgrades or renovations to the building that might affect the operation of our analytical
laboratories.
Dr. Victor Polyak - Sr. Research Scientist I. Dr. Polyak has a 1.0 FTE position in the
Department as manager of the Radiogenic Isotope Laboratory. Dr. Polyak reports directly to the
director of the facility, Professor Yemane Asmerom. Dr Polyak is funded at a 1.0 FTE by I&G
funds. The laboratory provides elemental and radiogenic isotope analytical capabilities to the
Department of Earth and Planetary Sciences and other departments on campus. Dr. Polyak is
responsible for all aspects of the management of the laboratory including the operation,
maintenance, repair and troubleshooting of laboratory instruments, development of analytical
procedures, training of users of the laboratory in analysis techniques, laboratory chemical safety
and quality control of analytical data. Dr. Polyak also carries out his own NSF-funded research
using speleothems as proxies of past climatic change.
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Michael Spilde - Sr. Research Scientist I. Mr. Spilde has a 1.0 FTE position in the IOM as
manager of the microbeam facilities and is also engaged in teaching and mentoring activities and
carries out his own NSF-funded research with an emphasis on mineral chemistry and
biomineralization- particularly in associate with microbiological processes in extreme
environments.
Dr. Ying-Bing Jiang – Sr. Research Scientist II. Dr. Jiang is a materials scientist by training
and is manager of the Transmission Electron Microscopy and Focused Ion Beam/Field Emission
Gun SEM laboratories. He holds a 1.0 FTE position funded at a 0.66 FTE level by I&G funds
and 0.34 FTE by research grants and revenue from the laboratories. Dr. Jiang is responsible for
all aspects of the management of the laboratory including the operation, maintenance, repair and
troubleshooting of laboratory instruments, development of analytical techniques, preparing
documentation of laboratory protocols and techniques, training of users of the laboratory in
analysis techniques, assisting users within interpretation of data, laboratory chemical safety and
quality control of analytical data. He also carries out independent research funded by his own
research grants and contracts and in collaboration with faculty. Dr. Jiang also teaches the
Department’s graduate level class in Analytical Electron Microscopy (EPS 538L) each Spring
semester.
6D: DESCRIBE THE LIBRARY RESOURCES THAT SUPPORT THE UNIT'S ACADEMIC AND RESEARCH
INITIATIVES

The UNM library system provides direct access to numerous electronic and print journals,
databases, specialized librarian support and other information resources relevant to Earth and
Planetary Sciences teaching and research: see our library resource page at:
http://libguides.unm.edu/earth_planetary_science?hs=a
E&PS has a designated librarian, Dr. Karl Benedict, who is available to assist with student
training, research project support, library resource acquisition, and data management planning
support. Students and faculty have electronic access to a wide variety of electronic databases
and journals (e.g. http://library.unm.edu/find/databases.php?sub_id=46), including the AGU
Digital Library, Web of Science and SciFinder Scholar search services. Dr. Benedict and other
data librarians are also available to assist with NSF- and NIH-mandated data management plans
and UNM’s institutional repository, Lobovault (http://repository.unm.edu), is a key resource for
archiving student and faculty research product (papers, reports and data), and student theses.
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VII. CRITERION 7: FACILITIES
7A: DESCRIBE THE FACILITIES ASSOCIATED WITH THE UNIT AND ASSOCIATED PROGRAMS
INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, CLASSROOMS, PROGRAM SPACE (OFFICES, CONFERENCE
ROOMS, ETC.), LABORATORIES, EQUIPMENT, ACCESS TO TECHNOLOGY, ETC
The Department of Earth and Planetary Sciences and the Institute of Meteoritics occupy a
4-floor building (Northrop Hall), constructed in 1953, with minor additions since then (see floor
plan, Appendix E). With the exception of the CREATE GIS and image processing facility, this
building houses all offices for faculty, staff, graduate students and visiting scientists, in addition
to the departmental laboratories and classrooms. CREATE is housed separately in the Center for
Advanced Research Computing (CARC) in order to take advantage if CARC’s specialized
processing and computing environment. The Institute of Meteoritics is also housed in Northrop
Hall and there exist an excellent synergy between EPS and IOM in terms of teaching, research,
and use of laboratory facilities and collections. As the IOM is such a vital and important
contributor to our research and teaching enterprise, and contributes tremendously to the
recognition of UNM as one of the premier institutions to study planetary materials, it is
highlighted individually. The IOM description is followed by the description of CREATE,
another example of how EPS is affiliated with a research and teaching center whose recognition
goes far beyond the University campus. A description of the main EPS infrastructure (classroom
space, analytical facilities, computing and library facilities) complete this section.
Institute of Meteoritics (IOM)
Introduction
Founded at UNM in 1944, the Institute of Meteoritics was one of the first institutions in the
world devoted to the study of meteorites, and has over the past sixty-nine years earned a
reputation as a premier center for research on planetary materials, featuring a unique collection
of over 900 meteorites, most of which are extremely rare, including samples from Mars, the
Moon, and many unusual asteroids. In 2014 we will be marking the 40th anniversary of the
Meteorite Museum, and we were fortunate to be the recipients of a $50,000 capital project from
the State Legislature this year to jump start a renovation of the exhibits and display cases in the
Meteorite Museum. Currently, we have several major research initiatives funded by NASA and
NSF to study meteorites, planetary formation, moons, asteroids, and comets. To support these
studies, IOM features laboratories with the state-of-the-art analytical and experimental
capabilities, described in more detail below. Our staff and students are also science participants
in NASA's missions of exploration, leading robotic reconnaissance of Mars, and planning future
missions to the Moon and other destinations in our solar system. Every year, IOM research is
published in numerous major national and international journals, and is presented at national and
international conferences. Mentoring, teaching, training, and extensive involvement of graduate
and undergraduate students in original research projects stand as primary goals of the IOM. The
IOM's main source of support for these activities is from the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA). IOM is generating record levels of IDC from overhead-encumbered
external grant expenditures in the first half of FY13, with projected annual total expenditures at
nearly $1,165,000, or a 15.4% increase over FY12. Even in this current climate of budget cuts,
the end of ARRA, and the looming sequestration, we continue to see our federal grant portfolio
expand and had several new-start grants awarded this year, so our IDC generation for FY14
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should continue to grow at a healthy pace. For example Karen Ziegler was awarded a new grant
from NASA’s Cosmochemistry Program of $250,000 for two years, while Francis McCubbin
was awarded new grants from NASA’s Mars Fundamental Research Progam of $359,000 for
three years, the NASA Lunar Advanced Science and Exploration Research Program of $419,000
for three years, and the NASA funding of his prestigeous PECASE (Presidential Early Career
Award) award of $200,000 for two years. All of these awards are new money, not renewals of
existing grants, so we are experiencing significant real growth.
History of the Institute
In 1941, Dr. Frederick C. Leonard published a short paper in Contributions of the Society for
Research on Meteorites entitled "The need for an institution for research on meteorites". He
pointed out the almost complete neglect of scientific studies of meteorites and meteors, despite
the fact that they are "the only tangible objects of astronomical inquiry", and suggested that the
field of meteoritics was greatly in need of an institution dedicated to research in these fields. The
University of New Mexico responded to this plea by founding the Institute of Meteoritics. The
first director of the Institute was Dr. Lincoln LaPaz, who was also Head of the Department of
Mathematics and Astronomy at UNM. Over the past six decades there have been a total of five
IOM Directors: Dr. Lincoln LaPaz (1944-1966), Dr. James Wray (1966-1967), Dr. Klaus Keil
(1967-1990), Dr. James Papike (1990-2002), Dr. Carl Agee (2002- present).
The original objectives of the Institute were to promote the recovery, exhibition and scientific
study of meteorites, the advancement of pure sciences such as the study of meteors, and practical
applications of such knowledge. LaPaz established world-class meteorite collection which is still
being developed and enhanced, and which has been used extensively for research and education
throughout the history of the Institute. In the mid-1960s, in anticipation of LaPaz's retirement, a
decision was made by President Popejoy to align the IOM more closely with the Department of
Geology (now Earth and Planetary Sciences), rather than the newly formed Physics and
Astronomy Department, thus the meteorite collection was moved to Northrop Hall at that time.
In 1974, a new Meteorite Museum was opened in Northrop, and the exhibit features many
spectacular specimens from the Institute collection, and is visited by thousands of people each
year. Dr. Klaus Keil was appointed as director in 1967, and a short time later he received UNM's
first research grant from National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) to study the
Moon rocks brought back to Earth by the Apollo 11 astronauts. Since that time the IOM has
enjoyed uninterrupted funding by NASA for studies of lunar samples, meteorites, and wide range
of topics in planetary science. The IOM has grown from what was LaPaz's "one-man-show" with
a meteorite collection, at the close of World War II, to its current status as a dynamic research
and teaching institute, employing a total of twenty-five scientists, post-docs, graduate students,
undergraduate students, and administrative assistants.
Management
The IOM Director reports to the Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences, and oversees the IOM
research, teaching, and budget. The IOM offices and laboratories are located in Northrop Hall on
the UNM Main Campus. IDC return funds from our numerous external grants from NASA and
NSF are used to maintain the IOM office, which provides our scientific staff assistance for grant
submission, Banner accounting, travel, and provides supplies and services for IOM offices and
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labs. Now that our I&G operating budget has been completely wiped out by recent College
rescissions, IDC-return is our sole source of recurring funds that is not tied directly to a research
grant -- though of course this "returned" IDC is self generated and dependent on having grant
money to spend in the first place. I&G from the Colleges of Arts and Sciences provides salaries
of 0.5 FTE for each of our Senior Research Scientist III (SRSIII) positions, 1.4 FTE for
administrative staff, and a $2500 SAC for the Director. The lion's share of the IOM "expendable
income" comes from our external grants which provide funds for salaries, lab costs, travel, and
other research and student training expenses. Our SRSIII's are by definition entrepreneurial.
Although the SRSIII's report the IOM Director, each is responsible for establishing an
independent program of research, and each is responsible for raising six months of their salary.
Normally SRSIII's fund and advise students and post docs, and each is responsible for managing
an IOM laboratory/Service Center. The Director oversees the main IOM Service Centers, that
include the Electron Microprobe and SEM Labs, High Pressure Lab, the Infrared Spectroscopy
Lab (NewMIRA), and the Secondary Mass Spectrometry (SIMS) Lab. At this time, the Director
also serves as Curator of the IOM meteorite collection. He evaluates requests for specimen loans
from the scientific community and is responsible for quality control of our archives and the
content of our Meteorite Museum displays.
IOM Student Training and Mentoring
Our graduate students are probably the highest priority in the IOM, and we have made it a policy
to support our students whenever possible, to travel to scientific meetings, to provide them with
desktop computers, and high quality office space. We pride ourselves on the delivery of high
level, one-on-one, research interaction to our graduate students. We have a strong track record in
recruiting and hiring undergraduate students to work, gain experience, and carry out their own
projects in IOM facilities, mentored by our scientific staff. Currently we employ six UNM
undergraduates in the IOM. Naturally, our students have total access to IOM labs and facilities
for their research projects and thesis work. This year IOM graduate student Laura Burkemper
received a Ph.D., while Alison Santos and Kathleen Vander Kaaden received Masters degrees.
Alison Santos and Suzanne Gordon were each awarded $10,000 New Mexico Space Grant
fellowships.
CREATE
The Center for Rapid Environmental Assessment and Terrain Evaluation (CREATE) is
headquartered on the campus of the University of New Mexico in the University’s Center for
Advanced Research Computing (CARC). Since 2003, the Center has acquired and stored near
real-time remotely sensed data from environmental satellites within CREATE’s computational
facilities. CREATE provides rapid assessment of changing environmental conditions specifically
in the State of New Mexico and generally across most of North America from Panama on the
south to central Canada on the north and from the Pacific to Atlantic Oceans. The research center
develops methods to acquire, process, analyze and deliver environmental data to end users with a
goal of reducing data lag times to less than an hour. These data sets are used to support existing
Decision Support Systems (DSS’s) in hydrology, meteorology, ecology and climatology as well
as providing the research framework and data required to generate the next generation of DSS's
using NASA, NOAA and USGS data sets and assets. CREATE is also used as an educational
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tool to train the next generation of image processing and Geographic Information System (GIS)
scientists for work in a range of environmental fields.
The Center houses two data receiving antennas (4.5m X-band and 1.5m L-band) at UNM's
Science and Technology Park at 801 University Blvd. SE, and a Processing Lab within CARC.
The Center's antennas and processors currently receive MODIS data from NASA's Aqua and
Terra Satellites, and data from NOAA's HRPT satellites as well as from web-based data sources.
The facility also houses image processing hardware and software, data storage and data archives,
and web-based data distribution capabilities. The project operates with 24-hour coverage
focusing on the western United States and northern Mexico and has the ability to respond
immediately to user demands.
While data acquisition and rapid processing of this data is a critical factor in the success of
CREATE, the facility primarily serves the research and applications community in New Mexico.
In this role CREATE utilizes both existing data processing algorithms and newly developed
algorithms for specific scientific and user applications and provides data to Federal, State, Local
and private interests.
EPS Classroom and Program Space
As the Department has grown over the past 20 years, particularly the expansion of its
analytical laboratory facilities, classroom space in Northrop Hall has come under increasing
pressure. As a consequence some of our classroom space has been reutilized for research
laboratories and the teaching activities moved to new classroom facilities outside the
Department. Nevertheless, the Department considers it to be essential that classroom and
teaching laboratory space that is used for instruction for our majors remain within Northrop Hall,
so that our students spend a significant amount of time within their home department allowing
them to establish closer links with faculty, staff and graduate students as well as their peers. We
have therefore made considerable efforts to maintain and improve our core teaching classrooms
in Northrop Hall. Important renovations to our instructional space within the Department are
coming to completion at the time of writing of this self-study, as discussed below.
A brief history of developments relating to instructional space within the Department
over the last 10 years is provided here to provide context. Further details can be found in the
Department annual reports found as Appendices. The major catalysts for the changes in
utilization of classroom space that the Department has experienced have been driven by: a) the
conception and realization of a new collaborative learning science building, the Science and
Math Learning Center (SMLC) which was opened in January 2010 on the UNM campus, and b)
the demand for additional research laboratory space in Northrop Hall, both from the Department
and from the Institute of Meteoritics which has progressively reutilized teaching classroom space
in the building.
In 2004, then Dean of the College of Arts and Scientist and later Provost, Reed Dasenbrock
developed a plan to use State of New Mexico bond funds to construct a new building to house the
“Science and Math Learning Center”. With the passage of the state bond issue in 2007, about
$25,000,000 became available to support construction of a new four storey building to house the
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Department of Mathematics and Statistics, freshman Chemistry teaching laboratories, some
Biology laboratories, and one large lecture hall and several computer-based classrooms. The
Department of Earth and Planetary Sciences was designated approximately 5000 square feet of
space in the basement of this new building for the Natural Sciences Program laboratory/classroom,
office space for the Natural Sciences Program, a laboratory/classroom for the E&PS 105L Physical
Geology lab, and, as a shared space with Biology, a laboratory/classroom for the Environmental
Science Program laboratories, ENVS 102L. At the time of conception of the SMLC and up to its
completion in late 2010, all of these classrooms/laboratories utilized space on the first floor of the
E-W wing of Northrop Hal in rooms 114, 115 and 117. Part of the budget for the SMLC included
backfill funds to renovate the vacated classroom space in Northrop Hall to create modern,
functional teaching spaces. None of these classrooms had seen any kind of renovation for more
than 40 years. In 2009-2010, the faculty discussed and agreed on a plan for the renovation of these
laboratories and agreed that room 114 should be converted into a dedicated computer teaching
laboratory and room 117 should be renovated into a modern teaching laboratory, principally for
teaching EPS 201L Earth History, but to be utilized for other teaching purposes as necessary. In
December 2010, the SMLC was completed, and the Department relocated all its EPS 105L and
ENVS 102L laboratories into the new building, along with the all the Natural Sciences classes,
vacating the spaces in Northrop Hall. Unfortunately, due to the state budget rescission that hit
UNM at the beginning of AY2010-2011, no funds were available to commence the renovations of
the classrooms. At the beginning of AY2011-2012, then Department chair, Adrian Brearley
renewed efforts through the College of Arts and Sciences to obtain UNM capital project funds to
carry out the renovations of the classroom space. Approval for a $300K small capital project was
obtained from the UNM Provost’s Office in Fall 2012. During the initial assessments of the project
with UNM Office of Capital Projects, Adrian Brearley proposed a more extensive renovation of
the suite of classrooms and graduate student space on the east-west wing, that included five
classrooms (rooms 114, 115, 117, 124 and 134) and one room that contained graduate student
office space (116). Initial assessments were that this project could be completed within a budget of
$300K, the maximum budget for a small UNM Capital Project. However, it soon became apparent
that this budget limited was insufficient to carry out this entire project and a scaled back project
focusing on the Department’s most urgent needs, rooms 114, 115, 116 and 117. The Department
revisited its original plan that only included rooms 114, 116 and 117 and proposed a revised plan in
which room 114 would be renovated into graduate student office space, room 115 would be
converted from the mineralogy teaching laboratory into a computer teaching laboratory and rooms
116 and 117 would be combined into a single large studio-type classroom for collaborative
laboratory teaching for mineralogy, earth history and other laboratory classes, as required. As
planning and estimates for this project evolved during Spring 2012, it became apparent that the
total cost of even this reduced scale project ( $550K) significantly exceeded the $300K allocated
from UNM. As a consequence, the project was rescoped to involve a Phase I that included
renovation of room 114 for graduate student office space and renovation of rooms 116 and 117
into a studio-style classroom. Phase II was programmed as the renovation of the dedicated
computer classroom in room 115, when funds became available. The additional $250K in funds to
complete Phase II was raised through a proposal from Chair Adrian Brearley to the President of the
Frank and Marie Gorham Foundation, alumnus Tim Gorham, who generously donated $200K to
the project. In addition, $50K from a variety of departmental resources was used. Phase I of the
project was commenced in January 2013 and Phase II in May 2013. Phase I was completed in
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August 2013, in time to occupy the classroom for the Fall Semester 2013 and Phase II is in its final
stages, with a likely completion date of late October 2013.
With these two new renovated and state of the art teaching facilities the Department now has the
following classroom/laboratory teaching spaces within Northrop Hall. Each of these rooms has
been fitted with ceiling mounted digital video projectors. With the exception of Northrop Room
122, scheduling of classes in these facilities is controlled by the Department and are dedicated
solely to instructional purposes within Earth and Planetary Sciences.
Room 105 – Teaching laboratory with a capacity of 24 was renovated in 2009 with funds from
the Frank and Marie Gorham Foundation. This classroom was designed to be a flexible teaching
space for teaching small lecture classes for EPS and ENVS majors, as well as laboratory classes
for EPS 303L Igneous and Metamorphic Petrology and EPS Sedimentology and Stratigraphy.
Room 115 – Computer teaching laboratory with 20 x 27 inch dual boot iMac computers, plus
teacher workstation and state of the art A/V system. Scheduled to be operational by late October
2013.
Room 116 – Studio-style collaborative teaching laboratory with a capacity of 56 students, seated
around round tables. Teacher workstation and state of the art A/V system.
Room 122 – Large 260 seat lecture theater used for large sections of introductory geology and
environmental classes. Scheduling for this classroom controlled by UNM central scheduling and
is used widely for a variety of classes for other departments throughout the UNM campus.
Room 146 – Conference room/seminar classroom with capacity of ~20 used for small
undergraduate/graduate classes as well as departmental faculty meetings.
Room 134 – Small seminar-style class room with seating capacity of ~ 12. Used extensively for
small seminar classes, comprehensive exams, but in need of upgrades and renovation.
Room 340 – Lecture-style classroom with capacity of 40 students used for upper division
undergraduate classes and graduate classes.
Science and Math Learning Center
The Science and Math Learning Center houses the EPS 105L Physical Geology Laboratory, the
ENVS 102L Blue Planet Laboratory and the Natural Sciences Program classroom/laboratory.
The EPS 105L and Natural Sciences Laboratories are dedicated solely to these classes, whereas
the EPS 102L laboratory is shared 50:50 with the Department of Biology. Each of these
classrooms was designed and purpose built as 100 level teaching laboratory space for small
laboratory sections and represent state-of-the-art facilities for instruction in these areas.
SMLC B64 – EPS 105L Physical Geology Laboratory is located in the basement of the SMLC
building and is a fully equipped 1200 square feet teaching laboratory facility with work benches,
specimen and map storage facilities and a capacity to teach laboratory classes of up to 26
students.
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SMLC-B66 – Natural Sciences Program Laboratory, also located in the basement of the SMLC
building is a 1500 square feet multipurpose classroom/laboratory that is used for teaching all
classes and laboratories associated with the Natural Sciences Program.
SMLC 182 – ENVS 102L Blue Planet Laboratory is located on the first floor of the SMLC
building. This 1500 square foot laboratory is fully equipped to accommodate both environmental
sciences and biology laboratories. Due to the agreement between Biology and EPS, the
Department only has use of the laboratory for the first half of the week. This has significantly
restricted the Department’s ability to schedule additional ENVS 102L laboratories and has also
reduced flexibility in scheduling of classes. This problem may be alleviated by Phase II of the
SMLC project which has been partially funded by the state legislature and will ultimately lead to
a dedicated ENVS 102L laboratory classroom housed in the basement of the SMLC building
adjacent to the EPS 105L laboratory. Currently, completion of the project is slated for AY 14-15
subject to final approvals.
EPS Research Laboratory Space (in Northrop Hall)
The Department houses a significant number of analytical laboratories that provide important
instructional and research capabilities both for our own undergraduate and graduate students, but
numerous students from other departments on the UNM campus. Many of these laboratories are
run as multiuser facilities, in some cases acting as central core analytical facilities for the UNM,
although they are not officially recognized as such. Nevertheless, they make a very significant
contribution to the research infrastructure at UNM.
Radiogenic Isotope Laboratory
The Radiogenic Isotope Laboratory consists of sample preparation and clean lab spaces,
elemental and isotopic analytical instrumentation and supporting infrastructure.
The main class 100 clean lab is supported by a 7,000 cfm multi-staged air-handler with prefilters, charcoal and HEPA filters, with welded PVC ductwork. The main clean lab, about 1200
sqft, houses 1) wet chemistry work spaces for ion chromatography of a variety of samples,
ranging from meteorites, terrestrial rocks and waters 2) a water purification area that supplies
analytical-grade (18 Ω ohm) water at every sink in the lab continuously, 3) sample loading and
weighing room with large-sample and ultrasensitive balances 4) an instrument den, currently
housing our thermal ionization mass spectrometry and supporting instrumentation.
The thermal ionization mass spectrometer, a Micromass (VG) Sector 54, has seven standard
Faraday cups and an ion-counting Daly multiplier for detection of small ion beams. In addition,
it is equipped with a second-stage wide aperture retarding filter (WARP) for high abundance
sensitivity isotopic analysis. Up to 20 samples can be analyzed manually or automatically in
dynamic or static mode. The new mass spectrometer has extremely stable Faraday to Daly gain,
better than 0.09% /1.5 hrs. The relative gain stability between the Faraday cups is extremely
good, essentially a non-issue for static measurements lasting a few hours. The second clean lab
is our inductively coupled mass spectrometry facility. This facility is supplied with HEPA
filtered air using a closet second-stage air-handler, using the building system as supply for
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makeup air. Aside from the ICP-MS units, the lab also has sample preparation rooms used for
high temperature sample dissolution and handling of high concentration spikes.
The ICP-MS mass spectrometers consist of a Thermo Neptune plus multi-collector ICP-MS (MC
ICP-MS) and Thermo X-Series II quadrupole mass spectrometer (Q-ICPMS). The Neptune MC
ICP-MS,has 9 Faraday cups, 5 channeltrons, and one secondary electron multiplier with a high
abundance filter. The amplifiers consist of dynamically switchable boards, 5 have 1011Ω, 4
1012Ω and one 1010Ω resistors. The detection system has a large dynamic range, from single
ion counting to 50x10-11A ion currents. The mass spectrometer is capable of operating in
normal, medium and high resolution (13,000) modes. We are capable of measuring isotope
ratios of non-gas elements across the periodic table, covering projects across a wide array of
disciplines. We upgraded the Neptune to the Neptune-plus configuration using our in-house
capabilities. The Q-ICPMS instrument has an electron multiplier that operates on analog and
pulse counting modes, with a dynamic range >8 orders of magnitude, and very low backgrounds
(<0.5 cps), allowing analysis of major elements and trace elements up to sub-ppt levels. A thirdgeneration collision cell technology, eliminates matrix and argon-based spectral interferences.
The instrument has high scanning range ( >12,000 amu/sec) across the entire mass range. The
sample preparation facilities including computer controlled micro-drill, large-sample carbonate
saw. Within the clean labs, we have sample dissolution equipment at various temperatures. All
the instruments are connected to a stable power system, consisting of high capacities UPS units,
and an external backup generator.
The Radiogenic Isotope Laboratory is director by Professor Yemane Asmerom assisted by
Senior Research Scientist I Dr. Victor Polyak.
Stable Isotope Laboratory
The stable isotope laboratory consists of three climate-controlled rooms (110.6m ) with a Delta
XLPlus mass spectrometer: configured for CO2, O2, SO2, N2 and H2, and a Delta Plus configured
for for CO2, and N2. Off-line extraction systems are in place for carbonates, silicates, water and
fluid inclusions. Both mass spectrometers have continuous flow capabilities with CONFLO II
and GasBench interfaces. On-line peripherals include an elemental analyzer, an on-line gas
purification system (Finnigan GasBench), a capillary GC system and a TC-EA pyrolysis unit for
on-line analysis of H and O isotope ratios from water and organic compounds and a continuous
flow-based fluorination laser extraction line. The elemental analyzer is used routinely for N2,
CO2, and SO2 (sulfides and sulfates) analyses. Two on-line laser extraction lines are in place, the
first for silicates and the second for carbonates and phosphates. Two lasers, a UV (quintupled
Nd-YAG laser – 213 nm) and far-infrared CO2 laser are used interchangeably on both extraction
lines. The continuous flow laser line uses UHP F2 as a reagent and can be configured with either
the UV laser for in situ analyses (100μm diameter holes) or the CO2 laser for complete
fluorination of ~4 microgram mineral separates. The extraction line is UHV – fully internally
electropolished – made with weld and VCR fittings, as well as low-blank pneumatically
controlled diaphragm valves. The system can be used for δ18O and δ17O analyses. An induction
furnace with optical pyrometer control is used for synthesis and evaporation experiments. The
stable isotope laboratory is also equipped with a full glass blowing facility, a mineral separation
facility, including micro saws, a magnetic separator, microscopes, dissecting equipment and
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heavy liquid-acid digestion facilities. The laboratory is a multiuser facility with open access and
is directed by Professor Zachary Sharp, assisted by Research Scientist III, Dr. Viorel Atudorei.
X-ray Powder Diffraction Laboratory
The XRD laboratory houses a Scintag PAD IV Powder XRD instrument which was purchased in
1984 and has been the workhouse instrument for our XRD laboratory since then. The instrument
is controlled by Jade Power XRD software and has received various upgrades since then. In
2011, we were successful in obtaining an NSF MRI grant to upgrade our XRD facilities and in
Spring 2012 installed a Rigaku SmartLab II powder XRD instrument as well as a Rigaku Rapid
microX-ray diffractometer. These two instrument have added considerable new powerful XRD
capabilities to our facilities. The Rapid instrument in particular provides significant new research
opportunities with the ability to obtain non-destructive power XRD patterns from very small
samples and in situ from thin sections at a spatial resolution as high as about 30 microns,
although 100 microns is generally more practical due to shorter pattern acquisition times. This
laboratory is a multiuser facility directed by Professor Adrian Brearley in collaboration with
Professor Abhaya Datye, Director of the Center of Microengineered Materials and managed
Research Scientist Mr. James Connolly.
Transmission Electron Microscope Laboratory
The TEM laboratory is located in the basement of Northrop Hall in the Electron Microbeam
Analysis Facility and is equipped with two transmission electron microscopes. The first is a
JEOL 2010 200kV high resolution transmission electron microscope capable of a 0.19 nm point
to point resolution. A Gatan high resolution Orius CCD camera is fitted to the instrument
allowing on-line acquisition and processing of digital images. This instrument is equipped with a
new (2009) Oxford Analytical INCA 200 EDS analytical system which uses an ultra thin
window EDS detector capable of detecting all elements down to boron. In 2000 we installed a
JEOL 2010F FASTEM TEM/STEM instrument that was purchased with funds from NSF and the
University of New Mexico. This is has an exceptional array of analytical capabilities including
energy filtered imaging (EFTEM), electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS), X-ray
microanalysis and X-ray mapping at the subnanometer level, and bright and dark field STEM
imaging, as well as traditional TEM techniques such as electron diffraction and high resolution
imaging. The JEOL 2010F has a 0.19 point to point resolution in TEM mode and a guaranteed
spot size of 0.16 nm in STEM mode, although it has been demonstrated to reach a spot size of
0.14 nm on our instrument. The instrument has a high angle annular dark field detector
(HAADF) for atomic resolution Z-contrast imaging in the STEM mode. Our instrument is
equipped with a GATAN image filtering (GIF) system for energy filtered TEM (EFTEM) and
electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS), an Oxford ultrathin window EDS detector connected
an Oxford INCA X-ray analysis system. The instrument also has a GATAN TV camera for
instrument alignment, a GATAN multiscan CCD camera (as integral part of the GIF) and a
GATAN Erlangshen Wide Field camera for digital image acquisition.
The laboratory is also equipped with a full range of sample preparation equipment including a
GATAN Precision Ion Polishing System, a GATAN Duo ion beam milling instrument,
ultramicrotome (RMC Ventana), and carbon coaters.
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This laboratory is a multiuser facility directed by Professor Adrian Brearley and managed by
Senior Research Scientist Dr. Ying-Bing Jiang assisted by Research Scientist, Dr. Elena Dobriča.
Focused Ion Beam/Field Emission Gun Scanning Electron Microscope (FIB/FEG SEM)
Laboratory.
This laboratory located houses an FEI Quanta 3D FEG Dualbeam focused ion beam/field
emission gun scanning electron microscope (FIB/FEGSEM) which was installed in the Electron
Microbeam Analysis Facility in the basement of Northrop Hall in late Fall 2008. The instrument
is a high resolution FEGSEM that is also capable of a wide range of nanomachining and
nanofabrication applications using the ion beam column, and is used extensively for the
preparation of site-specific TEM samples. The instrument is equipped with full in situ sample lift
out capabilities for removing TEM foils from samples using an Omniprobe AutoProbe 200.2
micromanipulator. In addition, the instrument also is equipped with an EDAX Genesis EDS
system with an Apollo 40 SSD detector for X-ray microanalysis and a EDAX/TSL EBSD system
for electron crystallography. The Quanta FEG 3D is also an environmental SEM and can be used
to study uncoated samples under controlled vacuum conditions. The laboratory is a multiuser
facility directed by Professor Adrian Brearley and managed by Senior Research Scientist Dr.
Ying-Bing Jiang assisted by Research Scientist, Dr. Elena Dobriča.
Electron Microprobe (EMP) and Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) Laboratory
The electron microprobe and scanning electron microscopy laboratory is operated by the Institute
of Meteoritics and managed by staff research scientist, Mike Spilde. Located in the basement of
Northrop Hall, the electron microprobe laboratory houses a JEOL 8200 Superprobe that was
installed in 2003. The instrument is equipped with 5 wavelength dispersive spectrometers and as
well as a Noran EDS detector, was and was purchased with funds from NASA, NSF and the
University of New Mexico. This instrument provides outstanding capabilities for quantitative
analysis and large area X-ray mapping. The instrument is equipped with two high intensity
spectrometers, each fitted with two large area analyzing crystals and we also have the first ultra
large area single crystal PET spectrometer installed on any of these instruments in the U.S..
The SEM laboratory houses a JEOL 5800LV instrument, which was it installed in August 1997.
This instrument is a dual mode microscope that can operate at both high vacuum and in low
vacuum (~ 2 Torr). This capability has allowed us to examine our experimental samples without
any preparation such as carbon coating. The microscope is fully automated with a eucentric stage
and five motorized axes and is equipped with an Oxford ISIS 300 EDS analyzer system with an
ultrathin window detector capable of light element detection and analysis. An Oxford
cathodoluminescence (CL) detector is integrated into the ISIS system.
This multi-used facility is managed by Research Scientist Mr. Michael Spilde.
Ion Microprobe Facility
The ion microprobe facility at UNM houses a Cameca IMS 4f secondary ion mass spectrometer
(SIMS) that will be used for trace element and some isotopic analyses. The instrument is
equipped with both oxygen and cesium primary ion beam sources and is capable of analyses with
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a spatial resolution of <30 m. The instrument was originally housed at Sandia National
Laboratory, but was donated and moved to UNM in 2001. Varies software and hardware
improvements have been made to the instrument over the past several years and it remains an
important instrument that is directed Research Professor Dr. Chip Shearer (Institute of
Meteoritics, UNM), assisted by Research Scientist Paul Burger.
Volcanic and Hydrothermal Gas Analyses Laboratory.
The laboratory includes a high vacuum system for sample preparation and introduction in to the
analytical system. The vacuum line contains a series of getters and traps that allow for the
separation and purification of various gas species. The analytical instruments are a Gas
Chromatography (with highly sensitive discharge ionization detector) and Pfeiffer Quadrupole
Mass Spectrometer. The combination of these instruments enable the analyses of major and
trace gases and Argon isotopes in gas and water samples. In addition to the
laboratory equipment, we have field instruments available for the collection of volcanic and
hydrothermal gas samples, the measurement of volcanic plume compositions using remote
sensing, as well as a prototype portable volcano mass spectrometer for in situ field analyses of
volcanic emissions. The laboratory is directed by Professor Tobias Fischer assisted by Research
Scientist Ms. Laura Clor.
Analytical Chemistry Laboratory
The Analytical Chemistry laboratory is located in the second floor, room 213 of Northrop Hall
and is equipped with various types of instruments (three PerkinElmer ICP-OES systems for
majors and minors elements analysis, one PerkinElmer NexION 300D ICP-MS for trace
elements analysis, Flexar PerkinElmer HPLC for organics and trace elements speciation, Dionex
CoulChem III Electrochemical Detector for organics analysis, FIMS for trace Hg analysis, XRF
for majors and minors solid samples elemental analysis, New Wave laser ablation elemental
analysis with CryoCell for biota analysis, Dionex SCI 1100 Ion Chromatography anions
analytical system, and various types of samples preparation apparatus for different sample
analysis techniques. All these instruments were purchased through NSF funding and donations
from the Department of Energy (DOE). The laboratory supports various research and teaching
programs for different UNM departments including north campus (College of Pharmacy and
Medicine and the School of Biomedicine). The laboratory is a service center that provides
services to various city, state, federal, and public agencies, institutes, and companies. The
laboratory is managed by a laboratory director (Mehdi Ali, Ph.D.) and assisted by student
workers and volunteers.
Ground-Based Lidar Laboratory
The ground-based lidar laboratory conducts high-resolution surveys of outcrops for studies of
heterogeneity and sedimentology. Equipment is shared with the Lidar Laboratory at Western
State University in Gunnison, Colorado (Director is Professor Tim Wawzyniec). Equipment
available through the laboratory includes an Optech ILRIS-3D ER scanner, an Optech pan-tilt,
Crain Tri-Max tripod, batteries for scanner operation, field laptops, Nikon D700 full frame
digital camera with 28mm and 50mm lenses, color checker passport (for color calibration of
photographs), backpacks for transport of equipment into backcountry, and Windows
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workstations for data analysis. High accuracy GPS units and total stations are also available in
the Department of Earth & Planetary Sciences (not part of the Lidar Lab equipment) for accurate
placement of lidar scans into real-world coordinates. The laboratory is directed by Professor
Gary Weissmann assisted by Research Scientist Mr. Jed Frechette.
1 Atm Furnace Experimental Petrology Laboratory
The high temperature experimental petrology laboratory at UNM has two Deltech furnaces, both
with gas-mixing capabilities and programmable temperature control. One uses a gas mix of H 2CO2, and the other CO-CO2. Both furnaces are operational up to ~1600°C under a wide range of
oxygen fugacities.
High Pressure Experimental Laboratory
The experimental petrology lab houses three solid-media experimental devices: two Walker-style
multianvil presses and a Depths of the Earth piston-cylinder (with 13mm and 9mm pressure
vessel bore holes). The multianvil is capable of achieving pressures from ~3 to nearly 24 GPa,
and the piston-cylinder spans a pressure range of ~0.3 to ~3 GPa. Thus, in combination, these
two presses can achieve conditions relevant to regimes ranging from the mid-crust to the mantle
transition zone on Earth; from deeper crust to nearly the core-mantle boundary on Mars; and
from deepest crust to beyond the center of the core on the Moon and asteroid parent bodies. The
High Pressure Experimental Petrology Laboratory is directed by Professor Carl Agee and
managed by Associate Research Professor Dr. Francis McCubbin.
Micro-FTIR Laboratory
The chemical spectroscopy laboratory in the Institute of Meteoritics at the University of New
Mexico currently houses a Nicolet Nexus 650 Fourier Transform infrared spectrometer with
Continuµm microscope configured for the mid- to near-IR. The instrument is equipped with a
Globar source, KBr and CaF2 beam splitters, and deuterated triglycine sulfate (DTGS) detector.
Accessories include a micrometer, diamond compression cell, highly attenuated total reflection
cell, video system, image analysis system, vacuum tweezers, IR and visible light polarizers,
heating/cooling equipment, and a dry air purge unit. A Pike AutoDIFF accessory is available for
biconical reflectance analysis. The laboratory also has the appropriate sample preparation
materials: custom-made coring device, a high-precision analytical balance, relative humidity
chamber, chiller (>-80 °C), dies, high temperature oxy-acetylene torch, Carver press, polishing
equipment etc. The laboratory is managed by Associate Research Professor Dr. Francis
McCubbin.
Diagenesis Laboratory
The Diagenesis Laboratory (low temperature geochemistry/aqueous geochemistry) is equipped
with field instrumentation for installing shallow monitoring wells, and an extensive array of
continuous sensors for the measurement of water level, temperature, conductivity, pH, dissolved
oxygen, turbidity, nitrate, iron and sulfide in surface waters (streams, springs and lakes) as well
as subsurface (wells). Leveloggers, barologgers, YSI sondes, and YSI multparameter probes in
addition to standard Oakton multimeters and an automatic titration system are available for
determination of basic water quality parameters and environmental monitoring. The laboratory
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has autotitrators for rapid and accurate determination of alkalinity, and preparatory facilities
(including an IEC high-speed centrifuge and ultrasonic dismembrator) for clay mineral
separation. A computer workstation includes an array of geochemical software including
Aquarius hydrometric workstations and a server for continuous data sensor data management and
Geochemist’s Workbench for geochemical modeling. The Diagenesis Laboratory is directed by
Professor Laura Crossey.
Collections Facilities
The Department maintains large collections of mineral, fossil and rock specimens, housed in the
basement of Northrop Hall. Part of these collections is used in teaching, but the bulk of the
specimens are accessioned into reference or research collections. The accessioned collections
include approximately 5000 minerals and 8000 fossils, all of which are cataloged in a computer
database. The UNM mineralogy collection is one of the larger such collections curated at a
North American University. A small portion of the specimens are on display in our departmental
Geology Museum. Unfortunately, due to dwindling departmental resources and the retirement of
Professor Barry Kues who was the primary faculty member with curatorial responsibility for the
collections and museum, our ability to maintain and update these valuable collections has been
severely reduced. In addition, the Institute of Meteoritics maintains one of the world’s most
extensive collections of meteorites, and some of these are on display in the Meteorite Museum.
Professor Carl Agee, Director of the Institute of Meteoritics has primary curatorial
responsibilities for this Museum. Both of these museums, which are maintained by the
Department and Institute without direct support from the University, are open without charge to
the public, and are visited by 5,000 people (many of them classes of school children) each year.
Accordingly, both Museums represent a major education of resource for the University and New
Mexico in general.
Harding Pegmatite Mine.
The Department also manages the Harding Pegmatite Mine in Taos County, northern New
Mexico. This inactive mine, a classic zoned pegmatite with an unusual array of rare-earth and
other minerals, was donated to the University by Dr. Arthur Montgomery about 15 years ago.
The Department maintains an extensive research collection of Harding materials (including
extensive diamond drill core) and an archive of documents, maps and photographs related to the
mine. It is utilized by the Department as an outdoor laboratory, and is also open to the public for
visiting and limited mineral collecting, with prior permission from the Department. A half-time
Department staff member, Mr. Gilbert Griego, serves as caretaker for the property, which is
visited by about 2000 people per year. Much more additional information about this resource
can be found on the Department’s website.
Departmental Field Vehicles
In addition to laboratory facilities that serve the instructional and research needs of faculty and
graduate students (see below), the Department also maintains a fleet of 5 field vehicles, all of
them 4-wheel drive, and ranging in size from 8 to 9 passenger. These vehicles are used for most
course-related field trips, and are available for faculty and graduate student field research, and
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travel to professional meetings. A large inventory of field equipment is also maintained to
support our three summer field classes.
Mineral separation/rock crushing/rock cutting facility
Rock crushing facilities include a shatter box, jaw crushers, a sandblasting unit, large slab saws,
trim saws and thin section grinders. There are diamond and alumina lap wheels available for
preparation of most geological materials.
7B: Describe any computing facilities maintained by the unit
Computing Facilities
The Department maintains a student computing facility with networked PCs and Macs and a
Windows NT server supporting office software, plotting and statistics programs, disk storage,
scanning facilities, and black and white/color printers. A separate computer lab provides
ArcInfo/ArcView for GIS capability in support of both research and teaching. The Northrop
classroom rennovations described above include a new system of dual-boot Macs that will serve
as a teaching and research resource for the Department. The Department also maintains a Unix
cluster for more computationally intensive data analysis and modeling projects. Our new
geophysics faculty will be expanding this facility in the coming years.
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VIII. CRITERION 8: PROGRAM COMPARISONS
8A: PROVIDE INFORMATION ON THE DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PROGRAMS
WITHIN THE UNIT, DISCUSS THE UNIT'S PROGRAMS IN COMPARISON WITH OTHER PROGRAMS
SUCH AS NUMBER OF FACULTY, STUDENT CHARACTERISTICS [AND] TYPES OF PROGRAMS
The New Mexico Division of Higher Education (HED) has recently designated a new set of 27
peer institutions for UNM. The geoscience departments at these universities range from highlyregarded “top 10” programs (UT at Austin and Arizona State University) to much smaller
departments which do not offer a Ph.D. Table 8.A.1 shows rankings of the peer geoscience
programs obtained in several ways. The first ranking, “U.S.News” (published by U.S. News and
World Report), is based on surveys which reflect reputation in the field. The other rankings were
all compiled by the National Research Council (NRC) based on a set of 21 metrics. S-rankings
emphasize those metrics which scholars in the field consider most important, while research
rankings use subsets of the metrics related to research productivity. The range between high and
low for a particular ranking can be thought of as a confidence interval. Although the program
rankings (U.S.News, S-rank and Research rank) were obtained through different mechanisms,
the same pattern emerges in each. UNM’s EPS department is ranked 6th of the 22 departments
based on its U.S.News position (our actual position nationwide is 39th in the nation: the highest
of any science or engineering unit at UNM in the rankings. Nuclear Engineering ranks 7th of
~12 programs- i.e., top 50%). In the NRC rankings, the Research- and S-rankings most closely
aligned to research productivity, we rank 4th and 3rd of the 22 peer institutions. With a relatively
small tenure-track faculty (11th among peer institutions) this success is despite the general trend
of increasingly high rankings associated with large faculty size. Table 8.A.2 shows how we
compare in terms of faculty size and number of degrees awarded with the peer institution. In
terms of student mentoring and teaching, we are also producing strong geoscience enrollments at
the undergraduate level (5th of the 22 peer institutions), but our graduate degrees awarded are
less than the many Texas and highest rated institutions in our peer group (11th and 7th for M.S.
and Ph.D., respectively among the peer group).
This Department is thus seen as very strong, especially given its size (units ranking higher in the
metrics range from 30% to 300% larger in TT faculty size) compared to many of the departments
at other flagship universities in the comparison group.
Within the College of A&S at UNM, EPS ranks highly in research productivity, graduate
teaching, and grant funding, especially when normalized to our TT size. This is not reflected in
EPS salary compensation, where EPS salaries (especially at the associate and full ranks) are the
lowest among the science units within the College.
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Table 8.A.1*. UNM compared to 27 Peer Institutions.
Institution Name

University of Arizona
The University of Texas at Austin
Arizona State University
University of Colorado Boulder
Texas A & M University-College Station
UNM

University of Utah
University of Kansas
University of California-Riverside
University of Oklahoma Norman Campus
University of Nebraska-Lincoln
University of Houston
University of Iowa
The University of Tennessee
University of Missouri-Columbia
Texas Tech University
University of Nevada-Las Vegas
Florida International University
Oklahoma State University-Main Campus
New Mexico State University-Main Campus
The University of Texas at Arlington
The University of Texas at El Paso
University of Colorado Denver

USNews
Rank
7
9
17
23
32
39
45
54
58
58
63
63
69
89
89
89
89
101
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR

USNews
Score
4.3
4.1
3.8
3.7
3.4
3.2
3.1
2.9
2.8
2.8
2.7
2.7
2.6
2.4
2.4
2.4
2.4
2.3
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR

S-Rank
High
7
57
29
13
131
41
73
69
53
62
83
109
NR
48
35
NR
NR
66
118
NR
NR
NR
NR

S-Rank Low
33
102
77
44
140
94
111
110
99
115
121
133
NR
93
92
NR
NR
105
137
NR
NR
NR
NR

Research
High
11
52
14
14
103
39
96
68
60
56
64
67
NR
49
48
NR
NR
61
117
NR
NR
NR
NR

Research
Low
50
116
61
57
135
105
132
126
118
123
121
124
NR
102
123
NR
NR
117
139
NR
NR
NR
NR

Students
High
17
73
38
9
132
27
10
69
12
33
40
135
NR
13
1
NR
NR
23
117
NR
NR
NR
NR

Students
Low
71
110
94
52
139
97
86
112
73
111
102
139
NR
87
20
NR
NR
96
130
NR
NR
NR
NR

Diversity
High
60
98
82
34
27
35
91
43
102
98
109
45
NR
63
47
NR
NR
2
89
NR
NR
NR
NR

Diversity
Low
99
123
116
74
55
74
121
77
124
125
129
80
NR
109
87
NR
NR
13
117
NR
NR
NR
NR

R-Rank
High
8
25
36
40
24
61
46
71
40
54
77
88
NR
30
95
NR
NR
58
115
NR
NR
NR
NR

R-Rank
Low
21
65
66
66
97
99
82
109
76
94
116
124
NR
66
127
NR
NR
113
133
NR
NR
NR
NR

*In the case of multiple departments (Environmental, Planetary, Geophysics, etc) Geological or Geoscience was used.
Data Sources: http://grad-schools.usnews.rankingsandreviews.com/best-graduate-schools/top-science-schools/earth-sciencesrankings?int=e6ce6e and http://chronicle.com/article/NRC-Rankings-Overview-/124713/
S-Rank: Programs are ranked highly if they are strong in the criteria that scholars say are most important.
Research: Derived from faculty publications, citation rates, grants, and awards.
Students: Derived from students' completion rates, financial aid, and other criteria.
Diversity: Reflects gender balance, ethnic diversity, and the proportion of international students.
R-Rank: Programs are ranked highly if they have similar features to programs viewed by faculty as top-notch.

Table 8.A.2*. UNM compared to 27 Peer Institutions.
Institution Name

University of Arizona
The University of Texas at Austin
Arizona State University
University of Colorado Boulder
Texas A & M University-College Station
UNM

University of Utah
University of Kansas
University of California-Riverside
University of Oklahoma Norman Campus
University of Nebraska-Lincoln
University of Houston
University of Iowa
The University of Tennessee
University of Missouri-Columbia
Texas Tech University
University of Nevada-Las Vegas
Florida International University
Oklahoma State University-Main Campus
New Mexico State University-Main Campus
The University of Texas at Arlington
The University of Texas at El Paso
University of Colorado Denver

Bachelors
Relative
Enrollmen Bachelor's Masters
MS
Doctoral Doctoral TT Fac
Name of Dept
t
awarded Enrollment awarded Enrollment awarded size
Geosciences
70
nr
46
nr
76
nr
3.16
Geological Sciences
315
66
142
56
167
12
2.79
Geological Sciences
84
nr
37
nr
43
nr
1.74
Geology
233
49
33
13
52
9
1.47
Geology & Geophysics
278
41
81
21
66
5
1.47
Earth & Planetary Sciences
184
36
34
9
27
4
1.00
Geology and Geophysics
135
19
16
9
30
4
1.42
Geology
54
15
41
9
21
2
1.05
Geological Sciences
30
nr
14
nr
26
nr
0.63
Geology
87
nr
40
nr
24
nr
1.16
Geosciences
110
29
40
6
27
1
1.47
Geology
369
63
302
68
62
5
2.32
Geosciences
172
20
12
4
12
2
0.89
Earth & Planetary Sciences
139
25
18
5
27
5
0.95
Geology
30
7
27
10
10
2
0.68
Geosciences
191
66
47
3
15
4
1.00
Geosciences
75
13
39
11
25
5
0.79
Earth Sciences
30
7
11
5
20
5
0.79
Environmental Sciences
144
16
56
12
12
0
0.74
Geological Sciences
58
4
19
8
na
na
0.16
Earth and Environmental Sciences
140
18
60
3
15
0
0.26
Geosciences
52
3
24
3
25
0
0.68
Geography & Environmental Science
52
6
na
na
na
na
0.32

# TT fac
60
53
33
28
28
19
27
20
12
22
28
44
17
18
13
19
15
15
14
3
5
13
6

GradEnroll UGEnroll/
/TT
TT
2.03
1.17
5.83
5.94
2.42
2.55
3.04
8.32
5.25
9.93
3.21
9.68
1.70
5.00
3.10
2.70
3.33
2.50
2.91
3.95
2.39
3.93
8.27
8.39
1.41
10.12
2.50
7.72
2.85
2.31
3.26
10.05
4.27
5.00
2.07
2.00
4.86
10.29
na
19.33
15.00
28.00
3.77
4.00
na
8.67

*Data Source: American Geological Institute Directory of Geoscience Departments 2013.
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IX. CRITERION 9: FUTURE DIRECTIONS
9A:PROVIDE A SUMMARY OF THE STRENGTHS AND CHALLENGES FOR THE UNIT
The Department of Earth and Planetary Sciences has numerous strengths that have
allowed us to achieve a nationally and internationally recognized level of excellence. This has
been achieved despite limited and, at present, diminishing institutional resources. Currently, we
are the highest nationally ranked STEM department at UNM. We are also the top ranked
department at UNM in terms of F&A per faculty and in the top three in total F&A generated (FY
2013). This is clearly a result of our long-term investment in instrumentation and associated
technical support, our strength in field-based research, and the creativity and hard work of our
faculty and research professors. Furture topics of growth will include areas in energy, water
resources and environment. Towards that end we have started this process by hiring faculty in
the area of geophysics and have an ongoing search in geobiology/environmental. Our plan is to
move forward to the next levels of excellence that will increase our high ranking relative to our
peer institutions (# 6 of 22) and to any science and engineering departments at UNM. To
accomplish this, we face some significant challenges that are summarized below.
The Department has an excellent faculty who are very research active and highly
committed to teaching at all levels of the curriculum including at the 100 level. All our faculty
currently hold active research grants that collectively support the majority of the students in our
graduate program as well as providing support and research opportunities for undergraduate
students. We are also very fortunate to have outstanding analytical facilities that have been
established and maintained by the hard work and commitment of faculty and research staff. In
this regard, the support of the College of Arts and Sciences in providing salary lines for some
key research staff to manage these laboratories is a major strength of the Department. This
analytical prowess of the Department cannot be understated: it allows national and international
competitiveness for funding, and it puts the Department at the center of some of the most
significant analytical infrastructure on the UNM campus that we make openly available to all
interested users. The high level of research grant success among the EPS faculty has played an
essential role in supporting our analytical facilities.
Despite the relatively small size of our faculty (#12 of 22 peers), the recent loss of several
senior faculty members and low faculty salary compensation (see below), the Department
continues to rank very favorably among peer institutions, based on the most recent NRC
rankings and the annual U.S. News and World Report rankings. These rankings show that, over
the past five years, the Department has consistently been ranked the highest of ALL STEM units
at UNM, by a significant margin by U.S. News and World Report. In terms of financial impact
on the University, the Department has consistently been in the top three highest generators of
F&A revenues through grant activity among academic departments in the College of Arts and
Sciences, and in the top 2 in F&A dollars generated per full time faculty member. Like most
STEM departments in the College of Arts and Sciences, the numbers of students we graduate at
the undergraduate and graduate levels is comparatively small; but we have nearly doubled our
undergraduate majors and our graduate program enrollments have remained strong. Most
importantly, our data indicate that our undergraduate and graduate students are finding
employment in positions closely related to their degrees upon completion. Many of our
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undergraduates and M.S. graduates also move on to graduate programs, demonstrating that we
are producing students who are competitive in both the workplace and academia. Our Ph.D.’s are
finding jobs in the professoriate, with the Oil and Gas and Minerals industries, and with
environmental firms in the Private sector and Federal levels.
Over the last four to five years the Department has essentially been in a damage
mitigation mode as a result of the loss of several key faculty, budget cuts, and resentment and
dysfunction due to salary inequity. In essence, the major efforts of the chairs during this period
have been devoted to reactive efforts to prevent significant diminishment of our effectiveness as
a Department in teaching and research. Having gone through this five year period with some
significant challenges the Department has, we believe, moved into a recovery phase when we can
move into a more proactive operating mode. We see the opportunity to move forward and
improve our stature and visibility nationally and internationally. In particularly, the hiring of two
new assistant professors in AY12-13 and a new search in AY13-14, are very important steps to
recovering some of the ground that we lost in the prior five years. Nevertheless, we do face a
number of major challenges in moving forward.
First and foremost is the issue of salary inequities both within the Department and, more
importantly, compared to other STEM departments on the UNM campus. The faculty salaries in
EPS have suffered significantly from compression over the last 10 years compounded by the
complete lack of salary increases for four years from 2009 to 2012. These issues caused a
significant resentments within the Department and led to several faculty seeking positions
elsewhere in order to get retention offers from UNM, and associated salary increases. Although
recent efforts by the University and College of Arts and Sciences to address some of these
inequities are greatly appreciated, significant progress still needs to be made in order to
adequately compensate our faculty and research professors for their work. The problems of the
salary inequities between the Department and Earth and Planetary Sciences and other STEM
departments in the College of Arts and Sciences are illustrated by the following summary
comparison of salaries among Full Professor in the Departments of Chemistry and Chemical
Biology (CBB), Biology, Physics and Astronomy (P&A), Mathematics and Statistics (M&S) and
Earth and Planetary Sciences. The data presented here are for AY 12-13.
1) Of the 31 full professors from these five departments who earn over $100,000, only two
are in EPS (AY12-13 salaries of $137,432 and $101,624, respectively for these two
individuals)
2) Of the 10 lowest paid full professors in these five departments, 50% are in EPS.
3) The mean salary of the full professors in these five departments is $103,934. Of the full
professors earning above the average, 11 are in P&A, 7 are in Biology, 6 are in chemistry,
2 are in M&S, and 1 is in EPS. As percentages of the total number of full professors in
each department, the numbers breakdown as follows: C&BB = 66%, P&A = 52%,
Biology = 36%, M&S = 20%, EPS = 8%, i.e. only EPS is in single digits for the
percentage of full professors in the Department earning above the average.
4) The average salaries of full professors in the five departments are as follows: C&CB
$120,596; P&A $108,534; Biology $106,534; M&S $91,532, EPS $90,126.
5) The salaries of departments can often be skewed by outliers at the high and low ends of
the salary ranges. We therefore recalculated the numbers with the highest and lowest
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salaries in each department removed. Chemistry $118,994; P&A $106,944; Biology
$104,550; M&S $88,993, EPS $87,494.
We conclude that achieving salary equity between the Department of Earth and Planetary
Sciences and other STEM departments in the College of Arts and Sciences is the top priority for
continued productivity and future growth of E&PS.
An additional area of considerable concern for the Department is the situation with the
departmental budget, particularly the I&G operating budget, which is currently less than half of
what it was five years ago. Science departments are expensive entities to keep functioning with
complex laboratories and significant general demands on infrastructure. The budget cuts came at
a time when our reliance on computers and associated infrastructure for research and teaching
has increased dramatically. Our departmental computer lab, class room computers, software
licenses, and network are widely used by graduate and undergraduate students and was
established and maintained with resources from our I&G operating budget when it was $160K
per year. Now that our operating budget is less than 50% of that number, we have no resources to
maintain or upgrade these facilities. In the next year or so, essentially all our existing computer
workstations will become inadequate and will need replacing, but how this will be achieved
under the present budget constraints is unclear. This will be a major challenge for the
Department in both the short and long term and currently we are moving to a model where the
computer support is partially carried out by the A&S IT facility
Over the last 10 years, departmental space has become a major issue, as it is for many other
science departments. EPS faces two major space issues. First, we occupy a building that was
constructed in the 1950s and although the structure is, in itself, solid, the infrastructure within the
building is ageing and is causing significant problems. Although there have been renovations to
different parts of the building, when we have renovated space for new laboratories, the
fundamental air conditioning, heating, cooling and power systems as well as the general overall
integrity and appearance of the interior and the exterior of the building are badly in needed of
major upgrades. Although we recently had a series of energy efficiency upgrades to the heating
and cooling systems in the building, the fundamental underlying structure and internal
infrastructure of the building remains essentially the same. In particular, some of our laboratories
lack adequate temperature stabilization that compromises our ability to make highest accuracy
measurements. Although the physical plant can replace old air conditioning units, the available
budget is inadequate to make the upgrades that are required to run some of our top-notch
facilities. Leaky roofs threaten to demolish our irreplacable meteorite collection every time we
we have have heavy rain storms (more common than you may think in the Albuquerque summer
months) and currently three chemical hoods are being replaced due to water damage. The second
major space issue is that we have essentially outgrown our building. As our faculty have become
more and research active and successful at bringing in new pieces of instrumentation, we have
repurposed many rooms in the building for laboratory space. Thus, our recommendation is that,
over the next few years, we propose funding to substantially renovate Northrop Hall, while also
increasing space for E&PS to utilize in interdisciplinary UNM STEM buildings such as the
Math and Science Learning Center and proposed Interdisciplinary Science Building. This effort
can be bolstered by a strong alumni fund-raising campaign run by the EPS alumni committee
with (we expect) substantial help from the UNM Foundation.
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An additional area of considerable frustration for the Department and particularly the
Department chair is the consistent problems obtaining funding to support our summer field camp
courses. Our discipline relies on hands-on experiential teaching and the integration of teaching
and research. We live in a state with remarkable geology on our doorstep and it should therefore
be incumbent on us to use this incredible resource to train the future generation of geologists. We
have developed, over decades, an EPS Summer Field School that presently has three summer
field courses on our books which are intended to provide in depth experiential Geoscience
training; EPS 319, our required capstone undergraduate field camp, EPS 420/520 Advanced
Field Techniques for students heading to graduate school or industry, and EPS 453/553
Volcanology Field Camp. A decade ago, at the time of the last APR, we ran EPS 319 every year
and alternated EPS 420/520 and Volcanology every year, with A&S salary support for the
instruction (more than offset by student tuition) and fees supporting all logistical costs. The
courses “paid for themselves”. Possible because tuition was not returned to the College or the
Department, over the past five years, we have seen a progressive decline in the support from
UNM Special Projects to support these field camps. In 2011, the budget for the field camps was
frozen as a result of the rescission and then, in 2013, the frozen budget was arbitrarily reduced by
50%. In order to run the required course, EPS 319, the Department had to use internal
departmental resources from our endowments and other discretionary accounts to cover the
salaries of the teaching assistants for the course. Despite consistent appeals to the Dean of the
College of Arts and Sciences for an effort to resolve this untenable situation, support of summer
field courses remains a very low priority for UNM. The lack of recognition and support for these
summer field classes is, in our opinion, short-sighted and should we fail to offer these in the
future our undergraduate and graduate students will be shortchanged.
Major concern about the funding for our field school was also the finding of the EPS annual
program review a decade ago, who stated: “EPS faculty display a strong commitment to teaching
at all levels. The committee judges the quality of teaching to be excellent. Some EPS faculty
have been appropriately honored with University teaching awards. We particularly encourage
the continued emphasis on teaching within the natural laboratory afforded by New Mexico’s
varied and well- exposed geology. Note: Summer field courses are an essential part of any
geoscience curriculum. The recent restructuring of the University’s summer school program has
had a detrimental impact on the Department’s ability to offer a high-quality summer field
course.”
In this 2013 review, we therefore request actions recommended by the 2003 APR review
committee, that have still not been acted upon i.e. “The University must be sensitive to the
requirement that undergraduate and some graduate students must have this summer field
experience. Flexibility must be allowed in organizing and funding this program.”
As we head toward the summer of 2014, we note that there is a new initiative by UNM to
return control of the summer budget to the College level, which could help this situation given
the recognition of the importance of the summer field activities to specific teaching and training
in disciplines such as the Geosciences and Anthropology/Archeology.
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9B: DESCRIBE THE UNITS STRATEGIC PLANNING EFFORTS
EPS strategic planning initiatives are underway on several fronts to increase our ranking
nationally and among UNM’s peer institutions. The EPS Strategic Planning Committee
(currently chaired by Professor Tobias Fischer) is charged with developing strategies to improve
our rankings. The Graduate Committee has been charged with improving our recruiting,
retention, and time-to-degree statistics and to develop strategies to increase the number of Ph.D.
degrees we award. The undergraduate committee is charged with re-structuring the
Environmental Sciences degree to have a set of core course that foster a cohort-learning
approach for this major and, at the same time, look for ways to strengthen our EPS degrees and
provide synergies between students in both degree programs. We also seek ways to strengthen
our ties and collaborations with geoscience-related units at UNM such as the Water Resources
Program, Earth Data Analysis Center (EDAC) and the UNM Honors Program (with which we
share a new faculty hire), and Geomicobiology programs (an expansion of which we seek to
develop jointly with the Biology Department through our new hire in Paleobiology/Geobiology).
The long-term synergistic relationship between the EPS and the IOM needs to be fostered and
strengthened through joint efforts to support each other.
Thus, our strategic vision involves having the Department of Earth and Planetary
Sciences at the center of one of the strongest interdisciplinary programs at UNM or nationally.
We remain unsure how best to harness the contributions of each of the units towards common
strength, but we are currently developing proposals to the UNM higher administration to develop
one of the highest ranked Earth, Planetary, and Environmental programs in the U.S. that builds
on existing UNM strengths. In addition, our Department has diversity goals and demographics
that, like UNM in general, make us the “the future face of the geosciences” in the U.S. Both our
EPS and Envi Sci degrees attract a large number of Hispanic and Native American students, and
our departmental support and pyramid mentoring style promotes their success and placement into
the workforce or graduate school. Our graduate programs already successfully mentor a large
number of women and minority groups in STEM, and we plan to substantially increase our
impact in training of a diverse scientifically trained workforce.
In these many respects, we think that improved support of EPS can be one of the most
productive investments that UNM can embark upon for New Mexico.
9C: DESCRIBE THE STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS AND PRIORITIES FOR THE UNIT
An historical perspective is interesting when considering the potential and realities of
decadal program reviews. A decade ago, the visiting committee reported: “The committee found
the structure of the review process to be problematic for providing maximum benefit to The
University. The Department prepared an informative and detailed self-study that will aid its own
growth and development. However, the University review is conducted by faculty governance in
a format that seems much more organized for uniformity of procedures than for productivity of
outcomes. It is the administration, mainly the Provost, not faculty governance, that must take
substantive action in regard to this review. We did not see the Provost involved in the
process. We recommend that future reviews be conducted by the Provost’s office, as is
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commonly done at other Research 1 Universities, and that the reviews be used for informing
strategic actions by The University.”
A decade later, when EPS is compared to our peer institutions, and indeed other
Geoscience departments across the nation, a stark challenge emerges for UNM. Our national
ranking of 39 is remarkably high given our number of faculty and various lines of evidence
suggest that this has been achieved with less University support than other programs receive. We
believe we can move into the top 20 geoscience departments nationally (currently 39) and in the
top 3 of our peer institutions (currently #6). To do this, we need to be “firing on all cylinders”;
that is, to have salary equity within A&S for our productive faculty (~20% increase), increased
support for our departmental operations (increased by 20% from 2009 levels), an additional 2-4
analytical research position FTEs, and increased support for our graduate and undergraduate
programs through an additional 6-8 graduate/teaching assistantships. This will enable an increase
in the number of Ph.D. students in our programs and improvement of graduation rates. Improved
resources to expand our developing Environmental Sciences program is one way for UNM to
invest in STEM training for under-represented groups such as Hispanic and Native American
students. The lack of a facilities manager for our building should also be remedied to help plan
for the most cost-effective way to renovate Northrop Hall and build for future growth.
A decade ago, the visiting committee wrote: “EPS has provided a home for programs that
are needed for the health of the broader University. This Department has essentially stepped in
where higher administration has failed to accommodate interdisciplinary programs. The most
prominent examples are Geographic Information Systems (GIS), the Environmental Science
undergraduate degree, and the Natural Science Program for education majors. Several of these
programs especially serve minority students (an important UNM goal). In these efforts, EPS
receives little direct benefit, but its successful adoption of these programs demonstrates that the
unit is an exceptional campus citizen.”
Our continued goal in 2013-14 and beyond is to work with UNM higher administration to
achieve the broader impacts of synergistically linking diverse units within UNM into a nationally
highly-ranked interdisiplinary powerhouse for Earth, Planetary, Environmental, Water
Resources, Natural Sciences, Geospatial, Geobiology, and Sustainability studies. This goal is
within UNM’s grasp if there were a central focus, additional resources, and respect for the
contributions of each of the contributing units. The EPS Department is the logical leader for such
an initiative.
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